the ceiling in this new California bank distributes air blocks fire absorbs sound

Armstrong Ventilating Fire Guard is the uncluttered, hard-working ceiling in this Pacific State Bank Building. In the Ventilating Ceiling system, the plenum acts as supply duct and the ceiling itself acts as diffuser. Thousands of perforations blended into the tile pattern distribute conditioned air evenly and thoroughly to every part of the room, without drafts or "dead" spots. The ceiling also gives steel structural members three-hour protection (the local fire code requires only a one-hour rating). In the office areas, partitions and lighting fixtures can easily be moved: neither the air-diffusing nor the fire-retardant functions of the ceiling are affected. And the use of Ventilating Fire Guard, instead of wet-applied fire protection, has saved the building 45¢ per square foot—over $11,000 in all.

RECENT BANK INSTALLATIONS OF ARMSTRONG VENTILATING CEILINGS


INFORMATION. For special plenum-engineering data, giving all facts and formulae for the correct design of the Ventilating Ceiling system, contact your Armstrong Acoustical Contractor or Armstrong District Office. For general information, write Armstrong, 4212 Watson St., Lancaster, Pa.
All these buildings on the Dallas freeways

Down in Dallas, where a man can stretch out and buildings can too, Rotary Oildraulic Elevators serve many modern buildings along the magnificent freeways. Shown here are some of the buildings served in the Brook Hollow Industrial Park and Empire Central Office Community.

Esthetic considerations play a large part in the popularity of this modern elevator with Dallas architects: there’s no penthouse to inhibit roof-line design; handsome cabs and entrances enhance any interior.

But the real test of elevator acceptance is performance. Here, Rotary gives greatest value because of such features as:

- Power unit designed for elevator service and sized to operate at less than rated capacity under full elevator load. Because the motor and pump are never put under maximum strain, vibration and noise are kept to a minimum.
- Oildraulic Controller, developed by Rotary to control all hydraulic circuits, assures smooth starts and stops and provides easy adjustment of all actions without dismantling. This is not an assembly of commercially
available valves but a unit specifically designed for the Rotary Oildraulic Elevator system. No other manufacturer has it or can duplicate it.

- Plunger fabricated to precision tolerances and equipped with a new low friction, long life oil seal.
- Maintenance and parts availability assured by the country's largest manufacturer of hydraulic elevators with offices and distributors throughout the United States and Canada.

For buildings to seven stories, Rotary Oildraulic Elevators are the most practical choice on the basis of esthetics, performance and economy. Let our engineers assist you on plans and specifications.
the fixture that ballast men helped design

Ballasts burn out prematurely in most "wrap-around" luminaires because of overheating. The lamp-heat cannot escape.

Ballast manufacturers didn't like that. THEIR head scratching excited OUR brain waves. That's how PRISMAROUND was born.

We designed a lens with hundreds of vents through which the heat CAN escape. Result: ballasts operate from 7-25° C. cooler and last until ripe old age. Now ballast manufacturers smile again.

But that's not all. Cooler operation means full wattage to the lamps . . . 10-15% more light for the same money. Also, moving air blows the dust away and keeps fixture and lamps cleaner longer.

Ask your Guth Man to show you a sample. Hold it against the light, and when you see it stream through the many sparkling diamonds, you'll say, "What a beauty!"

Then feel its weight. The plastic lens is a solid ⅜" thick . . . yes, a full three-eighth! Prismarounds (20 gauge steel) are made to last. Satisfaction is built into every unit.

You can stake your future on it (we did ours).

---

Prismarounds: Beats the heat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4/40W &quot;PRISMAROUND&quot;</td>
<td>85°C</td>
<td>67°C</td>
<td>101°C</td>
<td>184.1W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/40W &quot;Brand X&quot;</td>
<td>110°C</td>
<td>92.5°C</td>
<td>127°C</td>
<td>158W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Want more data? Send for folder 31

THE EDWIN F. GUTH CO. • 2615 WASHINGTON BLVD. • BOX 7079 • ST. LOUIS 77, MO.
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Announcing Another
New LCN Compact Overhead
Concealed Door Closer

Series 5000—Small in Size, High in Power
Here is a new LCN Overhead Concealed Door Closer, small in size, but powered to handle a wide range of door sizes (exterior and interior) including those subject to unusually difficult drafts and traffic conditions.

Five Adjustments Provide Full Control
There are five means of adjusting to conditions: (1) a valve to adjust the main door swing; (2) a valve to adjust the latching speed; (3) a valve to adjust the hydraulic back-check, which cushions the swing of the door, if thrown open violently, in proportion to the force applied; (4) an ingenious spring power adjustment by means of a screw driver; (5) reversing the arm shoe position additionally adjusts the latching power.

No Winter-Summer Adjustments Required
Closers operation is highly uniform, thanks to the stable LCN hydraulic fluid developed by research and long experience. Temperature changes have little or no effect.

Send for Special Folder on Series 5000
For further details, door capacities, installation drawings, we invite you to write for Folder 5000, sent promptly on request.

LCN Closers, Princeton, Illinois
A Division of Schlage Lock Company
Canada: LCN Closers of Canada, Ltd., P. O. Box 100, Port Credit, Ontario

Installation of Series 5000 Closer

Above: Typical Head Frame Details

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 346
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LCN's Newest Compact
Overhead Concealed Door Closer
With Exposed Arm

LCN CLOSERS, PRINCETON, ILLINOIS
See Opposite Page for Brief Description
Before you buy any small sewage treatment plant...

CHECK THESE HIDDEN COSTS!

☐ EQUIPMENT COSTS. Watch this one! When you buy your small sewage treatment plant from Dorr-Oliver . . . standard equipment includes: sludge storage facilities . . . standby pumps . . . chlorination equipment . . . flow metering . . . all of which are required for most localities. These items are included as part of the basic price package. Make sure your price estimate includes a complete treatment plant.

☐ OPERATING COSTS. Here’s a major area for value analysis . . . especially if you’re planning on retaining ownership and operating a private utility. The major operating costs for a sewage treatment plant are: labor, chlorine, and electricity. Labor costs and the price of chlorine tend to stabilize regardless of the type of treatment plant. Electricity is something else again. Dorr-Oliver designed compact plants require from one-fifth to one-quarter the horsepower of aeration type units. At normal power rates, you can budget about $150 per year per connected horsepower. The difference between 5 and 20 horsepower, year in and year out, can add up to real dollar savings.

☐ MAINTENANCE COSTS. Here’s another important cost factor. Again, Dorr-Oliver plants save you money. D-O personnel supervise installation and field painting to assure top quality. Cathodic protection is provided for long metal life. Simple, slow, moving mechanical equipment will give years of trouble-free operation. A nationwide field engineering organization is readily available to you, should you need help.

Dorr-Oliver compact plants use the Biofiltration process to treat sewage. This process has been proven in thousands of sewage treatment plants all over the world. It provides highly efficient treatment for sewage and removes 85 to 95% of BOD and suspended solids. We will be glad to discuss your particular problem. Simply fill out the coupon below.

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS:

Dorr-Oliver Incorporated
CompleteTreator Division
77 Havemeyer Lane, Stamford, Conn.

☐ Please send D-O brochure "Compact Sewage Treatment Plants."

☐ Please have a D-O representative contact me.

DORR-OLIVER
WORLD-WIDE RESEARCH • ENGINEERING • EQUIPMENT

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 326
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"Electro-Sheet" protects 1317 family units

In the largest multifamily dwelling ever constructed under one roof in New York City, durable copper in economical form, "Electro-Sheet," was used for the flashing at all windows to prevent water seepage at these critical areas.

Anaconda "Electro-Sheet" Copper is pure, thin copper produced in various thicknesses by electrodeposition. Bonded to high-grade building papers, fabrics or asphaltic compounds, it provides a flexible, lasting, low-cost barrier to moisture and vapor penetration. "Electro-Sheet" Copper-Bonded Products meet government specifications for concealed flashing. The products are available in long, single-length rolls and in widths up to 60".

For more information about "Electro-Sheet" Copper and the list of manufacturers bonding the copper to other materials for concealed flashing applications, write to Anaconda American Brass Company, Ansonia Division, Ansonia, Conn.
Smooth-Fin Coils offer you:

Greater Heat Transfer per sq. ft. of face area

Lower Airway Resistance — less power per c.f.m.

Aerofin smooth fins can be spaced as closely as 14 per inch with low air friction. Consequently, the heat-exchange capacity per square foot of face area is extremely high and the use of high air velocities highly practical. Tapered fin construction provides ample tube-contact surface so that the entire fin becomes effective transfer surface. Standardized encased units are arranged for simple, quick, economical installation.
The articulate expression of Red Cedar Shingles

This is an unique material. No imitation roofing matches its natural color, texture and line. Remarkably storm and wind-resistant, it ages gracefully, in fact gains character with the years. If you would like complete information about applications and specifications for this classic material, write: Red Cedar Shingle Bureau, 5510 White Building, Seattle 1, Washington, or 550 Burrard Street, Vancouver 1, B.C.
At Chicago O'Hare International Airport, **B&G Hydro-Flo**

**320**  
B&G BOOSTER PUMPS

**127**  
B&G UNIVERSAL PUMPS

The number of B&G Hydro-Flo System Units installed at O'Hare Field reflects the vast size of the airport. 462 B&G pumps and 146 B&G heat exchangers are required to furnish hot water and circulate it through the heating system. This installation aptly demonstrates the superior qualities of circulated water as a means of heating or cooling a structure.

The B&G Hydro-Flo System is extremely flexible in application...performing equally well in a low cost home, modern high rise or a building complex covering acres.

For large installations, B&G engineers have developed a method of Primary-Secondary pumping which offers designers unlimited versatility in meeting zone problems in the most efficient and economical way. Required pump horsepower is sharply reduced, heat control improved and fuel saved.
B&G pumps have the quiet operating characteristics, rugged construction and dependable performance which has won them their place as the world’s largest selling heating and cooling system pumps. Their superior qualities have been proved in literally millions of installations.

Write for your free copy of “Hydronic Zone Control with Primary-Secondary Pumping”
Progress Report: USS National Hollow Structural Tubing

Here are just a few of the buildings where architects and engineers have specified USS National Hollow Structural Tubing. It was specified for its attractive appearance, compactness and workability. It has reduced the weight of the structural frames because of its excellent strength-to-weight ratio, and contributed to better appearance because it can be left exposed and painted.

USS National Hollow Structural Tubing can be used as columns or beams. It can be used to form a complete structure, and it can be used in combination with other structural shapes. It meets the physical and chemical requirements of ASTM specifications: Grade 1 meets specifications for A7, Grade 2 meets specifications for A36. Hollow Structural Tubing is highly efficient in compression, or where there is bending stress in more than one direction. It can be joined by all the usual fabricating methods. Tensile strength: up to 80,000 psi; minimum yield strength: 33,000 or 36,000 psi.

USS National Hollow Structural Tubing is available in squares up to 40" perimeters; rectangular tubing is available up to 32" in perimeter. Wall thickness to 1/8 inch. All tubing is available in random lengths, 36' to 42', and in cut lengths. For more information, see your National Tube Distributor, or write National Tube Division, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania. USS and National are registered trademarks.
This is a true story, as can be attested to by fire department records, and by two firemen who were nearly killed. Almost assuredly, many would have died if it had not been for the fire protection. This case history shows you how the fire protection you specify actually does work when a fire breaks out.

On August 20, a fire broke out on the eighth floor of an unfinished high rise building in a booming port city. (We are omitting the building name and location at the request of interested parties.)

Over 60 firemen raced to the scene. After 42 minutes, and after two men had been overcome by heat and smoke, the fire in a temporary office was under control. Under control because the fire stayed put, burning only on the eighth floor!

Inspection the following day revealed a number of curious things. The heat was so intense that "incombustible" tiles stored on the floor and in place on the ceiling were burnt to ashes. Typewriters were melted down into metal lumps. Steel stud partitions were warped beyond salvage. Steel channels for the suspended ceiling were completely collapsed.

Yet on the floor of the ninth floor—inches above this holocaust—the paint on electrical junction boxes wasn't even scorched.

The reason: 1/4" of Zonolite spray-on, direct-to-steel Mono-Kote on the deck and 1 1/4" Zonolite Plaster Aggregate and gypsum on metal lath on the beams.

On the eighth floor, less than 1% of the Mono-Kote had come off. This small loss was caused by warping of steel braces which had been sealed to the deck. As the fire warped the braces out of shape they fell and pulled the Mono-Kote that had covered them away. If the braces had been more securely fastened, every bit of Mono-Kote would have stayed in place.

The key to the successful containment of the fire was this: the fire protection was on the steel, where it is needed. A fire-resistant suspended ceiling would have been no good, because much of the fire was between the suspended ceiling and the real ceiling. Even if the ceiling had been completed—of fire-rated ceiling tile—it still would offer no protection from fire breaking out between the suspended ceiling and the real ceiling, because the metal that suspends the ceiling is vulnerable. (Remember the collapsed steel channels?)

Be sure your fire protection is where it belongs: directly on the steel. It can mean the difference between a contained fire and a deadly inferno.

Our technical bulletin PA-53 gives you detailed information about the spray-on, direct-to-steel fire-proofing, Mono-Kote. Write:

ZONOLITE COMPANY
135 S. LA SALLE STREET • CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS
INTEGRILLE is a combination of extruded aluminum Separable Frame and Removable Core. The frame is easily installed — only the core need be removed for access or redecoration. Eliminates cracks, scratches or marring of plaster or wood paneling. The visible portions of both frames combined represent only a narrow 1/8" overall width.

And Integrille can be finished in Satulux® — another Waterloo exclusive! Gives a smooth satin-like texture to natural aluminum, further protected by a hard, clear lacquer coating... for lasting beauty.

**This then... is Integrille. This handsome, bevelled frame is worthy of accommodating the finished art of the masters... yet it is designed solely to contain the decorative, functional Integrille core.**

Write for the unique Integrille brochure. Our representatives will gladly tell you more!

**WATERLOO REGISTER CO., INC., WATERLOO, IOWA**

A SUBSIDIARY OF

DYNAMICS CORPORATION OF AMERICA

DECEMBER 1962 P/A

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 375
The Jack Voyles residence, Port Arthur, Texas, is of "Open World" design with 900 sq. ft. of glass area and 2400 sq. ft. of floor space.

Practical way to provide along with electric

This house has 2400 square feet of floor area ... and 900 square feet of windows. It was planned originally for single glazing. But the owners learned that by changing to Thermopane® insulating glass, a smaller (and less expensive) 5.8-ton-capacity heat pump could be used. Year-round heating and cooling bills from the utility company have averaged only $19 per month—despite the fact that temperatures in Port Arthur, Texas, vary from an all-time high of 107° to an all-time low of 10.8°.

Thermopane insulating glass cuts heat loss through windows in half, as compared with single glazing. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Voyles, owners, also like it for other reasons: "We like the daylight it lets in, the feeling of spaciousness it gives us. We always have a view, no..."

Even when the temperature dropped to 12° above zero, the Voyles' home was comfortable.
big glass areas
heating and cooling

matter how cold it gets outside, because our windows have never fogged over.”

Why limit clients to smaller windows... or subject them to larger fuel bills than need be? Specify Thermopane insulating glass, made in the United States only by Libbey-Owens-Ford.

Send for 16-page technical booklet that includes full data on insulating values.

Thermopane
INSULATING GLASS

Libbey - Owens - Ford
Toledo 2, Ohio

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, Dept. 3122, 811 Madison Avenue, Toledo 2, Ohio.

Please send me free 16-page Thermopane Manual,

Name: ____________________________ (please print)

Firm Name: _______________________

Address: __________________________

City: _____________________________ Zone: __________ State: __________
Here's Why

More architects specify

Recodized® Aluminum

- Non-electric
- High corrosion resistance
- Unaffected by solvents, mild alkalies, acids, or plaster burns
- Weld with no discoloration

Recodized surfaces can be refinished after years of exterior exposure without removal from installation!

Send for Free Descriptive Brochure

Republic Chemical Company
13068 Saticoy St., North Hollywood, California

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 359

Materials for Architecture

from Abrasives to Zirconium

by Caleb Hornbostel, A.I.A.

Indispensable...

First single source of basic and scientific data on all materials used in modern architecture!

Inclusive...

Components (copper, lead, nickel and zinc)—Fabricated Building Products (panels, insulation, tile and acoustic materials)—Physical & Chemical Properties (lists, complete analysis of advantages, limitations, details of use in buildings)—Description of Principle Types of Materials (uses, history, manufacturer, techniques of application)—Construction Materials—Finishing Processes—Accessory Materials (for installation)—Preferred Materials (for each building part)—plus much more!

1961. 8½ x 11¼. 624 double-column pages. 1,046 tables, charts, diagrams, and photographs. $20.00

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 389
JUST PUBLISHED!

1963 EDITION

SPECIFICATIONS AND LOAD TABLES FOR HIGH STRENGTH OPEN WEB STEEL JOISTS

Covering Four Standard Series

J-SERIES based on a design stress in tension of 22,000 psi
LA-SERIES longspan joists compatible with the J-Series
H-SERIES high-strength joists made from 50,000 psi minimum yield strength steel
LH-SERIES a new series of longspan joists compatible with the H-Series

This 60-page handy reference manual from the Steel Joist Institute contains a wealth of practical information—everything you need for fast, easy, accurate specification of joists to carry uniform loads on spans up to 96 feet. Complimentary copies are available on request.

STEEL JOIST INSTITUTE
Room 715, DuPont Circle Bldg.
Washington 6, D.C.

Please send me a complimentary copy of the 1963 edition of Specifications and Load Tables.

NAME ____________________________
FIRM ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY _______ ZONE _______ STATE ____________

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 370
SUPERIOR SEATING

... for outstanding churches. The architect's adept use of a variety of materials and vivid colors creates a striking interior in this church of unusual contemporary design. The atmosphere of worship is handsomely complemented with the warmth and richness of fine wood seating by Southern Desk. Whatever your interior design, you'll find a skilled and sympathetic staff at Southern Desk to interpret your needs. Consider Superior Seating—the choice of over 10,000 churches throughout America. Write today for descriptive brochure and name of our representative nearest you.

Southern Desk Company
A Division of Drexel Enterprises, Inc.
Hickory, North Carolina

Manufacturers of church, library, classroom, laboratory and dormitory furniture; auditorium and stadium seating.

For more information, circle No. 368

St. Peter Evangelical Lutheran Church
Arlington Heights, Illinois
Charles Edward Stade and Associates, Architects
Park Ridge, Illinois
NEW! Beautiful
ANODIZED EXTRUDED ALUMINUM TRAVERSE TRACK AND PARTS

ARCHITRAC®

"ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT" DRAPERY HARDWARE
for deluxe Commercial and Residential Application

Designed in collaboration with registered architects, specifically for widespread use in commercial, institutional, and high-grade residential interiors. Clean, simple lines. Beautiful profile! Etched-and-anodized extruded aluminum construction, with nylon-encased ball bearing pulleys and carriers.

Now it's easy — and makes sense — to include this professional-grade drapery hardware in planning 'most any structure having windows. Architrac is already installed in scores of prestige apartment houses, office buildings, institutions and fine custom-built homes. (There is no "or equal"!)

- Full range of track types, for draw-cord or cordless operation — for recessed, surface, or bracket mounting.
- Bracket type can be flush-mounted tight to the ceiling with clips — no unsightly gap between rod and ceiling.
- All-aluminum track and bracket construction, and nylon-encased ball bearing pulleys and carriers, ensure decades of smooth operation, even in humid and salt-air locations.
- Made in America — to highest standards — for professional use — by Kirsch Company, the long-established world leader in the manufacture of high grade drapery hardware.

Nationwide consultation service and product availability

Special illustrated catalog in Sweet's; see it or write for the latest edition. Ask for architect's price-estimating information, too.

KIRSCH COMPANY 735 PROSPECT ST., STURGIS, MICH.
IN CANADA: WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 345
Details Now Available
for Designers, Engineers and Architects

DESIGN IN STEEL
AWARD PROGRAM

An Opportunity for Recognition of
Your Creative Designs Using Steel

Classes of Entries
Awards will be given for the most imaginative designs using eight kinds of steel in products or structures offered for sale or completed after January 1, 1960. The eight award categories are: galvanized sheets, concrete reinforcing bars, welded wire fabric reinforcement, plate, drawn wire, hot rolled or cold finished bars, structural steel and hot or cold rolled sheet or strip.

Entries
Now being accepted... they close January 18, 1963... no entry fee... submissions are unlimited in number... may be made directly by designers, engineers or architects, or by any other person in their behalf... the only material required is a photograph and description of product or structure.

Panel of Distinguished Judges

Sponsor
American Iron and Steel Institute

Coordinator
National Design Center

WRITE NOW FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
Address: National Design Center,
415 East 53rd Street, New York 22, N. Y.
From HAUGHTON Elevonics*...

exciting new concept in elevating for an exciting new building

Buildings are for people. And people who use the elevators in Trenton's new Department of Labor and Industry Building will enjoy speed, comfort and convenience that can be provided only by Haughton Elevators under fully-automated electronic control. Not even peak demands at "coffee breaks" or rush hours can cause service to deteriorate. An automatic electronic computer constantly receives and analyzes data pertaining to amount and character of traffic, and makes adjustments to match traffic needs exactly. Such is the magic of Haughton Elevonics*, key to superior elevator performance in new buildings and old. For complete information on our design, modernization and maintenance capabilities, contact your Haughton sales office (listed in the Yellow Pages), or write: Haughton Elevator Company, Division of Toledo Scale Corporation, Toledo 9, Ohio. Passenger and Freight Elevators, Escalators, Dumbwaiters.

* Haughton's advanced program in systems research and engineering with specific emphasis on the creative application of electronic devices and instrumentation for betterment of systems design and performance. Registered in U. S. Patent Office.

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 338
NOW...
you can design for

**Lighter Weight**

**Greater Strength**

**Lower Cost...**

with durable

**200 SERIES**

**Stainless Steel**

The 200-SERIES Stainless Steels have exceptional yield strength in the annealed condition—a yield strength that's 40% greater than that of corresponding 300-Series (18-8) stainless steels. Thus, in applications where the corrosion resistance is equally suitable, the 200-Series stainless steels can be used to create a lighter and more rugged product...at less cost.
GREATER STRENGTH — 200-Series Stainless increases load-carrying ability by offering greater strength at equivalent gages.

LOWER COSTS — 200-Series Stainless cuts overall costs because its initial price is lower and less of it need be used.

UNION CARBIDE METALS COMPANY, DIVISION OF UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION, 270 PARK AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

I am interested in technical data on 200-Series Stainless Steel. Please send me a copy of your new booklet: "200-Series Chromium-Nickel-Manganese Stainless Steels."

NAME____________________
TITLE____________________
COMPANY__________________
ADDRESS___________________
MONOWELD...Another Big Idea From Van Huffel...

Van Huffel's half century of experience in producing continuous, roller die, COLD FORMED tubing assures architects and engineers of a quality product—MONOWELD STRUCTURAL SQUARES AND RECTANGLES—an exciting basic design material for more economical, stronger and better looking structural applications.

The mechanical properties of MONOWELD COLD FORMED Structural Tubing offer a 36% increase in yield strength over ASTM A-7 and will meet the chemical and physical requirements of ASTM A-36 with 25% greater minimum yield.

Now available in these sizes:

SQUARES—\(\frac{3}{16}\)" and \(\frac{1}{4}\)" wall.
2 x 2, 2½ x 2½, 3 x 3, 3½ x 3½, 4 x 4, 5 x 5, 6 x 6.

RECTANGLES—\(\frac{3}{16}\)" and \(\frac{1}{4}\)" wall.
2 x 3, 2 x 4, 2 x 5, 2 x 6, 3 x 4, 3 x 5, 3 x 6, 4 x 6, 4 x 8.

AVAILABLE THROUGH STEEL SERVICE CENTERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES.

Write today for free brochure on Monoweld's advantages, applications and specifications.

VAN HUFFEL TUBE CORPORATION • WARREN, OHIO • Where Ideas Take Shape in Metal
Rubber & Plastics Compound Co., a pioneer in the application of chemistry to waterproofing problems, has developed a coordinated group of related products and application systems designed for sure, easy, economical installation to assure the highest degree of impermeability both above and below grade.

**NERVASTRAL 600**
For exposed flashing
A heavy gauge elastic sheeting with high resistance to tear, abrasion, weathering, acid and alkaline solutions. Especially suited for exposed flashing of vents, parapets, expansion joints, etc. Request Bulletin #139.

**NERVASTRAL WATERSTOP & WELDBAR**
NERVASTRAL WATERSTOP when used with WELDBAR provides the surest, easy-to-apply system to waterproof poured concrete joints. Nervastral Waterstop is fused into the Weldbar by means of heat to provide an absolutely impervious joint whether shaped in a T, L or straight. Request Bulletins #128 and #148.

**NERVASTRAL SEAL-PRUF H-D**
For membrane waterproofing and concealed flashing
A plastic sheeting of proven effectiveness. It is economical to install and is not subject to fungi, mildew and chemical attacks, has resilience, is flexible at low temperatures and has high abrasion resistance. Request Bulletins #107C, 227.

**NERVASTRAL RIGID**
Corrosion proof, impermeable, formable sheet flashing of remarkable durability with all the advantages of metal flashing materials but costing far less. Sufficiently rigid to preshape through a wide range of temperatures. Request Bulletin 133A.

**"NERVASTRAL," "NERVA-PLAST" & "NERVA-KOTE"**
These are proprietary names of a variety of waterproofing products that are favorably known and specified by many architects and engineers. Such products as NERVASTRAL PRI, an extruded, high abrasion resistant vapor barrier, and NERVA-CLAD elastomeric protective membrane which is applied as a liquid and cures to a synthetic sheeting, might help solve your problems. Write for technical details and consult our engineers on any waterproofing problem. Request Bulletins #141A, #142 and #406C.

**RUBBER & PLASTICS COMPOUND CO., INC.**
Time & LIFE Building • Rockefeller Center • New York 20, N. Y.
To accent your creative design... the doorware that lives up to your reputation

New designs in doorware! Three striking new lever handles bring Continental flair to Russwin Ten-Strike Mortise Locks. From left: Citation, Royale, Tornay. Unique sag-proof construction. See your Russwin distributor.

For more Information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 380
NO YELLOWING PROBLEM

When you specify acrylic shields made from LUCITE® acrylic monomer for the lighting fixtures in your building, you can expect service life three to five times greater than that of non-acrylic plastic materials. You virtually eliminate the problem of "yellowing". And maintenance costs are reduced to a minimum. In short, shields made from LUCITE make possible the most efficient—and attractive—lighting you can buy.

Fluorescent lighting fixture by The Frink Corporation, Brooklyn, New York, has lighting shield formed by Dura Plastics of New York, Westport, Connecticut, from cast acrylic sheet made by The Polycast Corporation, Stamford, Connecticut.

*DU PONT TRADEMARK

PLASTICS DEPARTMENT
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING...THROUGH CHEMISTRY

LUCITE®

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 329
NOW: REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
WITHOUT REBARS, TEMPORARY FORMS, OR SHORING

Inland Hi-Bond Floor Deck cuts slab cost 10%-20%

Today, a new system has eclipsed the low cost of traditional reinforcing materials and methods for concrete floor slabs. On a recent typical job, a complete Inland Hi-Bond Floor, including deck and poured slab, cost $90.00 per square; a comparable traditional concrete slab would have cost $101.00.

Here's how you save, using Hi-Bond deck: You don't need steel reinforcing bars (except temperature mesh). You don't need temporary forms or shoring; Hi-Bond deck is a permanent form for wet concrete.

Raised lugs in the webs of Hi-Bond panels provide a positive lateral and vertical mechanical bond between steel and concrete, causing them to act as a composite unit.

Hi-Bond floor deck is available in a number of profiles. Where electrification is desirable, Hi-Bond can be furnished as a cellular floor.

For further information on Hi-Bond — or other Inland floor systems — ask an Inland sales engineer. Write for catalog 270, or see Sweet's, section 2j/In.

There's an Inland floor system to meet every span requirement economically.

Type B Hi-Bond Floor Deck
24" wide, 1½" deep.

Type BR Hi-Bond Floor Deck
24" wide, 1½" deep.

Type BF Cellulor
24" wide, 1½" deep.

Type BB Cellulor
24" wide, 3" deep.

Type N Hi-Bond Floor Deck
24" wide, 3" deep.

Type NF Cellulor
24" wide, 3" deep.

Type 3HF Cellulor
12" wide, 4½" deep.

Type 4.5H Floor Deck
12" wide, 4½" deep.

Type 4.5H Cellulor
12" wide, 4½" deep.

Ribform®
Permanent steel centering.
28" coverage.

Member of the
Steel Family

Inland Steel Products Company Engineered Products Division
DEPT. L-4069 WEST BURNHAM STREET • MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN

ALBANY, ATLANTA, BALTIMORE, BOSTON, BUFFALO, CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, CLEVELAND, COLUMBUS, DALLAS, DENVER, DETROIT, FRESNO, SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE, ST. LOUIS, ST. PAUL, TULSA

Hi-bond floor deck is available in Canada through Rosco Metal Products Limited, Toronto 4, Ontario

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 340
Moisture constantly seeks a point of access into every type of construction. It will never find weak spots if you have the right flashing in all the right places. WASCO flashing, properly installed, is permanent insurance against water damage in all types of building design including curtain wall and pre-cast concrete construction.

Yet the cost of this complete WASCO protection is generally less than 1/20 of 1% of total construction investment. Only Cyanamid offers every kind of thru-wall and spandrel flashing you need to keep water out — from parapet to foundation. You can specify 14 types of flashings including copper-fabric, copper-asphalt, copper-lead, fabric, plastic and aluminum. For exceptional flashing problems, you are invited to consult the Cyanamid Engineering staff. For full details, see Sweet's Architectural File 8g/Wa.

For more information, circle No. 322

AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY, BUILDING PRODUCTS DIVISION, 5 BAY STATE ROAD, CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.
New headquarters for Wisconsin Life... sound planned

with a Webster Electric music and paging system

Crowning the summit of an expanding subdivision, the new home for the Wisconsin Life Insurance Company at Madison, Wisconsin presents a bold, dramatic view from every point of the compass. The structure is uniquely designed with 188 rectangular windows; while the exterior is distinctively marked by tapered stainless steel columns. The interior combines elegance with functional working areas.

And it's sound planned with a Webster Electric music and paging system!

The entire building is "blanketed" with voice paging and piped-in background music. A separate paging circuit with control switching in private areas permits music to be turned off in executive and conference rooms when desired. Paging is not effected. Separate public address system and audio-visual facilities in the training room and cafeteria are provided for special functions.

Sound components used in this installation are contained in a single rack panel, flush-mounted in a convenient wall location. Each Webster unit assures crisp, clear voice transmission and/or high fidelity music.

See your Webster Sound dealer* for details and a personally conducted tour of a recent Webster Electric sound installation.

* Listed in the Yellow Pages — "Intercommunications Systems"

COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

WEBSTER ELECTRIC

RACINE, WIS

PRIVATE DIAL TELEPHONE • LOUD-SPEAKING INTERCOM • SOUND & PAGING SYSTEMS • TAPE RECORDERS & TEACHING LABORATORIES

In Canada: Webster Electric (Canada), Ltd., Kitchener, Ontario

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 376
Two buildings that have achieved considerable interest in project stage for their unique structures have recently been topped out: Curtis & Davis's IBM Building in Pittsburgh [pp. 162-167, SEPTEMBER 1962 P/A] and the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library at Yale University by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill [pp. 152-159, DECEMBER 1961 P/A].

IBM's multilozenged façade already gives a good idea of what the final building will look like. During erection, a system of color-coding was used for each type of steel making up the load-bearing exterior walls, for the convenience of both construction crews and sidewalk supers.

The Yale structure was still an unenclosed frame when photographed, so the immense, all-welded Vierendeel trusses which create each façade are visible in their unadorned state.

Corbu's Center Rises at Harvard

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. On a recent trip to this area, P/A's John Dixon explored and photographed Le Corbusier's Visual Fine Arts Center, now under construction at Harvard. Some of his impressions are recorded here.

Relation to other buildings: "The building is totally unrelated to the vocabulary of forms and details of surrounding buildings, yet the relationship of forms and newly created spaces between them is peculiarly satisfying. Because the building is of a light, neutral color, with many penetrations, it seems to complement the surrounding red brick masses, rather than competing with them for the limited space. The organization of the plan on a diagonal grid relates it (according to Corbu) to open spaces of the campus, with their diagonal walks."

Materials: "The concrete is not very white, not really slick, not particularly brut—just concrete. There is also clear glass, much of it set far back within concrete grids, but some in random width vertical strips on the surface, like some of the walls at La Tourette. The most surprising material is the good old glass block that suddenly appeared in large areas."

As an entity: "It is a surprise, unsettling but amusing, to find the two street façades similar in composition—not mirror images, but with elements of the composition appearing on the same hand. Another notable experiment in diagonal, or crossword puzzle, symmetry."
BOSTON, MASS. A project that is at the same time a health research center and a unique problem in the design of urban space is the proposed radiation research building for New England Deaconess Hospital and Harvard Medical School here, by Peirce & Peirce.

The site is a small park across from the hospital, which was willed to the city to be a perpetually open space. In order to provide a badly needed center for cancer research, and at the same time preserve the park-like amenities of the site, the hospital was permitted by the state to purchase "earth rights" below the park to within 12" of the surface and with reasonable access. Since no building was allowed to appear above the surface, the entrance to the center, the fresh-air ventilation ducts, and the emergency exit are all located in a sunken court above the center of the building. A sculptural pylon for use as a memorial rises above the park and contains high-velocity exhausts.

Within the center, three levels contain chemical and radioisotope laboratories, a 6,000,000-v lineal accelerator, outpatient treatment areas, office and conference rooms, and a complete "farm" for experimental animals. Early detection, structural containment, and automatic door closers perform as fire and hazard protection.

Structure will be reinforced concrete underground, with glazed masonry interior partitions. Above ground, garden walls will be bushhammered concrete; the pylon will be ribbed and bush-hammered concrete.
N. Y. SOM USES LIMESTONE, NOT GLASS

ROCHESTER, N.Y. The only significant glass expanses in the addition to the Memorial Art Gallery here by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (New York) will be on the inside, sculpture court. The exterior will be all limestone to match the existing, neo-classical building. (There will, however, be a glass-walled connection: the unit between the two buildings containing the lobby and the lending library of art.)

Since its inception 50 years ago, the gallery has been the center of Rochester's art life. In the past few years, educational and administrative functions have taken up more and more of its precious display space. The new addition will relieve the gallery areas of that burden, and SOM has redesigned the present gallery space so it can be used to best advantage for both permanent and temporary exhibitions. The ground floor of the old building will now have two halls for its permanent collection of 20th-Century art and three for temporary exhibits. On the second floor will be ten galleries for permanent collections ranging from primitive through 20th-Century art works.

The new, one-story wing will include painting studios at the rear, library and snack bar at both sides of the sculpture court, and staff room, conference rooms, and workshop studios for printmaking, jewelry, weaving, enameling, sculpture, and pottery and ceramics at the front of the building. Evenly spaced skylights over the studios will enliven the silhouette of the building. The new 3600-sq-ft sculpture court will be dedicated to Gertrude Herdle Moore, director of Rochester Memorial Art Gallery from 1922 to 1962, who retired recently.

MEMORIAL ART GALLERY
GROUND LEVEL
Square Peg in Round Hole for Toronto Airport

TORONTO, CANADA The design by John B. Parkin Associates for the new Toronto International Airport, now under construction, offers a unique concept of terminal planning.

The terminals, or “aeroquays,” as Parkin calls them, are circular buildings surrounding square towers largely given over to garage space. Two of these units will provide a total of 34 plane loading bays; two more aeroquays are planned for the future.

The traveller drives his car into the airport on a below-grade road to the entrance to the parking garage, which goes beneath the apron of his particular aeroquay. Leaving his car to be parked, he checks in and can either go directly to the waiting area for his flight in the circular concourse, or enjoy bar and restaurant facilities in the building. The central area of the base building contains such general provisions as ticket counters, lobby, entrance and exit ramps to the garage, and customs, luggage, and deplaning facilities.

Other buildings are administration building, power plant, and freestanding control tower.

Cambridge Auditorium To Have Sculptural Shape

CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND Lady Mitchell Hall is the latest unit in a development plan devised for the University of Cambridge by Sir Hugh Casson, Neville Conder & Partners in 1952.

To stand in the landscaped forecourt leading to other, more rectangular buildings, the hall has been designed with a more “sculptural” form. It is to be used primarily for lectures, but will also be suitable for chamber music, films, and small dramatic productions.

Lower level of the building will contain cloakrooms, actors’ rooms, and space for mechanical equipment. The main level will have the entrance foyer, auditorium, and stage. The foyer will be a glass and steel structure treated separately from the rest of the building. Main structure will have a reinforced concrete basement and brick load-bearing outer walls. An aluminum roof will cover precast concrete T-units spanning between an external ring beam and two central beams. The central beams span lengthways between in situ concrete fins; they are of precast, posttressed tubular sections that also act as ventilation ducts. Construction started last September.
Where stood Louis Sullivan's Garrick (née Schiller) Theater in Chicago now stands the Civic Center Parking Garage. The theater, you remember, was the subject of a heated controversy involving Le Corbusier, Mayor Richard Daley, and the Chicago Heritage Committee for the defense. Despite considerable public sentiment for saving the building, "economic" interests prevailed, and destruction took place. Evidently someone's conscience is acting up, for the garage was designed by Rosen & Horowitz with a concrete grille reminiscent of Sullivan's terra cotta traceries in the old theater. Not quite the same thing, boys.

Sullivan Redivivus
(It Says Here)

"Gislebertus Hoc Fecit"
Such is the inscription on the Last Judgment scene on the typanum of the Cathedral of St. Lazarus in Autun, France. Beginning December 12, the first major show of Gislebertus' great medieval sculptures goes on view (in original pieces and life-size photographs) at the M. H. de Young Memorial Museum in San Francisco. Although it had been known that the sculptor was responsible for the Last Judgment scene, it was not until 1949 that scholars began to attribute other works in the cathedral to him. With the recent publication of Gislebertus, Sculptor of Autun (Trianon Press and Orion Press), his full achievement can be measured as one of the world's sublime accomplishments in the blending of art and architecture.

Pei Designs Prototype Air Control Tower
A pentagon-shaped structure that will be the model for all future Federal Aviation Agency air control towers has been designed by T.M. Pei & Associates. The Pei concept provides a free-standing tower to be separate from the terminal building or any other airport buildings. The base structure of the tower can be expanded laterally as air traffic grows, without disturbing the building's main function. Height of the tower will be from 50' to 150', depending on the requirements of individual airports; it will rise from a parking area depressed 4½' from grade. To insure standardization throughout the country, tower cabs will be prefabricated.

European Study Tour
For Architects
Alitalia Airlines announces a unique 12-day study tour of Europe, designed especially for U.S. and Canadian architects, with visits to England, France, and Italy.

In each country the architects will inspect not only historical landmarks, but also many examples of European contemporary work. Included in the tour will be: Roehampton Estates and Bethnal Green low-cost housing developments; luxury housing near Green Park, Royal Festival Hall; new town of Harlow; UNESCO building; new city of Marly-Les-Grandes Terres; several buildings by Nervi (Palazzo delle Esposizioni, Italia '61 Pavilion, Palazzo delle Sport, etc.); the Olivetti complex; the Pirelli skyscraper; the Torre Velasca; Termini Station; Fiumicino airport; and many others.

In each city, Alitalia has arranged for famous local architects and architects (Continued on page 52)
Only Onan has solved

Here are a few of thousands of buildings that have installed Onan standby power

Haile Bros. Department Stores
Middleburgh Heights, Ohio

Rothrock Bldg. • Erie, Pa.

Forbes & Wallace Dept. Store
Springfield, Mass.

Newspaper • La Presse
Montreal, Canada

Parking Ramp • Pigeon Hole Parking
Montreal, Canada

Phillips Supermarket • Auburn, Mass.

Loverman's Dept. Store
Birmingham, Ala.

Hudson's Bay Company
Winnipeg, Canada

Newfoundland Radio Station VOICM
Newfoundland

Radio Station CJAD • Montreal, Canada

Teddies Supermarket
Plymouth, Mass.

Chelies Supermarket
Barrington, R.I.

Howard Johnson Restaurant
Portsmouth, N.H.

Radio Station WEE • Medford, Mass.

Birch Street Garage • Cranston, R.I.

Hugh Hillstrom Hatchery
Cokato, Minn.

Ford Motor Co. • Twin Cities

Assembly Plant • St. Paul, Minn.

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minn.

Jesuit Fathers Church
St. Jerome, Quebec

Pake Co. • Golden Valley, Minn.

Vanderbilt Univ. • Nashville, Tenn.

Sunbeam Farm Greenhouse
Westlake, Ohio

Lines Orchids, Inc.
Signal Mountain, Tenn.

Rhode Island Milk Assn. Bldg.
Warwick, R.I.

Beauchamp Dairies • Winter Haven, Fla.

Rider College • Lawrence, N.J.

Central Service Station • Edenton, N.Y.

Gulf Power Co. • Fort Walton, Fla.

Bessemer Electric Service
Bessemer, Ala.

City of Nashville • Nashville, Tenn.

Water Resources Board (State of New Hampshire) • Manchester, N.H.

R E A (Clay Union Electric Corp.)
Vermillion, S. Dak.

Michigan Bell • Detroit, Mich.

Wisconsin Southern Gas Co., Inc.
Lake Geneva, Wis.

California Interstate

Carnson City, Nevada

Toll Road Service Area • Near Ohio Line,
Ohio Turnpike • Lorain, Ohio

KVOO TV • Tulsa, Oklahoma

Troy Elementary School • Troy, Pa.

Chambersburg High School
Chambersburg, Pa.

Sioux Falls School (Axtell Park Jr. H.S.)
Sioux Falls, S. Dak.

St. Lukes Elementary School • Erie, Pa.

Pure Oil Station • Cable, Minn.

Wold Chamberlain Field
Minneapolis, Minn.

Police Bldg • Lexington, Mass.

Barrington Town Hall • Barrington, R.I.

Radio Station WGL • Ft. Wayne, Indiana

Southeast Colorado Power Assn.
La Junta, Colo.

Radio Station WPBC
Minneapolis, Minn.

Radio Station WMB • Waterbury, Conn.

Radio Station KSTL • St. Louis, Mo.

Fire Station • Minneapolis, Minn.

Sewage Disposal
Columbia Heights, Minn.

First Federal Savings & Loan, La Crosse, Wisc.

Las Vegas Convention Center

Central & Southern Florida Flood Control District

Montgomery Ward, Minneapolis, Minn.

Phillips Restaurant Lounge, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

Amitryville Theatre, Amityville, L.I., N.Y.

Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance, Concord, N.H.

Shadowbrook Jesuit Noviate, Lenox, Mass.
so many standby power problems

Call in your Onan representative for suggestions on type of fuel, cooling system and other options

Yours is the essential judgement in determining the practicality of standby electric power in buildings you plan or modernize. When, in your judgement, standby is a consideration, we hope you'll call in your local Onan man early in your planning. Fulltime specialists in this field, you'll find their experience helpful in deciding how much critical power insurance is needed. Often, you'll be surprised how little emergency power they'll recommend.

An Onan specialist will work closely with you, without obligation, to determine where in the building a standby plant should be located, the most efficient cooling system, the most inexpensive fuel system, and all other options. They'll help select—and supply—all necessary accessories including line transfer control and fuel lines and tanks. Only Onan offers this complete one source responsibility.

Bear in mind, too, that local factory service and parts availability is another important plus when you specify Onan. More than one hundred authorized Onan distributors are located in major cities, coast to coast.

Onan plants, gasoline, gas or diesel driven, are now available in sizes to 230 kw. Your local Onan distributor is listed in the Yellow Pages.

ONLY ONAN GIVES YOU THIS CERTIFICATION

World's Leading Builder of Electric Power Plants

ONAN DIVISION, STUDEBAKER-PACKARD CORPORATION • 2545 UNIVERSITY AVENUE S. E., MINNEAPOLIS 14, MINNESOTA
Now...for enduring beauty in acoustical
Because the architect is concerned equally with enduring beauty and enduring utility, you will surely welcome the announcement of Lo-Tone vinyl coated mineral acoustical ceilings.

In developing plastic coated Lo-Tone products, we have considered the many factors you have to think of in designing your schools, hospitals, office buildings, hotels, and other structures. We know that you want matched ceilings throughout a building—including kitchen and washroom areas. Therefore, Lo-Tone vinyl coated patterns are identical to regular Lo-Tone patterns. You want washability, and scrubbability. You want acoustical efficiency. You want a non-combustible product which meets Class “A” flame resistance requirements of Federal Specification SS-A-118b. All of these properties have been provided in Lo-Tone vinyl coated materials.

Most important of all, you want a plastic surface which will not sag or detach. Lo-Tone vinyl products are made by spray coating instead of lamination of a plastic film. They will retain their full beauty without yellowing. The sealed, static-free surface does not attract dirt particles, and is ideally suited for electronic laboratories and other “super clean” types of rooms.

For samples and further information, find your local Lo-Tone Acoustical Contractor in the Yellow Pages, or write us: Wood Conversion Company, St. Paul 1, Minnesota.

For enduring beauty, specify...

LO-TONE® MINERAL CEILING TILES AND BOARDS

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 385
(Continued from page 17)
tectural editors to be guests of the group at lunches or dinners and to accompany the group during visits to the sites. There will also be an opportunity to tour the architects' offices. Among those who will meet with the group are: Gio Ponti, Bruno Zevi, Ernesto Rogers, Pier Luigi Nervi, architects of the London County Council, editors of the Architectural Review, L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, and L'Architettura, and several senior members of the Royal Institute of British Architects, the Conseil Superieur de l'Ordre des Architects, and the Ordine degli Architetti.

The tour, limited to 40 persons, will depart on March 9 from New York's Idlewild International Airport. The price of $698 includes DC-8 jet flight both ways, first-class hotel accommodations and meals, all the tours, local transportation, etc. The participants will have an option of returning with the group on March 21 or remaining in Europe on their own for an additional four-day period. Jan C. Rowan, AIA, managing editor of PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE, will accompany the group throughout the trip. For further information contact Mr. James Branciforti, Alitalia Airlines, 666 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y., or any local Alitalia Airlines office.

Snibbe Bids 42nd Street Return to Glory

Since before World War II, Manhattan's 42nd Street between Broadway and Eighth Avenue, formerly the heart of the legitimate theater district, has been a serofulous stretch of run-down, second-run movie houses, dubious hotels, flea circuses, and cheap bars and eateries. The Broadway Association, the theater district's equivalent of the elegant Fifth Avenue Association to the east, has long been concerned about this cancer in its midst, and has finally had Architect Richard W. Snibbe come up with a redevelopment proposal.

Snibbe's plan calls for the rededication of the street as the center of the legitimate theater, and the restoring of its 10 auditoriums as platforms for the live drama. The stench, noise, and neon of present-day 42nd Street would be replaced by arcades through which theatergoers and shoppers could stroll, two second-story pedestrian overpasses, and a green center island in the street. Douglas Leigh, president of the association, stated that his organization would even support the erection of a monument to the owners of the theaters who co-operate with the plan.

Multi-Domed Roof Designed for Field House

A roof of prestressed, thin-shell, lift-slab, lightweight concrete will cover a school field house in Munster, Indiana. Designed by Architect Bachman & Betram, Hammond, Indiana, and Structural Engineer Kolbjorn, Saether & Associates, Chicago, the roof will be formed on a shaped hill of gravel covered with "Styrofoam" boards. Prestressing will be by means of 17 post-tensioned strands, each developing a force of 800,000 lb. Edges of the 360' x 210' roof will be scalloped and free of supporting beams. Span will be 60' from column to column. Beneath the large dome will be the track and ball playing area; smaller domes will cover pool and dressing rooms.

Johnson's Fair Pavilion; U.S. Design Set

Elements of the New York State pavilion for the World's Fair, designed by Philip Johnson Associates, will be a circular theater, three observation towers, and a "Tent of Tomorrow" containing the "County Fair of the Future." The "tent" will be a 350' x 250' ellipse ringed by 16 100'-tall concrete piers supporting a suspension roof of multicolored plastic. Towers will be 60', 150', and 200' high, the two lowest having restaurants atop them, and the highest having an open observation platform. The project will make generous use of contemporary murals and sculpture.

In other New York World's Fair news, it was announced in Washington that the Department of Commerce, the General Services Administration, and the U.S. Commission to the Fair have agreed on one of Charles Luckman Associates' designs for the Federal pavilion. The selected design is of a simple, rectangular structure, open for a court in the center, and raised on columns. Use of related art and landscape architecture will be integral to the design, according to word from Luckman's office. Renderings and model photographs are expected to be released soon.
A FEW OUTSTANDING BUILDINGS FEATURING POOLS AND PLANTERS LINED WITH LEAD

AMERICAN AIRLINES BUILDING (pool)
Idledwild Airport, New York
Architects: J. Gordon Carr & Assoc.

COBO HALL (pool and planter boxes)
Detroit
Architects: Giffels & Rosseti

TIME & LIFE BUILDING (pools)
New York.
Architects: Harrison & Abramovitz

BLUE CROSS BUILDING
(pool and planter boxes)
St. Louis, Mo.
Architects: Hellmut, Obata & Kawabata

LINCOLN CENTER (pools)
New York — under construction.

UNITED NATIONS LIBRARY (pool)
New York.
Architects: Harrison & Abramovitz

Enchant the eye...keep downstairs dry

Lead-lined planters and pools add dramatic flair to more and more of the nation's exciting new buildings... and assure full protection from leakage to occupants of the valuable space beneath. Why lead for the linings? Because there's nothing that approaches it in combining easy conformation to any shape, corrosion-free watertightness, low installation cost. And on top of that, lead lasts forever.

How easy lead is to use is demonstrated by the section detail of pool and planter at the world's largest exhibition building, Detroit's Cobo Hall. Lead-lined pools and planters are aesthetic highlights, also, of the other distinguished buildings listed here.

Architectural uses for abundant and cooperative lead range from footing pads that tame vibration to roofing that defies the centuries. Want detailed technical data on any of these uses? Write Lead Industries Association, Inc., Dept. N-12, 292 Madison Avenue, New York 17, New York.

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 347

LEAD INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION, INC.
292 Madison Avenue, New York 17, New York

Look Ahead with Lead
AIA Chided on Transit Report

By E. E. Halmo, Jr.

The growing, nationwide debate over highways vs. rail rapid transit as a solution for urban traffic problems has earned architects a stern tongue-lashing.

The rebuke was delivered by Brig. Gen. Frederick J. Clarke, engineer-commissioner for the District of Columbia, and the object of his ire was a report on a forthcoming report by AIA's National Capital Committee. The report, according to Clarke and local newspaper accounts, will strongly favor rail transit over highways.

As a matter of fact, the report had not been completed as of early November, and its support of rail transit, according to AIA sources, is expected to be much milder than newspaper accounts had it: more in the nature of a warning that highways can tear apart the fabric of a city if not properly controlled and planned.

Said Clarke: "I am concerned that . . . the American Institute of Architects . . . will publish in January a 96-page document opposing highways and supporting mass transportation, and that further they will initiate a lobbying group to push the mass transportation solution."

"I do feel that groups such as [AIA] could render a much more constructive public service by using their many talents to advise and consult on the ways by which highways may be skillfully threaded into the fabric of the nation's capital."

The transit-highway debate has been focused in Washington on planned construction of numerous freeways and other highway facilities and their effect on the monumental character of the city. But it has been widespread enough throughout the nation to frighten highway advocates into considering a nationwide campaign to support their views.

Fuel was immediately added to the debate when a Presidential advisory committee in Washington came out with a report advocating bus lanes on freeways, rather than rail lines; and on almost the same day, the National Capital Transportation Agency brought out a report calling for an elaborate rail system.

Mall, Memorial in Abeyance

Among the Washington projects that fell by the wayside as Congress finally got out of town in mid-October was the proposal to make Pennsylvania Avenue a "grand concourse" to link the Capitol and the White House. (Another proposal that went under was the controversial Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial. Congress directed the Memorial Commission to take another look at plans—then forgot to appropriate enough money.)

Idea was to replace the present rag-tag assortment of restaurants, stores, warehouses, and the like that lines much of the avenue with a series of new Government buildings.

A fund of $110,000 had been requested to finance initial planning. But Congress never got around to finishing consideration of the idea.

Specify to your heart's content from Costa Mesa's new Catalog 90 on Series 8000X3 & 4000. Light-scale designs by leading designers: desk groupings, credenzas, conference tables, occasional tables, seating, upholstered pieces. Showrooms in major cities. For info: Costa Mesa Furniture Co., 1040 N. Olive, Anaheim 16, Calif. Telephone (714) 535-2231.

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 383
Johns-Manville has developed a single-specification, one-ply roofing that is highly adaptable, elastic, durable, lightweight, and easily applied with cold adhesives. The prefabricated roofing is virtually invulnerable to application errors and is easy to maintain. It is suitable for almost any type of service, any surface, any slope, any climate. Principal membrane of the "Last-O-Roof" system is an elastic and highly durable weathering face of plastic bonded to an asbestos support. This is called Last-O-Bestos. For flashings, another membrane is used—Last-O-Flash—in which a woven glass scrim is substituted for the asbestos support. For special fittings, an unsupported film is available. Adhesives are supplied in three grades—to be poured, brushed, or troweled. Johns-Manville, 22 E. 40 St., New York 16, N. Y.

A new type of Flexicore slab is now available, produced in lengths up to 24' and designed for multiple-span use where it will have intermediate beam support. (Other Flexicore units are designed for long, clear spans.) Staggering of the end joints and welding the slabs to supporting beams creates continuity across the beams and contributes an over-all stiffness to the structure. The thinness of the slabs cuts wall height, and the hollow cells reduce dead weight. The Flexicore Co., 1932 E. Monument Ave., Dayton 1, Ohio.

A new pattern and a new size have been added to the expanding O-I line. The new pattern, called "Crescent," has a sloping concave shape on the face of the block, and is the first in a series of "Contour" shapes to be introduced. The new size, 12" x 6", is the first new size in glass block to be marketed in recent years. It can be used with either 8" or 12" blocks, suggest the manufacturers, for interesting horizontal and vertical patterns. The new products are available in "Royal Gray" as well as "Shade Green" and white; prismatic construction provides for light transmission but eliminates all vision and curtails the need for shading devices. Kimble Glass Co., Subsidiary of Owens-Illinois, Ohio Bank Building, Toledo 1, Ohio.
Aluminum Sheet Finished with Tedlar

Reynolds has announced availability of aluminum sheet finished with DuPont's new "Tedlar" film, and thus becomes the first primary aluminum produced to offer coil and cut-to-length sheet prefinished with the tough plastic film. Tedlar is not a liquid coating but a finished film in itself, to be laminated to the material in question during the manufacturing process [see p. 87, September 1962 P/A]. According to tests by DuPont, the film has proved to be chemically inert, inherently weatherable, readily formed, and extremely long-lasting. It is available in several colors; the prefinished aluminum sheet is available in a variety of alloys, lengths, and gages. Reynolds Metals Co., 19 E. 47 St., New York 17, N.Y.

On Free Data Card, Circle 103

New Plastic–Phenoxy

A new plastic called "Bakelite phenoxy" has been developed by Union Carbide. Although phenoxy is classified as a thermoplastic, it presents some properties of the thermostats, as well as some not previously known in either type. (Thermoplastics soften upon heating, become solid upon cooling; while thermosets cannot be softened by heating. Polystyrene and polyethylene are examples of thermoplastics; phenolics and epoxies are thermostats.) The new material is expected to have considerable impact in many industries and to open up entirely new fabrication techniques. As an adhesive, phenoxy forms such a strong bond that it can adhere wood or steel parts together for structural applications. Other forms of phenoxy can be used as tough protective coatings; some can be molded into rigid shapes and others extruded into strong sheets and contours. Union Carbide Plastics Co., Div. of Union Carbide Corp., 270 Park Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

On Free Data Card, Circle 105

Mercury Fixture with Built-in Ballast

Holophane's new "Prismpack" is the latest in a series of improvements that makes mercury an efficient and economical way to light industrial spaces. Prismpack combines a mercury lighting fixture and ballast into one unit; formerly, ballast and fixture had to be installed separately and wired together in the field. Other factors which contribute to the expanding use of mercury lighting are: (1) improved color, now very close to that of natural daylight; (2) brightness control at low mounting heights, with a deep-cupped prismatic reflector that shields the lamp from direct view; (3) long lamp life of 20,000 hours, compared to 12,000 for fluorescent; (4) lowest first cost and operating cost. The Prismpack has a choice of two reflectors, for widespread distribution or narrower downlight. There is also a choice of models for several mounting and connecting methods. Holophane Co., Inc., 1120 Avenue of the Americas, New York 36, N.Y.

On Free Data Card, Circle 106

Space-Heating Efficiency

A unique infra-red generator, billed as "the world's most efficient space heater," has been introduced. Developed in France for industrial and commercial use in the United States and Canada, the gas-fired heater is 15% more efficient than existing infra-red units, and 50% more efficient than conventional heating systems. The new unit—in effect a ray gun for heat—bases its increased efficiency on a unique combination of a steel mesh grid, a serrated ceramic combustion surface, and a new venturi mixing tube. It may be installed without additional reflectors or other equipment, thus reducing costs by as much as 25%. As shown, 12 heating units are grouped into each of two "chandeliers." Solaronics, Inc., 6th and Dinwiddie Sts., Richmond 24, Va.

On Free Data Card, Circle 107
THIS IS THE SCHOOL THAT V-LOK BUILT STRONGER... FASTER... FOR LESS!

...because V-LOK interlocks!

V-LOK steel structures go up so fast they advance occupancy time. A hammer blow securely seats their interlocking deep end connections. Result: A stronger, more rigid frame. Faster decking, too, with exclusive nailable V-section chords. And V-LOK structures grow with you. They permit wide design latitude for loading, clear heights, roof type, bay area. What's more, V-LOK is compatible with modern finishing materials and techniques.

For FREE 48-page design manual, return this coupon today.

MACOMBER
CANTON 1, OHIO
SUBSIDIARY OF SHARON STEEL CORPORATION
ALLSPAN • V-LOK • V-PURLIN • ROOF DECK
BOWSTRING TRUSSES • MACOFORM • STRUCTURAL STEEL

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 349
PER SQ. FT.

COST OF NEW HOSPITAL WALL SYSTEM

new construction method utilizes simple system of metal studs, KEYMESH® Paperbacked Lath and spray-on exterior wall; gets 2-hour fire rating.*

*This wall meets the 2-hour fire rating for hospitals.

Architectural and engineering ingenuity create an exciting new development in low-cost wall construction for buildings where fire safety is a prime factor. Schools, hospitals, offices and valuable industrial buildings can all use this method of construction—utilizing Keymesh Paperbacked Lath—profitably. Wall surface is flexible to meet any design requirement: Texture, color and finish.

For complete information about applying this simple system to your next job, call your Keystone representative, or write

KEYSTONE STEEL & WIRE COMPANY • Peoria, Illinois

MAKERS OF KEYCORNER • KEYSSTRIP • KEYWALL • KEYMESH® AND KEYMESH PAPERBACKED LATH • WELDED WIRE FABRIC • NAILS

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 343
Eureka Hospital addition,  
Eureka, Illinois

Architect: Evan A. Thompson, A.I.A., of  
Foley / Hackler / Thompson / Lee, Peoria, Ill.

Plaster Development: L. H. Hobson,  
Plaster Development Center, Chicago, Ill.

Mechanical Engineer: S. Alan Baird, Peoria, Ill.

Structural Engineer: Edwin A. Lampitt, Peoria, Ill.

General Contractor:  
O. Frank Heinz Construction Co., Inc., Peoria, Illinois

Plastering Contractor:  
J. J. Kinsella & Son, Peoria, Ill.

(Note: Construction costs in Eureka, Ill., are approximately  
the same as those in Chicago, a high-cost construction area.)
GO MODERN
GO COPPER
ALL THE WAY!

COMPACT COPPER PLUMBING
SYSTEMS OF Streamline®
TUBE AND FITTINGS SAVE
SPACE—LAST A LIFETIME

You save space with copper (a 3" Streamline copper DWV stack, for example, fits within a standard 2 x 4 inch wall partition). You save time with Streamline—no caulking, threading or heavy wrench work. Go modern—go copper—all the way—with Streamline copper tube and solder-type fittings for both supply and drainage plumbing. They look better, work better, save time and money, and last a lifetime!

Write for your copy of Catalog S-361 today. Complete . . . detailed information.

MUELLER BRASS CO. PORT HURON 27, MICHIGAN

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 381
AIR/TEMPERATURE

New Formula for Radiant Heating

Technical Publication TR-103 from the manufacturers of "Ray-Jet" radiant heaters involves a new way to estimate requirements for infrared radiant heating. The new formula is based on the assumption that heat input must equal heat loss in order to maintain a given temperature (regular procedure assumes that less heat can be put into a building than is lost). The 6-page folder has charts for determining requirements when heating an entire building, a specific zone within a building, and a single spot for an isolated employee. General Products are manufacturers of a gas-fired radiant-heating unit, as well as a unique oil-fired unit which is reported to save up to 35% in heating costs. Dept. of Engineering, General Products Co., Inc., P.O. Box 887, Fredericksburg, Va.

CONSTRUCTION

Calcium Chloride Data

Third edition of Calcium Chloride in Concrete, 58 pages, gives basic data on the major effects of calcium chloride on concrete—initial and final set, early strength, and cold-weather protection. Technical information is also provided on other important effects—ultimate strength, air-entainment, and calcium chloride vs. extra cement. Specific recommendations are outlined. Calcium Chloride Institute, 909 Ring Bldg., Washington 6, D.C.

Exposed Aggregate

Latest information bulletin from PCA is a 4-page discussion entitled Exposed Aggregate Finishes for Flat Slabs. Photographs illustrate various construction procedures; text presents a brief guide to selecting the aggregate, preparing the slab, placing and embedding the aggregate, exposing, and curing. Portland Cement Assn., 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 10, Ill.

Trouble-Free Fascia

A patent-pending water dam and fascia system that will prevent leaks and drippage is described in 4-page bulletin. The system (which consists of a free-floating extruded-aluminum fascia (plus gravel stop and water dam) is leak-proof, prevents tar drippage on walls, prevents water run-over at eaves, is easily installed after all roofing construction and tarring has been completed, is economical, and has concealed cover plates for better appearance. In addition to description and specs, two pages of half-size details are provided for easy tracing. W. P. Hickman Co., 23100 Dequindre, Warren, Mich.

New Methods in Forming

Symons' new 28 page catalog shows the features of various new methods and products in forming. Among the new products are one-piece connecting hardware, "Steel-Ply" forms now available with attached hardware, and a new rustication strip that also serves to form control joints. The complete line of forms and accessories for poured-in-place exposed concrete is illustrated in actual job histories. Symons Manufacturing Co., 200 E. Touhy Ave., Des Plaines, III.

DOORS/WINDOWS

New Casement Windows

Folder on Woodco casement windows describes the many improved features of these new units. New concealed extension hinges give finer exterior sightlines; insulating glass is available in

First Fully Hermetic Absorption Packages

Carrier, pioneer in absorption refrigeration, announces its new "HER" models as "the first completely hermetic absorption packages." The units use low-pressure steam, high-temperature hot water, or other hot liquids. Because they are completely hermetic, exceptional reliability is assured, and operating costs and maintenance problems are reduced considerably. Because they are completely automatic, no full-time attend­ant is needed. And because they are quiet, compact, and virtually vibration-free, they can be used without heavy bracketing or support even in rooftop installations. The "Automatic Her­metic Absorption Liquid Chiller," as described in 4-page brochure, is available in capacities from 52 to 1000 tons. Carrier Air Conditioning Co., Syracuse 1, N.Y.

At Free Data Card, Circle 202
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Trouble-Free Fascia

A patent-pending water dam and fascia system that will prevent leaks and drippage is described in 4-page bulletin. The system (which consists of a free-floating extruded-aluminum fascia (plus gravel stop and water dam) is leak-proof, prevents tar drippage on walls, prevents water run-over at eaves, is easily installed after all roofing construction and tarring has been completed, is economical, and has concealed cover plates for better appearance. In addition to description and specs, two pages of half-size details are provided for easy tracing. W. P. Hickman Co., 23100 Dequindre, Warren, Mich.

New Methods in Forming

Symons' new 28 page catalog shows the features of various new methods and products in forming. Among the new products are one-piece connect­ing hardware, "Steel-Ply" forms now available with attached hardware, and a new rustication strip that also serves to form control joints. The complete line of forms and accessories for poured-in-place exposed concrete is illustrated in actual job histories. Symons Manufacturing Co., 200 E. Touhy Ave., Des Plaines, Ill.

On Free Data Card, Circle 206

DOORS/WINDOWS

New Casement Windows

Folder on Woodco casement windows describes the many improved features of these new units. New concealed ex­tension hinges give finer exterior sight­lines; insulating glass is available in

Continued on page 64
ARCHITECTS!
YOU CAN HAVE
MORE BEAUTIFUL,
STRONGER,
MASONRY WALLS
with
WAL-LOK
MORTAR JOINT REINFORCING
BECAUSE:
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF REINFORCING IN MASONRY WALLS DEPENDS ON THE AMOUNT AND TENSILE STRENGTH OF THE STEEL IN THE MORTAR AND THE BOND OF THIS STEEL TO THE MORTAR.
WAL-LOK puts 19.2% more steel in the mortar where it counts.
WAL-LOK is double deformed for maximum bond.
TENSILE STRENGTH of steel is retained.
PROJECTING CROSSRODS give 4 mortar locks at each weld.
CROSSRODS hold WAL-LOK up for complete embedment.
WAL-LOK, in all grades, complies with or exceeds Government specifications.

EGGERS OF TWO RIVERS PROVES BIGGEST DOESN'T MEAN BEST in Architectural Plywood and Solid Core Doors

"Lots of people" don't insure quality. The "right people" do, craftsmen who put their skill and pride into every job they do. Lots of manufacturing space doesn't insure quality. But the latest equipment does help, when used by people who know and appreciate quality.

These two factors, plus Eggers all-out customer service, have made Eggers a quality leader since 1884.

For real quality in a project that calls for Architectural Plywood and Solid Core Doors, contact Eggers of Two Rivers. Respect for quality and service will insure your job being created for the exact effect you want, when you want it.

EGGERS PLYWOOD COMPANY
Two Rivers, Wisconsin
Telephone 793-1351

For more information, circle No. 331

Glass Glossary
American-Saint Gobain has published a 7-page Glossary of Glass Terms to help the architect and designer in a number of ways—to give him a greater understanding of the unique properties of glass, to facilitate communication between him and the glass manufacturer, and to provide a background that will enable him to select the proper glass for a specific application. The glossary was derived from several sources: basic glass texts, Federal specs, ASTM, national associations, and the staff of A-SG. American-Saint Gobain Corp., Kingsport, Tenn.

For more information, circle No. 208

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Polarized Light Is Defined
The benefits of polarizing light panels are defined in new brochure as: (1) substantial reduction of reflected glare; (2) better task contrast; (3) truer color definition; and (4) pleasantly diffused illumination. Entitled Polarizing Light Panels, the 8-page brochure gives description of polarization, also shows recommended uses of polarized light. Photometric data and other information on "Fiberglas 45" panels are included. These panels are made for Day-Brite by the Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. Day-Brite Lighting, Inc., 6261 N. Broadway, St. Louis 15, Mo.

On Free Data Card, Circle 209

Multifaceted Collection
Lightolier's Portfolio of Custom Design Lighting Coordinates, 16 pages, illustrates some 80 selections from their pendant collection plus the spreaders that enable the designer to make a choice according to precise needs of space and style. Completely flexible.
From today's first family of construction adhesives...

JACKKNIFE PROOF!

WEATHERBAN® still tough, flexible after 15-year exposure!

What has happened to WEATHERBAN Brand Sealer... on the job since 1947 atop a California building? One clean slice of a jackknife blade told the story... laid bare the result of nearly 5,500 days and nights wear on a WEATHERBAN seal between glazed ceramic parapet caps in the San Francisco area. After 15 years of West Coast Weather in its every mood, the WEATHERBAN installation remained perfectly adherent, completely watertight, and still flexible!

Such durability is routine with WEATHERBAN Sealer. It outlasts conventional caulking materials many times over, reduces costly maintenance to a minimum, and is now available at a new low price! WEATHERBAN Sealer is based on a polysulfide rubber. It adheres strongly, cures without shrinkage to a solid rubber seal that flexes, stretches, compresses with wall movement... and stays sealed come sun, rain, salt air or whatever Mother Nature sends. And a stroke of a jackknife gives performance proof.

Now available in four equally low-priced colors—aluminum, black, off-white, and gray—WEATHERBAN Sealer is the preferred choice to seal new buildings or replace conventional sealers. Exceeds requirements of A.S.A. Specification A 116.1-1960. See how WEATHERBAN Brand Sealer can solve your sealing problem—for keeps! (Other quality construction products from the 3M Family: Duct sealers, ceramic tile, floor tile, countertop, drywall and insulation adhesives.) Free literature sent without obligation. Write today to AC&S Division, 3M Company, Dept. SBC-122, St. Paul 1, Minn., or contact your nearest distributor.

Adhesives, Coatings and Sealers Division

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 351
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE NEWS REPORT
December 1962

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE NEWS REPORT

This was the world's most advanced design.

Until we made this one.

Bally Walk-In Coolers and Freezers are now made with science's wonder insulation...Urethane "foamed-in-place"

The advantages of this new insulation represent a major design achievement that obsoletes all conventional insulated Walk-Ins. With 97% closed cells it cannot absorb moisture...maintains peak efficiency, indoors or outdoors. Insulating value is double...Bally 4" urethane equals 8½" of conventional insulation. Standard models ideal for use as minus 30° freezers. Urethane, poured as a liquid, foams in place and bonds tenaciously to the metal for great strength. Eliminates need for structural members. Replaces that space with insulation. Lightweight urethane reduces weight to one-third for big freight savings...makes erection fast and easy. Foamed door is extremely light in weight to open and close with little effort. Magnetic gasket provides positive seal. Thinner walls increase usable space.

Your choice of Aluminum or Galvanized as standard finishes. Sections have Bally's Speed-Lok for quick and accurate assembly. Easy to add sections to increase size...easy to disassemble for relocation. Hermetically sealed refrigeration systems eliminate installation problems...reduce service costs.


Bally Case and Cooler, Inc.
Bally, Pennsylvania
Write Department PA

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 324

NOW!

3 NEW
P&S ROCKER-GLO SWITCHES!

LIGHTED HANDLE ROCKER-GLO
Pinpoints switch location in darkened rooms or hallways. Tiny, long-life neon lamp softly glows in OFF position only. Single pole or three-way. Rating: 15 Amperes, 120 Volts, A.C.

PILOT LIGHT HANDLE ROCKER-GLO
Instantly shows when appliances or lights are on. Tiny red plastic jewel in rocker button lights in ON position only. Single pole only. Rating: 15 Amperes, 120 Volts, A.C.

REMOTE CONTROL ROCKER-GLO
Momentary contact, center "off" switch. Designed especially for low voltage remote control applications—controlling large banks of lighting, operating stage curtains, etc. Single pole, double throw. Rating: 10 Amperes, 48 Volts, A.C.

For more information write Dept. PA-1262

PASS & SEYMOUR, INC.
syracuse 9, new york

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 356
LATERAL SECTION. Hi-Stress Flexicore slabs, 32' in length, are used for long-span ceilings on second floor of classroom wing of Rutherford B. Hayes High School, Delaware, Ohio. The entire frame is precast concrete columns and beams.

New Hi-Stress Flexicore Slabs Give Improved Performance On 32-Foot Roof Span

SECOND FLOOR FRAMING, CLASSROOM WING. Lateral precast beams serve as bearing for standard Flexicore slabs. Both 8” and 10” slabs used.

ROOF FRAMING, CLASSROOM WING. Longitudinal precast beams support Hi-Stress roof slabs which are tied to beams to provide lateral bracing.

New Hi-Stress Flexicore slabs use high-tensile 7-wire stress-relieved strands to produce fully prestressed units. These slabs provide long, clear spans, high load carrying capacity and give improved performance.

The steel strands are accurately pretensioned, before the slabs are cast, and introduce a controlled camber into the units. In this project, Hi-Stress Flexicore slabs were used for 32-foot roof spans, and 12 months after erection, show excellent performance. Standard Flexicore units (with mildly pre-tensioned reinforcing rods) were used for floors at second story.

Ask for "Flexicore Facts 96" on this project and "Hi-Stress Flexicore" Bulletins. Write The Flexicore Co., Inc., Dayton 1, Ohio, the Flexicore Manufacturers Association, 297 South High Street, Columbus 15, Ohio, or look under "Flexicore" in the white pages of your telephone book.
The facade or "face" of a building speaks for its occupants... and the architect!

How can you be assured that the "face" of your building will receive the proper maintenance to perpetuate its original concept? By installing a MAYCO SUSPENDED PLATFORM. All areas of your structures are then easily and safely reached, eliminating the major problem of exterior maintenance. A MAYCO unit can be installed on any building. They have proved their worth on high-rise structures throughout the world.

Power carriage rides perimeter railing on roof or parapet
All-aluminum gondola is equipped with modern safety features
Remote pushbutton controls in gondola speed up maintenance work

Investigate the completely electrical MAYCO SUSPENDED PLATFORM. For free descriptive literature write:

MAYCO crane corp.
4560 SPERRY STREET • LOS ANGELES 39, CALIF. • CHAPMAN 5-8821

USE MAYCO EQUIPMENT: Tower Cranes • Material Towers Tusky & Jumbo Portable Hoists • Grodstands • Scaffolding Shoring • Suspended Maintenance Platforms • Storage Racks

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 386

LOREN COOK SPUN-TIER

A NEW FAMILY OF ROOF VENTILATORS DESIGNED FOR HARMONIOUS APPEARANCE

Investigate the completely electrical MAYCO SUSPENDED PLATFORM. For free descriptive literature write:

MAYCO crane corp.
4560 SPERRY STREET • LOS ANGELES 39, CALIF. • CHAPMAN 5-8821

THE LOREN COOK COMPANY
BEREA, OHIO

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 384

COAT and HAT RACKS
Style D.F. 5-50, Portable Checker Rack (illustrated) is 5 ft. 2 in. long; holds 50 coats and hats; goes wherever needed on large, ball-bearing-swivel casters. Comes with or without checks and snap-on numbers. Strongly welded of square tubular, heavy gauge and highly embossed furniture steel. Smart in modern baked finishes. Give lifetime service—never sag, creak or sway. 3 ft., 4 & 5 ft. units available, as well as other efficient space-saving equipment for every church, school, commercial, industrial and institutional need.

Write for Bulletin CK 510

 Vogel-Peterson Co. 59 & Madison St. • Elmhurst, Ill.
these components can be arranged in an endless variety of designs—suspended, surface-mounted, or wall-bracketed. Of note is the new “Symfoni” collection, its multifaceted structure reflecting the light from plane to plane, always shielding the bulbs from view. Symfoni is available in a broad range of handsome silhouettes. The pendant is a one-piece steel construction with matte-white finish. Publicity Dept., Lightolier, 11 E 36th St., New York 16, N.Y.

You design the opening...R-W WILL FILL IT!

The design and construction of custom industrial and commercial doors to meet your esthetic and functional requirements is a specialty with Richards-Wilcox. From Ark Doors, Industrial and Fire Doors, Blast Doors, Radiation Doors, Straight Doors, Curved Doors, Large Doors, Small Doors, whatever type you want—R-W can supply them plus all of the necessary hardware and electric operators where required. When remodeling remember that the use of custom-fit doors can provide greater economy than rebuilding openings to accommodate standard doors.

Your local R-W Applications-Engineer is a specialist in this field—he would appreciate the opportunity of consulting with you in regard to your door problems.
Matter of fact, this is the best insulated roof yet—right down where it counts! Based on Roofmate® FR roofing insulation, a new system builds up this superior roof faster. Roofmate FR flame-retardant polystyrene foam board has a high-density skin, good impact resistance and compressive strength. It can even span the flutes in a metal deck. Closed-celled and nonabsorbent, Roofmate FR is unaffected by water. So it has permanently high insulating value.

When you specify Roofmate FR, the roofer still works with conventional materials (see steps below). Using coated base sheets eliminates the disadvantages of unprotected moisture absorbent felts for the first ply and prevents wrinkling at the insulation joints. Roofmate FR is used as the vapor barrier. These roofs are bondable, of course.

Extremely lightweight Roofmate FR saves preparation time and trouble, too. It comes in thicknesses for most roofing applications. To get more data and specifications, write us in Midland, c/o Plastics Sales Dept. 1307EB12.

Here are the simple steps to a better built-up roof using Roofmate FR and coated base sheet:

1. Roofmate FR is laid on concrete, gypsum, wood or metal structural deck over strip-mopped coat of hot asphalt.
2. It is covered with an approved coated base sheet. Next layer of hot asphalt bonds base sheet to Roofmate FR.
3. Roof is completed by building up standard roofing felts in conventional manner, either by hand or by machine.

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY

Midland, Michigan

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 328
Loadbearing But Light

Its striking geometry visible across miles of Kansas plains, this first element in a large chemical production complex represents to Architects Linscott, Kiene & Haylett "the universal challenge, to make the ordinary and inexpensive look pleasant and dignified." With alternating bands of brick and glass, every second masonry band acts as structural pier, permits flexibility in office layout. A material that holds up the roof, fits in a panel, creates pattern and texture in structure: brick.
This rendering shows the architectural beauty of the new Capp Towers Motor Hotel soon to be completed in downtown Minneapolis. Exterior curtain walls are precast concrete panels with embedded rustic stone and marble chips.

Here, a corner beam is raised for positioning on the column. Note the shiplap bearing detail between precast beams and prestressed slabs. Other precast and prestressed structural units required elsewhere in this project include columns, beams and double tees for a 7-level parking garage which is tied into the hotel.

Owner: Martin Capp, Minneapolis, Minn.
Architect: Ackerberg & Cooperman, A.I.A., Minneapolis, Minn.
Contractor: Robin Hood Construction Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Structural Engineer: Ross H. Bryan, Consulting Engineer, Nashville, Tenn.
Prestressed & Precast Concrete: Prestressed Concrete Inc., St. Paul, Minn.

**Better Than One Floor a Week—**

with Unusual System of Precast Concrete Beams and Prestressed Slabs

The new 15-story Capp Towers Motor Hotel in Minneapolis utilizes a unique floor system of precast flat beams combined with lightweight prestressed floor slabs. The beams cast with structural collars were simply positioned and welded to the columns. With both types of units having shiplap edges, the slabs fit flush into the spaces between the beams.

Construction efficiency was impressive by anybody's standard. Placing of the precast and prestressed units progressed at better than one 86' x 222' floor per week. Each floor served immediately as a working platform for all trades and construction personnel.

The beams and slabs as well as all other precast units supplied by Prestressed Concrete Inc. for this building were made with Lehigh Early Strength Cement. Consistent use of this cement in their manufacturing operation helps them attain maximum production efficiency through early removal of units and quick re-use of forms.

This is another example of the way in which Lehigh Early Strength Cement can contribute to modern concrete construction. Lehigh Portland Cement Company, Allentown, Pa.
more and more great American architects are using

MARMET

here are a few of the reasons:

SERIES 5212 CURTAIN WALL

One of MARMET'S basic curtain wall systems, the 5212 series, is ideally suited to high rise buildings. A choice of large, dominant mull extrusions to lend impressive vertical accents are available from either the 5212 or 5142 series. After vertical mulls are anchored to the building, wall panels and sash can be stacked in between . . . from inside the building . . . saving the time and cost of erecting scaffolding. Panels stacked one atop the other are horizontally secured by a clip method that fits any condition.

* 330 MADISON AVE. OFFICE BUILDING

MARMET's Series 5212 Curtain Wall will cover this soaring new Manhattan tower. A specially engineered trough system beneath all windows collects condensation — returning it outside through weep holes.

ARCHITECTS:
KAHN & JACOBS
NEW YORK, N.Y.

Contractor:
GEO. A. FULLER
New York, N.Y.

For more information, circle No. 388
The huge floors of the United Air Lines Ticketing Building at Los Angeles International Airport are terrazzo. This terrazzo was made with Trinity White Portland Cement and white marble chips.

No other floor has ever approached terrazzo's long life and low cost.

Studies published by the National Terrazzo and Mosaic Association show that terrazzo will usually prove 20¢ a square foot cheaper at the end of the first 10 years than the next best wearing floor material. The savings made by terrazzo in maintenance and replacement costs soon overcome its higher first cost. Where the life of a building reaches 50 years a terrazzo floor may easily earn savings amounting to more than its original cost.

Terrazzo should always be first choice for heavy traffic floors. It is being used more and more as a floor for the home. Its beauty and ease of maintenance makes it popular everywhere.

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 372.
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BUILDING

THE NEW AFRICA

Africa appears in the news with increasing frequency today, but most Americans, and probably most American architects, know little about that vast continent besides its political upheavals and romantic tales of safaris. Africa is important today not only because of the growing political importance of its newly independent and rapidly developing nations, but also because it is one of the world's areas of greatest need for architecture and construction.

What must be recognized first in any discussion of Africa is that it is not a continent of a single integrated people with a single culture. The diversity within that enormous area exists at every level: great climatic, geographic, economic, and religious differences, sometimes within short distances; a wide range of foreign influences introduced over many centuries (European, Moslem, and Asian); a broad social structure comprising Africans, landed white settlers, Mediterranean and Moslem traders, and, in the East, a large Asian population of traders and workmen. To discuss the New Africa as a single entity, therefore, is to do so in terms of fundamentals.

The cultures of these nations are centuries old, and rich traditions of indigenous building persist. Primitive building materials range from thatch and bamboo to mud and straw—formed either as blocks or ellipsoidal units called “tubali”—to wood and stucco. Some of the buildings exhibit a strong sculptural sense; some are fancifully etched and elaborately polychromed. Few of these buildings, however, can survive the numerous agents of decay, such as weather and insects, and it is unlikely that any of those illustrated on the following two pages is more than 20 years old. In one area, for instance, bamboo huts enclosed with woven mats are built to a considerable height, like silos. They are planned this way so that, after destruction by termites, the bottom strip of matting can be peeled away and the framing pushed further down into the ground.

What makes traditional African building unsuitable for the development of a modern civilization, then, is its
African primitive building presents a great diversity of forms, construction techniques, and materials. The Mousgoum village in Cameroon (top) comprises mud huts with high-relief decoration. Stilt houses of the lagoon village at Granvié, Dahomey, (second row, left) have lattice walls with woven screens inside. Wattle and thatch is used in huts outside the walls of Naimey, Niger (second row, right). White stucco is scratched away to reveal red mud construction of a house near Kano, Nigeria (third row, left). Doorway is polychromed. Compound with painted decorations is by the Ndebele tribe, South Africa, (third row, middle). Thatch-roofed mud hut near Jos, Nigeria, (third row, right) has low-relief decoration. A mosque in the village of Kong, Ivory Coast, (bottom) is of mud block construction.
Primitive buildings of northern Nigeria are often of egg-shaped "tubal"—red earth dried in the sun. Mortar is of the same clay, with chopped grass added. Many buildings are finished in white stucco. Town houses (top and second from top) have sculptural decorations and "sanko" (finials) derived from mosques; seating is built on the exterior. Village of Naimey, Niger, (second from bottom) uses mud and thatch construction. Mud huts in Kano, Nigeria, (bottom) have characteristic rainspouts.

impermanence and also its inadaptability to mass-production and to high-density uses.

But not all buildings in Africa today are of primitive construction. Since World War II, the much-maligned "colonialist" countries have been pouring funds and experience into their territories under assistance programs. The aim has been both to introduce Western ways and technology to the peoples of Africa and to improve their living conditions with permanent buildings. So far, what has been built for Africans is mainly a transposed European architecture that shows deference to the varied climatic conditions of the continent. The history of this work in West Africa is described on the following pages.

The need of African nations for building materials is immense. Almost no African nation is self-sufficient in this respect, and the majority of building materials must be imported. Bricks and tiles are manufactured in the Congo, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Liberia, and Mali, but production is inadequate. Aluminum mills are to be found in Cameroun, Ghana, Guinea, Mauretania, and Uganda, and cement plants are in operation in Algeria, Angola, Cameroun, Congo, Kenya, and Nigeria. But Nigeria, for instance, imported 626,486 tons of cement in 1960 at a cost of £11 to £12 per ton, compared with £5 to £6 per ton in England.

Although African labor is cheap, productivity is low, and there is a great need for trained workmen. In a region where round and irregular lines are more traditional than straight lines, competent masonry work is often prohibitive, and simplified systems are almost mandatory. "Architects must recognize," says an official of the United Nations' Housing, Building and Planning Division, "that building in Africa must take place within a realistic economic and social framework." For example, housing suitable to local customs must be provided in permanent materials at a cost that Africans can afford.

Another great need of the New Africa is for architects. Many of the European architects have returned home as the new nations became independent. A few architectural and engineering schools in Africa are turning out graduates, but too few. Nor do all countries have adequate regulations for the registration of architects. The United Nations' Housing, Building and Planning Division feels strongly that there is an immediate need for African architects to be trained in Western firms.

Today African cities are burgeoning—without plans, without adequate water supplies, and often without sewerage—almost as squatter settlements do, and the majority of experts cite town planning as the most urgent problem facing the new African states. There is a suggestion that Western architects might develop town plans under grants from foundations.

In one significant area—the development of a truly native architecture—the African architects of the future must progress on their own. Non-African architects have made a few successful attempts toward a synthesis of modern technology and indigenous African elements, although the majority of such attempts have produced only a pseudo-regionalism. English architect Gordon D. Hindle states: "The remarkable character of indigenous buildings has been responsible for a romantic movement—incorporating characteristics of mud building in modern concrete structures. Fortunately, however, the requirements of climate have been appreciated by certain architects, and the affinity between their work and the traditional expression is interesting: a consciousness of solid masses and small dark voids, surface texture and bold relief."

So far, only the foundation has been laid in building the New Africa. Some of the most solid of its components are presented on the following pages.

For sources of illustrations used in this article, see page 162.
EUROPEAN IMPORTATION

The introduction of modern building techniques to Middle Africa is described below by E. Maxwell Fry, FRIBA, who played a most significant role in that process. His personal contribution to the architectural evolution of Africa began when he became advisor to the Resident Minister of the four British West African Colonies in the early 1940’s. He and his architect wife, Jane Drew, have been working on projects throughout the former British African colonies ever since, except for a period in the early 1950’s, when they went to India to take part in the design of the new city of Chandigarh. Their wide experience in adapting European architectural concepts to conditions of heat and humidity has been distilled in their widely known and authoritative book, Tropical Architecture.

The continent of Africa, despite its having had a whole page to itself in school atlases since school atlases were first made, has occupied but a small corner of Western consciousness until very recent years, when it has been growing to its proper size.

But it is a vast region. Even the central part we are considering here could take the United States comfortably into its boundaries, and contains such a variety of geological classifications, of climates, races, languages, and religions as to be impossible to fit into any one general conspectus.

It is to our eyes undifferentiated. Nigeria, with its 30 million or more inhabitants, gives the appearance of endless bush, or swamp, or scrub; it takes a long time to be able to see it as having any organization, and even as one sees it, it changes.

The continent is dominated by enormous geographic realities: the Sahara, the biggest single arid area, but one of a continuous chain of deserts stretching eastward to the gates of Delhi; and the mighty Niger and Congo rivers. All are too big for single contemplation—barely charted, imperfectly understood, relatively unused.

It is, by world standards, unvisited. When I first went to West Africa there were no hotels to speak of, since one only came for a purpose, stayed with officials or friends, and was sped from one primitive rest house to another over dirt roads—every moment an adventure.

When I first went there it still belonged to the 19th Century, each country a European possession maintained for what it was
worth in terms of primary products such as oils and fats, gold, diamonds, tin, or rubber. Even the country dominated by the United States was used in the same way.

We ruled, by historical standards, not harshly, except in the Congo. We took and gave little in return. But in the British colonies land remained with the people. We traded and gradually we taught; and finally we shared.

It is a story of communications, urged forward by two wars—Western thought and method, Western ideals of government, Western notions of freedom finally taking root and burgeoning, with opportunity prompting, until the power of self-government passed to India, and from there to the erstwhile subjected tropical world.

It is 20 years exactly since I first stepped off a troopship onto Ghana soil. It was known as the Gold Coast and belonged to the past. Its five million inhabitants lived in the deep rain forests in tiny villages connected by bush paths, in little towns where the first contacts with Europe were made, or in the wide scrubland of the northern territories. Prolonged peace and Christian missions had robbed the tribal system of its kick, and the people were ruled by an odd blend of district commissioner and local chief, English common law and native custom, and the inexorable laws of trade. The atmosphere of the place—the forest, the coast, the shy people, the shimmering color and light, the murmuring calm—was beautiful beyond description. We spent happy years there.

In 1945 we started to build. Looking round we found three builders—a Scotsman, a Swiss, and a Greek. The Scotsman had a band-saw in his yard, but apart from that the equipment consisted of African workmen, each with his box of Stanley tools, a lot of energy and adaptability, and enormous cheerfulness. And this was, I imagine, the situation in the more advanced areas of this region. Cement blocks were used freely but reinforced concrete rarely, and then unsuccessfully. Nothing was very well done. There was no pressure. Everything was personal. Contracts were made on envelopes and argued to a settlement at the end. Only the Public Works Department worked to a system and looked serious, but then not very.

A railway ran from the Port of Takoradi to the capital, via Kumasi in the interior, and took two days to do it; but you could do the 175 miles along a narrow tarmac road, the only tarmac road in the country, in five hours.

I took a trip at that time down the west and up the east of Africa, across to Uganda, north to Khartoum and back along the pilgrims' route to Kano and the West Coast. The impression I got was that, apart from the industrially rich centers of South Africa, the great mass of it lay dormant, used only for its primary products and the more obvious of its mineral riches.

What has happened in the 20 years of my experience depends a good deal on what happened before. It is no accident that Ghana should regard itself as the leader of pan-Africa. No land has ever been alienated in British West Africa, thanks largely to Mary Kingsley. There was the beginning of a University of Accra, a tolerable technical school at Takoradi, and mission schools everywhere. The cocoa crop belonged to the farmers and in everything there was a sort of jogue-along live-and-let-live atmosphere.

Into this situation, before the close of the war, the British Government injected a fund of $550 million for immediate development, from which our program of secondary school and teacher training colleges in Ghana and the University of Nigeria were financed.

In French territories, development no doubt hinged on the direct connection between their possessions and metropolitan France; there must have been great value in that. It helps to explain why the territories of our two countries were able to make so great a leap forward in 20 years. And it explains why the richer, more populous and more politically conscious coastal areas are the chief beneficiaries of assistance; why, for instance, we should only have been building the first teacher training college in the north of Nigeria ten or twelve years after the program in the south of Ghana was half complete. Communications is the key.

When we started our work, there was no building industry worth the name—no bricks, no quarried stone, no steel or cement, no seasoned timber. Everything, in fact, was imported. Nor was there any architecture worth the name, nor any background of architecture, nor any art that was not drawn from the recesses of a tribal system and an animistic religion
already fragmented by the impact of Western thought and a cash economy. This art was as rich and genuine as the life it was drawn from. It has fertilized the art of the West. But it was as inapplicable to the newly adopted life as mud building is to a cash economy.

We had to make an architecture to fit the circumstance of educational building, which was first to make it fit a climate of extreme humidity—an architecture that, having kept off the sun and driving rain, allowed the cooling breeze to penetrate it everywhere. It was this and the absence of bricks and the vulnerability of timber to the degradations of white ants that led us to develop a system of reinforced concrete post and slab, with an infilling of perforated blocks.

That was the logic of a situation of extreme humidity that obtains over a great part of the area under review and ceases to apply as the region shades off to the Sahara, where the critical design condition is one of extreme heat and minimum rainfall.

The choice of materials and structures, and later decisions affecting equipment, such as a turnover from wood to metal windows, involved a forward look in line with our decision to use the instruments of a developed building industry—specific contract documents, cost accountancy, complete architectural and engineering drawings, bending schedules, etc. It had to be assumed that in the course of time the region would make its own cement; that it would at least fabricate its own metal work; and that it would fulfill the destiny of all tropical countries to become industrialized, socialized, and nationalized.

This has already taken place. In the early '40's, our stone aggregate was broken by women and children with hammers, but toward the end of the '40's power crushers were introduced; metal windows replaced timber at about the same time. In 1942, there were perhaps two or three elevators in the whole of West Africa. We built the first little West African skyscraper in Ibadan in 1958, but by that time elevators were becoming common.

But as our building industry was re-equipping itself with plant and machinery, new roads were spreading out over the region, domestic airlines were started, telephone services improved, radio and television introduced, and nearly in the same order of things, independence from European colonial powers was achieved.

With these changes came urbanization. Large towns are not unknown in Africa. Ibadan in Western Nigeria was an all-African town of 300,000-400,000 people 20 years ago. What I speak of is the expansion of capital cities such as Accra or Lagos by 300-400 per cent over a few years, and the failure in new African governments, as with our own, to see town-planning as an important organ of government, the means of converting potential expansion into human welfare.

We got town-planning moving in the years 1942-1944 when we were advising the then-Resident Minister of West Africa. Thus a good deal of the expansion of Accra and other British West African towns is provided for. The French, as one might expect, were more farsighted and established their planning policy at an earlier date. But nowhere is town-planning being used hand-in-hand with development policy to canalize potential as it becomes realizable.

One might say, nevertheless, that an architecture fitting the circumstances of the region has been established in the more highly developed parts of it and can take the load of further development. To do this successfully requires the continuous application of the best minds and a store of sympathy and imagination. What is being done there affects the lives of whole nations. That it should be well done is no longer the direct responsibility of the Europeans, but where we can help we should do so as if it were for ourselves.

The vital problem of climate control has called forth a wide variety of interesting architectural treatments. Pierced block walls have been used to exclude direct sunlight and admit air, as in four examples of Maxwell Fry's work at the University College at Ibadan, Nigeria (facing page, left column). Sunshades and louvers—both fixed and operable—have been used on high-rise structures. Shown in bottom row of photos (left to right) are office buildings in Lagos, Nigeria, by four firms: Godwin & Hopwood; Fry, Drew & Partners; the Architects Co-partnership; and Nickson & Borys. Other characteristic applications of sun-control devices include (right, top to bottom): an oil terminal building in Lagos by the Architects Co-partnership; an apartment block at Conakry, Guinea, by Lagneau, Weill & Dimitrijevic; a library by James Cubitt & Partners and dock offices by the Architects Co-partnership, both at Port Harcourt, Nigeria.
The work of British architects in Middle Africa is diverse and technically sophisticated. Representative urban buildings include the Co-operative Bank in Ibadan, Nigeria (1), by Fry, Drew & Partners; Hanbury House in Lagos, Nigeria (2), by Godwin & Hopwood; and the Co-operative Bank Group, three office blocks in Accra, Ghana (3), by James Cubitt & Partners. Detached dwellings near Accra by Kenneth Scott Associates (4) and terrace housing in Lagos, (8, 9) by Godwin & Hopwood illustrate devices for climate control; both projects have air-conditioned bedrooms. The interior of a house at Enugu, Nigeria (5), by the Architects Co-partnership (ACP), is designed for natural ventilation. Kenneth Scott's own house at Accra (10, 11), although completely air-conditioned, shows attention to sun-control. A secondary school at Accra, by ACP, (6, 7) has louvers and pivoting wall panels [p. 100, SELECTED DETAIL]. The Men's Residence Halls of Fourah Bay College (12, 13), Freetown, Sierra Leone, by Frank Rutter, were constructed of concrete without the use of complex formwork. Dramatic cantilevered roofs have been designed for two stadium grandstands: one at Kumasi, Ghana, by Kenneth Scott Associates (14), built entirely of concrete; the other at Kampala, Uganda, by Peatfield and Bodger (15), with cedar decking between concrete beams. Travertine-faced wall-fins give strong sculptural quality to the facade of a bank at Takoradi, Ghana, by Drake & Lasdun (16).
The University College at Ibadan is probably the best known project by an English architect in Africa. Developed over the past ten years under the guidance of Maxwell Fry and his associates, the college exemplifies his approach to design for humid, tropical regions.

Although the campus comprises five square miles of rolling land on the outskirts of the city, the buildings have been laid out in a compact cluster to facilitate communication among departments and among living units.

Among the recently completed increments to the complex is the Sultan Bello dining hall, an addition to one of the residential colleges (photos this page). It is covered by a concrete shell and enclosed only by pierced block walls and a stockade of concrete columns. Square panels, suspended beneath the vault, act as acoustical baffles and lighting reflectors (photo below right).

The new Arts quadrangle includes several lecture halls connected by covered and shaded walks (facing page, top right). Shadow patterns and planting add interest to the passages between buildings (facing page, top left). A landscaped court at the center of the group (facing page, middle photos) is surrounded on three sides by office and classroom structures. Open galleries overlooking the court are used for circulation.

The dining hall of Queen Elizabeth College, a women's residence college, (facing page, bottom photos) is designed to trap the prevailing breezes. The walls are built of a special pierced block, which is one of a variety of designs used for different college buildings (see page 84).
French architects have expressed a preference for strong plastic forms in their recent African work. The office of the Vice-President of the Ivory Coast at Abidjan (1), by Michel Ducharme, is reminiscent of Le Corbusier’s work at Chandigarh in its use of massive, rough-textured concrete piers and an upturned roof edge. Deep concrete louvers, irregularly spaced (2), avoid the delicacy of most sun-control devices. Ducharme’s Presidential Residence (3), also at Abidjan, is in a more conventional modern European idiom, with overhangs and screens as concessions to the climate. A 47-room, air-conditioned hotel at Ouargla, Algeria, by Lagneau, Weill & Dimitrijevic (4, 5), is one of a chain of post houses stretching across the Sahara. Operable aluminum louvers have been set within the reinforced concrete frame on the south side. A kitchen and laundry block at the College of Sassandra, Ivory Coast (6), by Henri Chomette and Antoine Laget, has rainspouts between sections of its saw-tooth roof to carry off heavy rains into cylindrical basins. The new port city of Cansado, on the arid coast of Mauretania (7, 8), has been planned for an eventual population of 37,000. Layout and building design were done by Lagneau, Weill & Dimitrijevic, working with other members of S.E.T.A.P. (Société pour l’Etude Technique d’Aménagement Planifiés), with which the firm is associated. The houses have been constructed of concrete block with reinforced concrete beams that have been articulated on the exterior by painting them white. The Treichville Market at Abidjan, by Michel Ducharme (9), has monumental concrete piers surrounding an open central space. The two-story enclosing structure has an aluminum-clad roof broken into sections at each column and set alternately at the levels of the top and the bottom of the transverse trusses. There are openings for natural light and air circulation between the sections. The Central Market at Abidjan (10), by Henri Chomette, has been built along two sides of the main city square. A prominent framework of exposed concrete bents ties together an inner row of temporary stalls for food vendors and an outer row of permanent shops, both accessible from a central, open walkway.
Western architects have made a few fairly successful attempts to design buildings that have a distinct African flavor, reflecting the genius loci. Local traditions to choose from are nearly as varied as the continent itself: the rich tradition of primitive building, and Mediterranean and Moslem influences, which have spread along the coast for centuries.

Frequently, the attempts appear only as modern buildings overlayed with decorations of African inspiration. Several better-integrated buildings have avoided this censure of "pseudo-regionalism."

The U.S. Embassy at Accra, Ghana (7), by Harry Weese & Associates, has been acclaimed for its reflection of the spirit of the place. German architect Justus Dahinden has designed a prototype church for the Catholic Missions of Africa that is reminiscent of native building in Upper Volta (6). According to the program, under no circumstances was the church to suggest a European import. Cladding is to be of asbestos-cement sheets, which can be applied without special skill.

In the Parliamentary Buildings at Kampala, Uganda, (1, 2) by Peatfield & Bodgener, traditional Moslem details are incorporated to relate the buildings to the predominantly Moslem background of the country. Low-cost housing (3, 4) designed for the government of the Ivory Coast at Mona by Lagneau, Weill & Dimitrijevic is composed of two independent structural systems: the galvanized steel roof and its wood supports have been designed for Government-financed prefabrication; the masonry walls, which can be freely laid out to meet specific needs, are to be built...
of native materials using communal labor. Henri Chomette, A. Laget & J. Benoit-Barnet, Architects, planned a group of buildings for the office, bar, restaurant, and kitchen of the Hotel de Sassandra (5) at Sassandra, Ivory Coast. The group was designed to be built of local woods and to give the general impression of native thatch huts. The same architects have surfaced the walls between reinforced concrete columns of the First-Class wing at the Hotel de Cocody, Abidjan, Ivory Coast (8), with bamboo panels (10). A central opening (9) in the thin-shelled concrete roof of the restaurant has sculptural waterspouts to carry rainwater onto a central garden. The form of the vaults and the rainspouts are a functional response to the climate, but they also recall leaf and stem forms of local flora.
The Central Bank of the West African States (BCEAO) built its Togo headquarters in 1960 on Independence Square at the center of Lomé. The bank was situated to respect some particularly handsome existing vegetation. The site also includes housing for personnel and a residence for the director, connected to the bank by a passageway (left, middle).

The structure of the bank is of concrete columns that support a roof of concrete parasols. The exterior walls are set back behind the first row of parasols so that the columns on the periphery form a colonnade surrounding the building. Exposed aggregate panels are used at the base of the walls extending up to a height of 6½ ft. Above them the walls and windows are protected by a simple steel grille—one of the requirements of the program.

On the interior, flooring and finishing are of Moroccan marble. The entire complex is air conditioned to compensate for the humid, tropical climate.

Concrete has been left rough, with the texture of the carefully constructed formwork. The horizontal bands around the columns, produced by the joints in the formwork, establish the scale of the attenuated columns.

The bank is patently international architecture insofar as its materials and construction are concerned, but the connotations of regionalism engendered by its forms and proportions are immediately apparent.
The program for this housing for servants and their families was to provide 24 dwellings that would in appearance be sympathetic to Government House, the official residence of the President of Ghana, which adjoins the one-and-a-half acre site. Government House is a 17th-Century Swedish fort, built on the site of an earlier Portuguese fort; it had been added to by the Danes and British. A considerable part of the original building remains. The architecture also relates to the traditions of the region. The Mediterranean influence, which has affected the architecture of coastal Africa for centuries, can now be recognized as indigenous.

The dwellings are on two levels in groups of three's: two units at ground level and one on the upper level. The groups are arranged as row houses around three sides of a common square. The fourth side is enclosed by a laundry unit.

Each dwelling comprises two rooms, kitchen, shower, toilet, and storage facilities, and a walled courtyard for outdoor living and sleeping. The courtyard of each upper-level unit is built on the roof of one of the units below. Deep crenelations in the courtyard walls admit air and permit a view out but at the same time afford privacy and safety.

Load-bearing walls are of stuccoed concrete blocks. Floors are of reinforced concrete; the wood-framed roofs are clad with locally made clay tiles.

The design is given variety by the staggered setbacks and the overhanging second-story courtyards. The strong diagonals of the stairs to the upper levels echo the lines of the shed roofs.
The two separate Teacher Training Colleges, elements of which are shown on these pages, are situated in the hot dry zone of northern Nigeria, on the southern fringe of the Sahara. Because of the frequency of dust storms in this region, the architects have enclosed most of the buildings with windows rather than using open screens or louvers as in the humid, rainy zones. Here, also, the daily range of temperatures is greater than in the south; light asbestos roofs have been used, therefore, so that the heat gained during the day will be dissipated rapidly when the sun goes down.

The Women's College is located just outside the walls of Kano and the Men's College is about 30 miles from the city. The location for the latter was chosen for its proximity to a river. Water from this source, which is underground most of the year, is pumped to a water tower (above) adjacent to the assembly hall and the kitchen area.

Each college comprises teaching and dormitory wings, dining and assembly halls, kitchens, classrooms, craft rooms, and housing for junior and senior staff. Buildings are grouped around landscaped courtyards (facing page, bottom).

Construction of both colleges is of concrete block, reinforced concrete, and local stone. The juxtaposition of these textures and the sensitive use of native vegetation give the colleges a distinguished yet appropriately simple atmosphere.

What seems most to give the colleges their distinct indigenous feeling is the use of round forms and the trapezoidal openings with radius corners that are used in the covered passageways and for the windows of the circular buildings at the Women's College (facing page, top, right). The trapezoidal shape recurs in primitive African building: in the doorways of mud huts and, inverted, in the voids between the "zankos" or finials of mosques. In these colleges, both forms are integrated into the design. There is no facile overlay here of decorative details, but a sure step toward a synthesis of modern techniques and indigenous elements.

Whatever lasting synthesis emerges as a perceptibly African architecture must be the development of native African architects trained by Africans in local architectural schools. For the moment, however, one can find satisfaction in the fact that a small group of non-African architects has made solid achievements that point the way toward an architecture for the New Africa.
ANSAR-UD-DEEN SECONDARY SCHOOL: Suru-Lere, Nigeria
THE ARCHITECTS CO-PARTNERSHIP, Architects

SELECTED DETAIL
PIVOTING SHUTTER
THE CARE CHAIR

CHAIR FOR UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES • RONALD BECKMAN, DAVID GILCHREST, AND HOWARD YARME, DESIGNERS

The child in the photograph at right is sitting on a reinforced paper chair whose four different seat heights make it adaptable for children of all ages and sizes. The chair was developed to provide quantities of durable but inexpensive furniture for the world’s needy areas.

The manufacture of this furniture makes use of the American technology now devoted to the production of low-cost packaging. Wire mesh reinforced paper panels are die cut, printed with assembly instructions on the inside, and coated with a polyethylene skin on the outside (to withstand moisture, like a milk carton); panels will be shipped flat in stacks. Assembly is a simple folding procedure (above); the unit is then secured along its edges by a neoprene strip gasket, which acts as a tension ring.

The boxlike construction has no adjustable parts; a different side is turned uppermost to produce a low-backed chair (10 in. or 12 in. high) or a stool (14 in. or 16 in. high). Each is color-keyed for identity.

The chair was developed under a grant from the Educational Facilities Laboratory to the Industrial Design Department at Pratt Institute. Care, Inc., for whom the chair is named, will send the first hundred chairs to Africa.
"A beautiful idea in embryo has in it something absurd for fools." This quotation of a remark by Debussy is used by Oklahoma architect Bruce Goff in explaining his own approach to design. That many architects will consider Goff's work "absurd" is inevitable. It is also inevitable that Goff will call them "fools." Both these statements, however, have little significance to the development of architectural thought. Of greater significance is whether Goff's ideas, "embryonic" as they may be, are truly "beautiful" and therefore solid contributions to man's enjoyment of his environment. Although Goff is well known throughout the world for his unusual designs, the large output of work coming from his Bartlesville office has received little publicity in the U. S. professional press, and consequently the American architect's knowledge of his work is quite limited. To correct this situation, we present an article recently written by Goff for P/A in which he discusses architecture as an art, and, on the following pages, a representative selection of Goff's designs built during the last ten years.

Change is part of a scheme of time thought of as the continuous present and, no matter how excellent or well-established things may seem to be, creative artists are always restless and forever seeking new expressions. If they are innovators and extend the horizon of their art, they are usually branded as revolutionaries or radicals by their contemporaries, who fail to realize that what seems to be revolution may only be evolution made apparent. Change brings with it the unexpected and it is this quality of surprise which engages our attention in a work of art; but since we cannot continue to be surprised by the same thing, the quality of mystery becomes necessary to sustain our interest. Mystery, however, defies analysis; no matter how well we come to know a work, such a work, like Nature, never gives up its secrets.

In the ever-changing, continuous present, there are always those who are part of the cultural lag—those who resent change and are inclined to ridicule what they do not bother to understand. Debussy observed: "One must not forget that a work of art or an effort to produce beauty is always regarded by some people as a personal affront," and: "A beautiful idea in embryo has in it something absurd for fools." Such people accuse the great artists of "going too far" without the least idea of how far "too far" is. What real artists ever went too far, when judged from the perspective of later years? We usually wish that they had gone further.

Such artists are also said to be "ahead of their time." But how can this be, when necessity forces them to be so much a part of their time? Any idea that can be conceived in our time can also be executed in our time.

Another charge is that artists are "doing things for effect." Any artist must strive for honest effects if his work is to have effect; the important—and unusual—occurrence is when the effects come about.

An artist is sometimes accused of "trying to be different." How can he help being different when he is true to himself and his problem? And are we not grateful for the difference? This charge has been leveled at most of the great artists of the past. Today we think it ridiculous as applied to them. There is always a new group of artists emerging that is blamed for nonconformity—especially (and ironically) by the "avant garde" groups of former days. Those people who are bewildered by the variety of artists and their works forget that we can have harmony in diversity as well as in conformity, with Nature as a supreme example.

The nonconformist artist is under
further suspicion because he may not have a recognizable influence (in his own time) as a "form-giver." Actually there are no form-givers—only form-takers, those who are without the ability or the desire to create something of their own that inspires them or what is fashionable, who blow with the wind and always play it safe, who are cautioned not to imitate Gaudi because a bad imitation of his work can only end in disaster but are encouraged to ape Mies on the theory that by so doing they can go less wrong. I know an architect who boasts that he copies only the best, but I doubt if he knows what the best is.

We should distinguish between Inspiration, Influence, and Imitation. We are influenced by that which inspires us and this shows at first as imitation; but, unimitated inspiration, it cannot become our own. If we stop with imitation, we are on a dead-end street, no matter how fine our model. If "imitation is the sincerest form of flattery" it only proves that we are not enough. Debussy complained: "The Debussyists are killing me!" The Japanese have a proverb: "When imitation comes, Beauty goes."

A genuine architect is not a form-giver, but a form-creator. He should not employ standard forms, no matter how admirable may have been their inspiration. The future is also the "space without" and the "within," but this is only part of it. There is also the "time without" and the "time within," and to establish an architectural vernacular so that all can speak, whether they have anything to say or not, working with predetermined forms established by others. Such predetermined forms, into which ideas are forced by the cunning hands of talent or art, are at best, inadequate and artificial. This is because the ideas themselves must generate drive or compulsion to create their own forms, guided, controlled, and disassociated from the noble ideal of inspiration into an ordered whole. In this way every creation becomes its own style and its maker is unafraid of change. His individual works will, of necessity, be different from each other. How much more rewarding than works all cut from the same bolt of goods, no matter how fine the pattern! Some artists inspire them or what is fashionable, and this shows at first as imitation; but, or the desire to create something of their own, who can only imitate what others will know it is theirs. Debussy once warned: "The struggle to surpass others is never really great if disassociated from the noble ideal of surpassing oneself, though this involves the sacrifice of one's cherished personology. Why cling to something one knows only too well?" What an artist says with each new work is then more important than the art itself.

Today, as always, there are in all the arts many different individuals doing different work—so many that, to some, there is no inspiration. Philip Johnson has said: "Around me is confusion—I am happy." A critic of the stature of Mumford can see no way out but to return to the early work of Wright and Maybeck as inspiration. Many believe that artists have, to paraphrase Stephen Leacock's famous quip, "leapt upon their horses and ridden madly off in all directions." We are indeed fortunate to have so many works in our time, but because we are so close to them, it is difficult for us to see the trees for their leaves, and to see the forest for its trees. But is it not possible that in the future we can find a new harmony? Debussy had this to say of the same situation in his time: "Where have we anything in the way of joint action, general direction? In former times there were perhaps periods of dis-
“Neither old or new, so far as architectural fashion is concerned, but timeless,” says Goff, describing his best known project, which was begun in 1951 and “will probably never be completed, because it is intended to keep growing.” Although known throughout the world, the house has nevertheless remained something of a vague legend to American architects.

The Bavingers brought to the project some unusual ideas and requirements: They “disliked the idea of living in the usual conglomeration of little boxes with holes cut in for doors and windows.” They wanted a single large open space which would fill all the functional needs of a family of three and accommodate a large collection of interior plants. They were willing to build the house over a period of years, largely by their own labor, with the help of students from the University of Oklahoma.

Goff describes the evolution of the design: “They chose to build outside of town, on a site characteristic of this part of Oklahoma. The natural beauty of the site was disturbed as little as possible. There was a clearing at the edge of a lake, which was scooped out and became the first level of the house.

“The sandstone rock on the site was used in a continuous wall 96 ft long, which takes the form of logarithmic spiral crawling up and out of the ground near the entrance and coiling around a steel pole, from which the entire roof, the interior stairs, the living area bowls, and the bridge are suspended.

“The ceiling spirals upward to a height of three stories at the center. At no time can we see the entire interior space. It is treated as a conservatory for plants and birds, with five living areas in the form of carpeted bowls, suspended from the center coil and stepped up at intervals of 3 ft, each one having its satellite circular closet, sheathed in copper.

“The planting areas around the perimeter are lighted by a continuous glass skylight that follows the spiral roof upward. Another skylight follows the stairway around the inner coil wall.

“Thus the entire interior is a continuous flow of space, wherein neither walls nor floor and ceiling are parallel. Here, more completely than in any other house of its time, is an architectural expression of the way of life of the client, a sense of living in space three-dimensionally, with furniture integral with the house itself, and close integration with nature indoors and out.”
From the entrance door (facing page, top left) one can see the circular studio cantilevered over the terrace. Overlooking the elevated circular lounge (facing page, top right), is the suspended saucer of the parents' sleeping space, which can be curtained for privacy. Across a pool from the lounge is the dining circle (above), with the child's play space directly above it. The mirrored top of the dining table (facing page, bottom) reflects the carpeted undersides of the hanging saucers.
"A bachelor's home is basically different in requirements from a family home," says Goff in speaking of this recent house (hitherto unpublished in the United States), "especially if the bachelor is an internationally known photographer and world traveler whose sensitivity to beauty has made him a continual collector of art objects. He advised me, if I ever had to choose between beauty and utility, to choose beauty. Fortunately, this distinction did not have to be made."

The design of his house is based on a 3-ft triangular module in both plan and section. The large triangular studio extends outward in three wings, each of different function and design. One is a carport, another is the bedroom, and the third is a screened porch, the floor of which is a story lower and opens onto a terrace, barbecue pit, and water garden.

Three large laminated wood beams are cantilevered to support the ceiling of the main room and extend outward to terminate in outdoor lanterns. The exterior of the sloping walls and roof is covered with gold-anodized aluminum; hard coal and glass cullets are used for the masonry, inside and out.

The walls slope outward so that one may recline against them while sitting on the floor. There is a conversation pit with a mosaic-topped bar and record player. Thick white nylon carpet over sponge rubber padding covers the floor, the banquettes of the conversation pit,
and the lower part of the wall. Part of the floor is white vinyl, for dancing.

Two ceiling panels near the roof window of the studio are covered with white goose feathers. Indirect lighting comes from stamped gold-anodized aluminum coves and from behind glass cullets in the walls and water garden.

All furnishings were designed by the architect, who also executed the large pivoted glass doors, which are made up of laminated tile, glass, mirrors, beads, sequins, etc. Cabinets are of African zebra wood. The photograph storage cabinet has a double top that opens up to exhibit photographs against the sloping wall. Stools, porch trellises, fences, and table supports are made of cast aluminum. The hanging plastic “rain” above the conversation pit sways gently with the air currents.

“Although the effect is rich and luxurious, the house meets all requirements of the owner. He required a place where he would not feel lost, when in it by himself, and yet capable of accommodating many people comfortably for entertaining.

“The owner’s love for the Orient and the South Seas is reflected in his way of living on the floor and in the many art objects. The owner says the house is always nice to come back to from his travels; he calls it his ‘cultural refuge’.”
The triangular main room (facing page) is the center of all activities. The hexagonal dining table is surrounded by stools with delicate aluminum frames, upholstery in jewel-like shades of blue and green. Above the conversation pit (below), are rustling curtains of gold-colored plastic "rain." A continuous carpet of white nylon covers the floor and seats. The only other major room is the owner's bedroom (right), where light admitted through colored glass windows enhances the rich fabrics of bedcover and pillows.
Nine interlocking squares, each corresponding to a room or functional area, make up the compact plan of this suburban house. Each modular space has its own hipped roof, set diagonally over the walls so that the corners dip almost to the ground. A central skylight over each space repeats the shape of the roofs. Similar forms recur in the translucent plastic canopy over the screened entrance porch. Windows in the re-entrant corners, screened by foliage in stone planters, assure privacy from the close neighbors.
A cube 14 ft on a side is the space module of which this entire house is composed. Each of the modular spaces is sufficiently intimate for one or two people, yet added together they provide an appropriate space for large-scale entertaining. Each cube is framed in welded boiler tubing. Clipped to the framing are prefabricated redwood-faced wall panels, similar in appearance inside and out. The beveled corners have been filled in with glass jalousie units to provide cross ventilation and a sense of spatial continuity. Corrugated translucent plastic panels at the roof-line provide additional light.

The first element of a projected complete church plant, this building was designed to provide education space within a low budget (final inclusive cost: $10.25 per sq ft). The walls of the simple rectangular structure are built of reinforced core-filled concrete block. A facing of random stone, with glass cullets along the roof line sweeping up into ears of glass at the corners, lends it some of the spirit that one expects in Goff's work. The square windows turned diagonally give children of all sizes an opportunity to see out. The flame-like finials of the steel canopy supports rise on either side of the glass-cullet-walled vestibule (see cover). The future sanctuary will be built entirely of glass cullet.
The design theme of this house derives from its location on a turnaround at the end of a cul-de-sac. The principal lines of the plan radiate from the center of the turnaround, and the roof plane rises steadily away from it. Within this geometrical framework, however, the house has been freely laid out to meet the owners' specific needs and to preserve the existing pines.

The circular motif is taken up in the three front windows, the apsidal ends of two wings, the terrace, and the circular bay of the recreation room. It also appears in details such as the joints of the carport frame, the planters on the terrace, and the cutout where a pine passes through the roof overhang. The theme is accentuated by the radial pattern of bricks around the front windows and the deep shadow lines of bricks and shingles on the curved wall surfaces.
JONES HOUSE • BARTLESVILLE, OKLAHOMA

The plan of this house is based on an octagonal module large enough to constitute an entire room. Four of these modular spaces are clustered about a central four-way fireplace. Rectangular areas at the corners of this cluster are used for stairs, storage, and a lavatory; additional octagonal modules contain an extension of the living room and a screened porch.

Floor levels vary to follow the slope of the site. A mezzanine above three of the central rooms contains bedrooms and baths.

Windows of unusual faceted design, with wide sills, provide excellent display places for the owners' collection of early American glass. A skylight around the central chimney lights the interior.

MOTSENBOCKER HOUSE • BARTLESVILLE, OKLAHOMA

The owners of this house wanted all rooms to be on one level, even though the site had a substantial slope from one side to the other. The house is laid out along the contours with a walled patio and watergarden sunk into the slope on the uphill side. The entrance from the carport is a half-level below the main floor and a half-level above the basement recreation space.

The interior is divided into the seven equal trapezoidal areas, each of which contains a major room, (except for the two which make up the family room). The children's sleeping spaces are located at one end of the house; the parents' bedroom and living room, at the other end, can be opened to the central living space by folding partitions. Large baths and dressing rooms occupy tower-like projection at each end of the house. Although the plan is basically symmetrical, the house appears to be asymmetrical when seen from the street (photo below).
The core of this circular house is a central room where the clients—a professor of music and his pianist wife—can present performances of live or recorded music. The wood roof structure rests on columns of spun concrete sewer pipe, painted salmon pink, which are also used to support a fence of plastic sheet around the driveway. Earth is banked up to window-sill height around most of the perimeter. The windows are plastic panels tilted out to the edge of the roof.

In order to take advantage of a lake view and maintain privacy, the house has been raised 15 ft above ground on steel supports. Three 80-ft steel trusses are built into the outer walls. The pyramidal form of the roof is repeated below the floor, creating "an upside-down attic," to house air-conditioning equipment. Folding wood partitions and sliding glass exterior doors afford cross ventilation when air conditioning is not needed. The exterior steel is painted dark blue and the stucco walls are spattered with broken glass.
I HANK HOUSE
SAPULPA, OKLAHOMA

The clients, who operate a pottery works, wished to make extensive use of ceramic products in their house. The entrance side (above) has wall of local brick glazed in the owners' kiln and a fascia of red clay roof tiles. The doors and wall of the entrance are of polychrome pierced tiles cemented to a core of plate glass. The same treatment will eventually be applied to the clerestory. Planters above the bathroom skylights are made of steel boiler ends.

On the opposite side of the house (left) the tile of the fascia extends down the inclined wall. The hillside below the house is terraced with walls of native stone. The pool has been built above ground, with its quarry tile deck projecting out into the trees.

Sliding and folding walls permit almost the entire interior to be thrown together into a single space.

FRANK HOUSE • SAPULPA, OKLAHOMA

COMER HOUSE • DEWEY, OKLAHOMA

“A symmetrical problem with a symmetrical solution,” Goff calls this house for a confined suburban lot. Brick-walled closets form a barrier along the front of the house and glass areas are placed high to maintain privacy.

Two massive laminated wood beams, the principal roof supports, cantilever out from the pier-like bathroom projections to carry the suspended carport canopy.

The central space is divided into three functional areas by a Y-shaped brick wall; skylights along the wall highlight the brickwork and balance illumination from the exterior glass areas.
This recent house embodies many of Goff's characteristic design devices, which have been illustrated on the preceding pages. The plan has an obvious and distinctive geometry, and, as in many other examples, it is symmetrical. The floor levels follow the contours of the terrain. The entire interior can be opened up into a single space, in which the individual rooms are defined only as geometrical units.

A single element often dominates the design of a Goff house. In this case it is the vast sloping roof plane to which all other elements are related. This single plane shelters almost the entire house and extends out over the carport, where it is picked up by a suspension system supported on two free-standing piers of stone and glass cullet.

As a counterpoint to the severe line of the main roof, Goff has designed a screened porch of a jewel-like form, with delicately proportioned wood framing. A diamond-shaped stone pier at the center of the porch contains a dumb-waiter communicating with the kitchen below. The mast that rises from this pier supports a lighting fixture and a television aerial, an element rarely provided for in house design.

As in many other Goff houses, glass cullet masonry is used to make a transition between stone masonry and clear glass. Surface materials, both inside and outside are somewhat plainer, less decorative, than in most Goff works. This effect is emphasized by the lack of furnishings in the photographs. The original clients were never able to occupy the house, since their business took them away from Joplin just as the house was completed.
The cedar bulkhead of the bedroom balcony (left), continues on the interior (below), where the bedroom overlooks the living area. The angular fireplace (below, left), constructed of steel and glass cullet, is the focal point of the interior. From the approach side (right), the steel chimney can be seen piercing the glass-studded roof.
CALCULATING SOLAR HEAT LOADS

BY DAVID W. MACURDY

Equipping a building with year-round air conditioning often represents from 20 to over 50 per cent of the total cost of the structure. A knowledge of the fundamentals of heat transfer and the thermal characteristics of different kinds of building shells can disclose various opportunities for obtaining the best performance of the air-conditioning system at optimum savings. Although it is recognized that design responsibility of the air-conditioning system is customarily delegated to the mechanical engineer, there are, nevertheless, certain basic decisions that must be made by the architect, as early in the design process as possible, if maximum benefits at minimum cost are to be obtained. How much insulation should be used? What type of glass is most economical? What is the effect of the opaque-glass ratio of the walls on the air-conditioning tonnage required? Where should occupancy areas requiring maximum amounts of daylighting be located? Should exterior or interior shading devices be used?

To assist architects in resolving these and many other questions, the Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation has prepared a visual presentation consisting of 60 color slides and accompanying commentary. It reviews the fundamentals of heat flow as they pertain to the design of building shells, analyzes the problem of heat gain and loss, and provides a systematic method of evaluating these facts as they apply to the initial and annual operating costs of air-conditioning systems.

To broaden the serviceability of these materials to practitioners and students of architecture alike, an extensive bibliography of over 100 items has been used. It includes the American Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers Guide, as well as numerous reports and articles that have appeared during the last 10 years in leading architectural and engineering periodicals.

The presentation is in two parts: Part 1 is a review of theory, while Part 2 introduces economic factors closely related to the thermal performance of the building shell. It is available to schools of architecture for classroom use and to professional organizations, such as local chapters of The American Institute of Architects, for workshop or seminar sessions. Titled "Economics of Sensible Heat Control," it will be distributed by the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture and The Producers' Council in January. The following article is an abridgement of the discussion on solar heat loads.

The main factor governing the demand for cooling is the average number of sunshine hours for any given period. At the summer solstice, the daylight period is almost twice as long as that of midwinter. This prolonged exposure of the earth's atmosphere and surface to the sun causes the range in daily temperature, and the fluctuations in the moisture content of the air, to be much greater than those of midwinter. These effects, in turn, result in an unsteady heating of the exterior surfaces of a building.

A secondary factor determining the cooling demand is the heat-storage properties of the building shell. High density materials (such as a 12-in. brick wall) retard the flow of heat much longer than light materials (such as metal panels), while transparent glass transmits large portions of solar heat almost instantaneously.

Prior to the extensive use of glass as an exterior wall material, the cooling season was regarded as a 5½-month period, starting about April 1 (in the southernmost latitudes of the United States) and ending about the middle of September. With many buildings now being enclosed with 60 per cent or more of glass, however, the cooling season may extend over 10 months of the year.

The rate of heat flow through opaque constructions is governed by: (1) the intensity of solar heat imposed on the building's surfaces; (2) the temperature of the surrounding air; (3) the temperature of the exposed surface; (4) the heat storage capacity of the material; and (5) the indoor design temperature.

The first two of these factors are the most variable, due to hourly changes in the position of the sun, daily fluctuations in humidity, and the fact that the temperature of the air and the rate of radiation generally do not peak simultaneously. The temperature of the exposed surface will vary among materials depending upon texture and color, as well as wind velocity. Heat-storage capacity is indicative of the density, conductivity, and thickness of the materials comprising the roof or wall assembly. Standard indoor design temperature is assumed to be 80 °F.

Although various methods of calculating heat gain are in use, all are derived from the "analytical" method described acrospsage.
Analytical Method

Three stages of analysis comprise the analytical method (developed by C. O. Mackey, Member of ASHRAE, and L. T. Wright, Jr., Associate Member of ASHRAE): (1) determining the maximum solar heat load on the building; (2) determining the maximum temperature differential; and (3) ascertaining the time when the heat penetrates the walls and roof.

Solar Heat

Scientists studying the solar spectrum have calculated the amount of heat received by a plane perpendicular to the sun's rays, at the outer surface of the earth's atmosphere, to be from 415 to 445 Btu's per sq ft per hr—the maximum amount being received during the winter, when the earth, in its eccentric orbit, is nearest the sun. For practical engineering purposes, an average value of 420 Btu's per sq ft per hr (the mean solar constant) is taken as the standard rate. Fortunately, the earth's surface is shielded from the full brunt of the sun's heat by an insulating blanket extending about seven miles above sea level. This blanket (the troposphere) is composed of 10 layers, the density of each layer depending upon the moisture content of the air. The six outer layers contain virtually no water vapor and consequently offer little resistance to the sun's rays. The inner layers, however, contain most of the moisture in the troposphere, and therefore diffuse a portion of the rays entering the atmosphere. The depletion of the sun's rays varies with the depth of the air mass through which these rays must pass (1).

Duration of Solar Exposure. The period of solar exposure is shortest at the winter solstice (December 21), when the North Pole is inclined furthest from the sun (2). At the beginning of spring, with the polar axis perpendicular to the earth's orbital plane, the northern and southern hemispheres are illuminated for equal periods of time. Maximum exposure occurs at the summer solstice (June 21), when the North Pole is tilted toward the sun, causing 15 hours of daylight at 40 degrees north latitude, as compared with only nine hours during the shortest day of the year.

The magnitude of insolation will vary with the duration of solar exposure, and, in combination with meteorological phenomena, will determine the actual number of hours of sunshine daily in any given period or locality. The average number of hours of sunshine daily for June to August, and for December to February, are given in map form in the Handbook of Air Conditioning Heating and Ventilating, published by the Industrial Press. These maps are based on U.S. Weather Bureau reports from the period 1899-1938.

Direct Radiation. The amount of direct radiation received by a surface perpendicular to the sun's rays depends primarily on the air mass through which these rays pass. This, in turn, depends on the angle that the sun above the horizon. The altitude is a function of three factors: declination, latitude, and solar time. The exact value for the solar altitude ($\beta$) may be determined from the equation shown (3): 

$$\sin \beta = \sin D \sin L + \cos D \cos L \cos (360\degree - A)$$

Under certain circumstances, this equation will yield a negative value for $\sin \beta$, indicating that the sun is below the horizon.

The polar declination is the angle between the earth's axis and a plane perpendicular to the sun's rays. It varies seasonally; the angle of declination for each day of the year may be found in The American Nautical Almanac, published by the U.S. Naval Observatory, From mid-September to mid-March, in the northern hemisphere, the value of sine D will be negative. The remainder of the year, it will be positive.

The approximate latitude of a location may be found in atlases; more precise values will appear in the surveyor's report prepared for the specific building site.

The third factor, the solar time angle, is the most complex of the functions. During a single rotation of the earth (360 degrees), any given meridian passes once through the point nearest to the sun—the solar zenith. Accordingly, each 15-degree rotation equals one solar hour, or one-twenty-fourth of the daily time cycle. The solar time angle is the distance westward, in degrees, from the solar zenith to the given meridian. Thus, for a solar time of noon, this angle would be 0°; for 6 A.M., 90°; for midnight, 180°; and for 6 P.M., 270°. For intermediate times, 15° must be added or subtracted for each hour of difference; for example, 3 P.M. would be 225° (6 P.M.) plus 45° (3 hours), or 315°. In determining the...
The solar time angle, local time must be converted to solar time.

The solar time angle is also the only angle appearing in the equation that may occur in any quadrant: to obtain the cosine value from the 90 degrees (solar time angle) a solar time angle should be reduced to a first quadrant value. The above version of the equation yields first quadrant angles from noon to 6 P.M.

In 1940, Perry Moon, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, successfully correlated the angles of solar altitude with the rate of solar irradiation at direct normal incidence at the earth’s surface. His data, derived from an analysis of the solar spectrum under atmospheric conditions simulating a clear day at sea level, was subsequently verified by pyrheliometer readings. They have been modified for use as standard engineering value, and may be found in the “Cooling Load” chapter of the ASHRAE Guide. The rate of irradiation increases with the angle of solar altitude (4).

Diffuse Radiation. The principal absorbing agents that diffuse the sun’s rays as they pass through the atmosphere—in addition to water vapor—are ozone and cloud particles. Because their concentration in the air is extremely variable and unpredictable, no theoretical method for calculating the quantity of diffuse radiation has been developed. The data currently available has consequently been obtained from instrument readings recorded over a sufficiently long period of time to provide statistical averages.

On clear days, at sea level, the proportion of direct radiation to diffuse radiation is given in the “Cooling Load” chapter of the ASHRAE Guide. According to some authorities (Ivor S. Goundrater, Solar Radiation in Air Conditioning, Crosby Lockwood & Sons, Ltd., 1957), the heat radiated by the earth can have significant effects on the thermal performance of a building, especially if the building is situated in an environment having a high coefficient of solar absorptivity (such as a large asphalt-surfaced parking lot, black soil, or pine and spruce forests). Although extensive data suitable for engineering use is not available, the estimated average rate of earth radiation during daytime is 85 Btu per sq ft per hr, or about 30 per cent of the maximum amount of direct solar radiation. For vertical surfaces, the rate drops to about 45 Btu per sq ft per hr, while on cloudy nights the rate will be even lower.

Solar Heat on Buildings

The total solar heat load on a building exterior consists of the sum of the direct and diffuse loads on roofs and walls exposed to sunlight, plus the diffuse load on shaded surfaces. The magnitude of a load on a sunlit surface will vary with the angle of impingement of the sun’s rays.

Regardless of the magnitude of the solar radiation transmitted to the earth’s surface, the proportion of the available radiation received at a building surface depends on the obliquity of that surface to the sun’s rays. A surface will receive the maximum radiation when it is perpendicular to the sun’s rays, and the minimum when it is parallel to those rays.

The angular relationships between the sun’s rays and horizontal and vertical surfaces are shown (6). The solar altitude (angle $\beta$), is indexed to an imaginary vertical plane parallel to the sun’s rays. This view shows the sun’s rays impinging on the horizontal surface at about 35 degrees. The vertical plane through the sun also serves as a reference point for indexing the angle of impingement (measured from the normal vertical plane) on the vertical surface—here the wall solar azimuth (angle $\gamma$) is also about 35 degrees.

The equations for calculating the directly-radiated solar heat loads on flat roofs and walls are presented (7). The rate of radiation on roofs ($I_{D(R)}$) equals the product of the sine of angle $\beta$ (solar altitude) and the corresponding rate of radiation at normal incidence ($I_{D(N)}$); from which $I_{D(R)} = I_{S(D)} \times \sin \theta$; $I_{D(N)}$ = rate of direct radiation at horizontal surface, Btu per sq ft per hr; $I_{S(D)}$ = rate of direct radiation at other than normal incidence, Btu per sq ft per hr at normal incidence.

The rate for walls ($I_{D(W)}$) is the product of the rate of radiation at normal incidence ($I_{D(N)}$), the cosine of angle $\beta$, and the cosine of angle $\gamma$; where $I_{D(W)} = I_{S(D)} \times \cos \beta \times \cos \gamma$; $I_{D(N)}$ = rate of direct radiation on vertical surface, Btu per sq ft per hr; $\gamma$ = wall solar azimuth, degrees from the wall perpendicular. A zero or negative value of the cosine of angle $\gamma$ indicates the vertical surface is receiving no direct solar radiation.

To determine angle $\gamma$, an equation that combines the wall azimuth and the solar azimuth is used (8); where $\gamma = \frac{\theta - A}{2}$, and $A = \frac{90}{\cos \theta}$, degrees westward from south to wall perpendicular (south = 0°, west = 90°, north = 180°, east = 270°). As in the equation for solar altitude (3), the solar time angle ($T$) may occur in any quadrant. To simplify computation, the functions should be reduced to values of the first quadrant.

Diffuse Radiation. The rates of diffuse solar radiation on horizontal and vertical surfaces facing north, east, south, and west are given in the “Cooling Load” chapter of the ASHRAE Guide. For vertical surfaces at other orientations, the rate is obtained by linear interpolation of the given values. The preponderance of diffuse heat is received between solar altitudes of 20 and 50 degrees, or between 6:30 and 9:30 (sun time) during the morning and 2:30 and 5:30 during the afternoon at 40 degrees north latitude at August 1.

Total Solar Radiation. The rates of solar heat exposure on a building at 40 degrees north latitude at August 1, for a clear atmosphere during the morning hours, are illustrated (9). The black scales at the bases of the east and south walls indicate solar time at hourly intervals, while the white scales indicate the rates of solar radiation. Direct radiation ($I_{D}$) is indicated by light gray, and diffuse radiation ($I_{D}$) by dark gray. The maximum rate of total radiation ($I_{T}$) on the east wall, for example, occurs between 7 A.M. and 8 A.M.—about 240 Btu per sq ft pr hr. The diffuse component at that time, however, is only about 25 Btu per sq ft per hr, or roughly 10 per cent of the total. The south wall is not exposed to direct radiation from sunrise to around 7:30 A.M.; while, surprisingly, the north wall is exposed to direct radiation from sunrise to around 7:30 A.M. During this period, the west wall is completely shaded from the sun’s rays, receiving only the diffuse component. From this illustration, the load conditions for each wall and the roof may be considered separately for each hour of the morning, or the hour when the maximum solar load is imposed on the entire building may be derived by determining the rates for each surface which, when added together, give the greatest rate.

Determining Temperature Differential

The potential for heat flow through opaque materials is primarily a function of the outdoor temperature in the shade, the absorptivity factor of the material, total solar heat imposed, and the rates of combined convective-radiative heat exchange at the surfaces. Absorption rates of materials will depend on color, as shown below:

### Absorption Factors for Exterior Finishes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Absorption Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paint</td>
<td>0.21 (light grey)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof Scales</td>
<td>0.97 (black)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick Tile</td>
<td>0.95 (asphalt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paint</td>
<td>0.21 (white)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof Scales</td>
<td>0.93 (white)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick Tile</td>
<td>0.30 (white)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>0.80 (blue)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Allowance must be made, however, for the determinative factors that dusty and industrially contaminated atmospheres have on light-color finishes. The absorptivity for white-asbestos roof cement, for example, may increase from 0.50 to 0.70 twelve months after application, and may go as high as 0.83 after prolonged service. Unless light-colored materials are self-cleaning, or may be cleaned inexpensively at frequent intervals, average factors should be used. The standard values recommended by the ASHRAE Guide are: 0.50 for light-colored roofs and dark walls, 0.25 for light-colored roofs, and 0.05 for light-colored walls.

A surface conductance rate of four Btu per sq ft per hr, per degree F, based on a 7.5 mph wind, is also recommended for the exterior surface; the conductance for Interior surfaces is 1.65 Btu
The combined effect of these factors on the temperature of exterior surfaces exposed to the sun may be computed by using the equation shown (10): where \( t \) = outdoor-air temperature, \( \text{F} \); \( a \) = absorptivity of outer surface for direct and diffuse solar radiation; \( I_t \) = total solar radiation, \( \text{Btu per sq ft per hr} \); \( f \) = unit of surface conductance (radiation and convection combined), \( \text{Btu per sq ft per hr per degree F difference between surface temperature and the ambient air (in shade).} \)

Values of \( t_e \), the sol-air temperature, are presented in the “Cooling Load” chapter of the ASHRAE Guide for light and dark walls \((a/fc_o \text{ ratios of 0.125 and 0.225 respectively})\), and a dark flat roof \((a/fc_o \text{ ratio of 0.225})\). Values of \( t_o \) are statistical averages recorded at representative weather stations throughout the United States for a 10-year period; they are given at hourly intervals for a 24-hour cycle. Twenty-four hour averages, or mean temperatures \((t_t)\), also are given.

**Delayed Heat Gain**

The maximum rate of heat entry into the exterior surfaces of a building will occur when the sol-air temperature \((t_r)\) peaks at each surface during the 24-hour cycle. This will happen around 1:00 P.M. on a flat roof and on a south wall, at 8 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. on the east wall, and at 4:00 P.M. on a west wall. The rate at which heat will continue to flow through the roof or wall, however, is governed mostly by the heat-storing capacity of the material. Moreover, the rate of heat flow within the material will pulsate at varying intensities as the sol-air temperature fluctuates. For example, it takes approximately eight hours for the load received at 1:00 P.M. on the weather-side of a south wall, made of 12-in. stone, concrete, or brick, to penetrate to the interior surface. Some time-lags for construction materials having lower heat-storing capacities are: 1-in. wood, 0.17 hours; 2-in. concrete, 1.1 hours; and 4-in. common brick, 2.3 hours.

The periodic distribution of heat through a wall having a relatively high heat-storing capacity during intermittent solar-load conditions is shown (11, 12, 13). (For the sake of simplicity, the hourly variations in the rate of solar radiation caused by changes in solar altitude and angle of impingement on the wall have not been considered in these illustrations.)

The 12-in. brick wall is divided into four imaginary layers of equal thicknesses (11). The view at the left represents the first time interval of solar exposure in which a load of 150 Btu per sq ft has been imposed on the outer layer. The second interval, on the right, shows a temporary obstruction of the solar load by clouds; note the distribution of the load originally imposed: 50 Btu have been absorbed into the second layer while 20 Btu have been dissipated into the air by convective-radiative exchange. During the third time interval (12), a second load has been applied. The fourth time interval shows the distribution of the first and second loads while the sun is temporarily obscured: of the first load, 30 Btu have penetrated the third layer with a proportionate decrease in the quantities absorbed by the first and second layers, and a rise in the convective-radiative exchange at the exterior surface. The fifth interval shows the application of a third load and further cyclic distribution of the first two loads (13, left).

The equation for determining the actual portion of a solar heat load that penetrates the interior surface of an opaque roof or wall, and the time of its emergence, is shown (13, right). Heat gain \((H_u)\) equals the product of the exposed area, the “U” value of the construction, and the combined functions of the cyclic variation of the sol-air temperature and the heat storing characteristics of the wall.

Terms \( t_m \) (mean temperature) and \( t_e \) (sol-air temperature) have been defined under “Determining Temperature Differential.” The term \( t_i \) is the indoor design temperature (usually 80 F), while \( \lambda \) is a factor indicating the reduction in the quantity of heat flow through the material caused by heat storage; the effects of the convective heat exchange at the interior surface (unit conductance of 1.65) and the “U” value of the construction, and the combined functions of the cyclic variation of the sol-air temperature and the heat storing characteristics of the wall.

Terms \( t_m \) (mean temperature) and \( t_e \) (sol-air temperature) have been defined under “Determining Temperature Differential.” The term \( t_i \) is the indoor design temperature (usually 80 F), while \( \lambda \) is a factor indicating the reduction in the quantity of heat flow through the material caused by heat storage; the effects of the convective heat exchange at the interior surface (unit conductance of 1.65) and the “U” value of the construction, and the combined functions of the cyclic variation of the sol-air temperature and the heat storing characteristics of the wall.

Delayed Heat Gain

The maximum rate of heat entry into the exterior surfaces of a building will occur when the sol-air temperature \((t_r)\) peaks at each surface during the 24-hour cycle. This will happen around 1:00 P.M. on a flat roof and on a south wall, at 8 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. on the east wall, and at 4:00 P.M. on a west wall. The rate at which heat will continue to flow through the roof or wall, however, is governed mostly by the heat-storing capacity of the material. Moreover, the rate of heat flow within the material will pulsate at varying intensities as the sol-air temperature fluctuates. For example, it takes approximately eight hours for the load received at 1:00 P.M. on the weather-side of a south wall, made of 12-in. stone, concrete, or brick, to penetrate to the interior surface. Some time-lags for construction materials having lower heat-storing capacities are: 1-in. wood, 0.17 hours; 2-in. concrete, 1.1 hours; and 4-in. common brick, 2.3 hours.

The periodic distribution of heat through a wall having a relatively high heat-storing capacity during intermittent solar-load conditions is shown (11, 12, 13). (For the sake of simplicity, the hourly variations in the rate of solar radiation caused by changes in solar altitude and angle of impingement on the wall have not been considered in these illustrations.)

The 12-in. brick wall is divided into four imaginary layers of equal thicknesses (11). The view at the left represents the first time interval of solar exposure in which a load of 150 Btu per sq ft has been imposed on the outer layer. The second interval, on the right, shows a temporary obstruction of the solar load by clouds; note the distribution of the load originally imposed: 50 Btu have been absorbed into the second layer while 20 Btu have been dissipated into the air by convective-radiative exchange. During the third time interval (12), a second load has been applied. The fourth time interval shows the distribution of the first and second loads while the sun is temporarily obscured: of the first load, 30 Btu have penetrated the third layer with a proportionate decrease in the quantities absorbed by the first and second layers, and a rise in the convective-radiative exchange at the exterior surface. The fifth interval shows the application of a third load and further cyclic distribution of the first two loads (13, left).

The equation for determining the actual portion of a solar heat load that penetrates the interior surface of an opaque roof or wall, and the time of its emergence, is shown (13, right). Heat gain \((H_u)\) equals the product of the exposed area, the “U” value of the construction, and the combined functions of the cyclic variation of the sol-air temperature and the heat storing characteristics of the wall.

Terms \( t_m \) (mean temperature) and \( t_e \) (sol-air temperature) have been defined under “Determining Temperature Differential.” The term \( t_i \) is the indoor design temperature (usually 80 F), while \( \lambda \) is a factor indicating the reduction in the quantity of heat flow through the material caused by heat storage; the effects of the convective heat exchange at the interior surface (unit conductance of 1.65) and the “U” value of the construction, and the combined functions of the cyclic variation of the sol-air temperature and the heat storing characteristics of the wall.
The equation is most useful in determining the magnitude of reduction in the maximum exterior-surface load (the maximum load is imposed at peak sol-air temperature) when it emerges at the interior surface.

This equation may also be used to determine the rate of heat emission at the interior surface for any given hour in the 24-hr cycle by deducting the time-lag period from the time under consideration, and using the $t_1$ value of the earlier hour.

Time lags and the values of $\lambda$ given in Table 10 of the 1952 edition of the ASHRAE Guide are for homogeneous construction only. For composite roof or wall assemblies made of a combination of different materials, the appropriate values for each material are added together along with safety factors. An additional one-half-hr time lag is recommended for two-layer and lightweight construction, while a one-hr lag is added for three or more layers, or for very heavy construction. Heat-flow reduction factors ($\lambda$) are obtained from a graph integrating the factors for horizontal and north-facing surfaces, and for east, west, and south walls with light and heavy-weight construction. The sum of the $\lambda$ factors should not exceed the product of the factors for the individual layers. The time lag, if carefully calculated, should be accurate to within one hour.

**Zoning**

Because of the cyclic nature of the solar heat load, the cooling demands to balance sensible heat transfer at the interior perimeter areas of a building are never equal—assuming identical design treatment of each wall. This disparity, if accurately assessed, can be used to great advantage in designing the air-handling and distribution system. Floor areas may be divided into “cooling-demand zones,” and the supply of conditioned air continually reapportioned to meet changing conditions during the occupancy period. As demonstrated, the analytical method effectively provides the data required for determining the time when the maximum cooling demand shifts from zone to zone. Moreover, no other method reveals so precisely the peak loads in different zones at different times—an important consideration where two peaks may occur simultaneously (because of interior heat loads) to throw a sudden, heavy load on the air-conditioning system. This knowledge may also be used beneficially in considering the means to prevent simultaneous peaking—such as providing extra insulation or shading devices at certain walls, or re-allocating space assignments to reduce interior heat loads caused by people or equipment.

**Equivalent Temperature Differential Method**

This method of calculating the cooling load uses temperature differential values derived from an equation (below) that combines the effects of the daily average sol-air temperature ($t_{sa}$), the heat-flow reduction factor ($\lambda$), the unit conductance of the interior surface, the "U" value, and the sol-air temperatures ($t_e$) that are compensated by the time lag of the roof or wall material comprising the base construction.

\[
H_0 = (A) \times (U) \times (ETD)
\]

where: \( ETD = t_{sa} + \frac{1.65 \lambda}{U} \times (t_e - t_{sa}) - t_1 \)

The ETD method (developed by James P. Stewart, Associate Member of ASHRAE) is favored by many engineers, because it requires less time, and because it includes an allowance for low-temperature radiant energy emitted to the sky by roof surfaces. Also, some authorities believe it to be a more accurate technique for buildings equipped with systems that operate intermittently; for example, one 8-hour or 10-hour period in the 24-hr cycle.

Equivalent temperature differentials at 2-hr intervals covering the period from 8 A.M. to midnight, for various types of roof and wall construction, are tabulated in the "Cooling Load" chapter of the ASHRAE Guide. Construction materials are classified by weight—light, medium, and heavy. Values for both dark and light exterior colors are included as well as values for walls facing the cardinal and ordinal points of the compass. Although the tabulated values are for conditions prevailing only at August 1, 40 degrees north latitude, a maximum outdoor temperature of 95 F and an indoor design temperature of 80 F, footnotes are provided that indicate the adjustments to be made for other conditions.

The ETD values may be used to determine the time of the maximum rate of heat flow through the entire building, by selecting the ETD values for each surface at a time that, when added together, gives the greatest hourly total during the 8 A.M.-to-midnight period.
LOAD-BEARING FILL

BY DAVID M. GREER, P.E.
This article discusses earth-fill engineering, describing the principles by which a compacted fill can equal or surpass the strength and density of natural soils. The author discusses fill materials, compaction machinery, engineering control, and construction practices, concluding that his remarks are a plea for the soils engineer they are also a plea for better and more economical construction. Greer is Vice-President of Woodward-Clyde-Sherard & Associates, Consulting Engineers of Montclair, N.J.

Although earth fills have been used for centuries—for dams, highway and railroad embankments, fortifications, and many other engineering purposes—it was not until 1933 that the principles governing the construction of stable and relatively incompressible earth fills were discovered. In that year, Engineering News-Record published a series of four articles by Ralph R. Proctor on the design and construction of earth dams, in which he outlined the relations he had discovered between the moisture content of a soil and the density to which it could be compacted. The publication of these articles sufficed to put the construction of earth fills on a sound engineering basis; and to this day the compaction test that is used to control such work is usually referred to as a “Proctor” test.

Before this time, it had been the expectation of every constructor of an earth fill, whatever its purpose, that the fill would settle substantially at completion. It was customary, for example, for state highway departments to construct road embankments and then let them settle for one or more years before attempting to lay pavement. Everyone knew that fill, no matter how placed, was not as dense, strong, or reliable, as natural earth; and no prudent man would rest footings on fill, lay floors on fill, or support any substantial structural load upon it. This attitude, which was perfectly correct in view of the limited knowledge of the subject at that time, is reflected even today in the building code of the City of New York, which declares that the “presumptive” bearing capacity of “fill” is zero. No distinction is made in the code between the honest kind of trash fill, and good dense soil fill of the best material placed under engineering supervision.

Natural Soil vs. Fill
Nowadays, the assumption that fill can never be equal in density or strength to the same soil in its natural state is a grossly mistaken idea. Many natural deposits are very loose. Conversely, fills of the same material, placed at suitable moisture content and compacted by suitable machinery, may be quite dense, and capable of carrying structural loads without measurable settlement.

It must be conceded that there are some natural soils which exist at densities that we cannot readily duplicate in the laboratory the densities which could be achieved in the field by the rather lightweight compaction machinery available in 1933. When it became evident during World War II that higher densities were necessary to support the heavy aircraft and high wheel pressures that came into use at that time, heavier compaction machinery was developed, and the Modified AASHO Compaction Test was developed to provide a new laboratory standard, with higher maximum densities and lower optimum moisture content than before (dotted curve in diagram). Readers interested in the details of the two tests may refer to ASTM Tentative Methods of Test D698-58T and D1557-58T.

Since the development of heavier and more efficient compaction machinery has made it relatively easy to achieve the higher densities specified by the Modified Test, this test has come to be the one most used today for the control of compacted fill for load-bearing purposes.

Relative Density Test
A limitation upon the use of the compaction (or optimum moisture) tests arises when the soil to be compacted consists of clean sand, or gravel, or a mixture of the two. The trouble is that these soils can usually be compacted to 90 or 95 per cent of their maximum density with ease; but in soils of this class, 95 per cent of maximum density may correspond to a loose, unstable condition. This comes about whenever the characteristics of the soil are such that there is a difference of only a few pounds per cubic foot between the loosest state and the densest state at which

Study of this curve indicates at once the need for moisture control when attempting to compact soil into a dense mass. When the soil is too dry, the density is low (although the compacted mass may appear hard and strong); the trouble is, of course, that it needs the “lubricating” effect of more water to help the soil grains move relative to each other to fill up the air-voids in the mass. And when the soil is too wet, those voids are filled with water, and all the compaction machinery in existence could not force the solid particles closer together (i.e., mud cannot be compacted).

It should be mentioned at this point that the Proctor test referred to above (which is the same as the AASHO Compaction Test) was designed to duplicate in the laboratory the densities which could be achieved in the field by the rather lightweight compaction machinery available in 1933. When it became evident during World War II that higher densities were necessary to support the heavy aircraft and high wheel pressures that came into use at that time, heavier compaction machinery was developed, and the Modified AASHO Compaction Test was developed to provide a new laboratory standard, with higher maximum densities and lower optimum moisture content than before (dotted curve in diagram). Readers interested in the details of the two tests may refer to ASTM Tentative Methods of Test D698-58T and D1557-58T.

Since the development of heavier and more efficient compaction machinery has made it relatively easy to achieve the higher densities specified by the Modified Test, this test has come to be the one most used today for the control of compacted fill for load-bearing purposes.

Relative Density Test
A limitation upon the use of the compaction (or optimum moisture) tests arises when the soil to be compacted consists of clean sand, or gravel, or a mixture of the two. The trouble is that these soils can usually be compacted to 90 or 95 per cent of their maximum density with ease; but in soils of this class, 95 per cent of maximum density may correspond to a loose, unstable condition. This comes about whenever the characteristics of the soil are such that there is a difference of only a few pounds per cubic foot between the loosest state and the densest state at which
the soil can be prepared in the laboratory (or in the field). This has led to the concept of relative density.

Suppose, for example, that a fine, dry, uniform beach sand were poured loosely into a container, and its density proved to be 97 pcf; and that the same sand, compacted as densely as possible in the laboratory (by wetting, pressing, pounding, vibrating, or whatever procedure produced the highest density) proved to be 107 pcf. In this case, 97 pcf is taken as 0 per cent relative density (the loosest state); 107 pcf is called 100 per cent relative density; and if prepared at 102 pcf, the soil would be at 50 per cent relative density (or half-way between loosest and densest states). Now suppose we subject the same soil to the modified compaction test; we may get a maximum density of 105 pcf. Because the procedure of this test is not the most effective process for producing high densities in a uniform fine sand (vibration is better, for example), we will not achieve 100 per cent relative density.

Consider, then, the specimen that we prepared at the intermediate density of 102 pcf; its density is 100(102/105) = 97 per cent of maximum; and for most soils, this indicates a strong, dense, well-compacted mass. But examination of the specimens itself will show that it is still fairly loose, and that it will compress appreciably under relatively light loads. Study of the load behavior of cohesionless soils has led to the general rule that most cohesionless soils must be compacted to a relative density of 70 per cent or more, regardless of its density as indicated on a per-cent-of-maximum scale.

For this reason, sand fills that are expected to carry structural loads should be controlled by measurement of relative density rather than by comparison with OM test results.

Selection of Fill Materials

In general, nearly any soil that forms stable natural ground can be used to make a stable load-bearing fill.

Marterials generally unsuitable for construction of load-bearing fill are: organic soils; peats; soils containing trash, vegetation, roots; silt (unless it happens to be at optimum moisture content); wet clay (in a climate in which it cannot be dried back to optimum moisture content); any soil containing boulders so large that the available compaction machinery will not incorporate them into the fill without leaving voids; and "active" or "swelling" clays (in circumstances where the fill would have an opportunity to absorb water later, and where the resulting swelling would be detrimental to the structure).

Some of the best fill soils, from the standpoints of ease of compaction and stability after construction, are: sand and gravel (bank-run, with or without fines); clean and well-graded sands; well-graded cohesive soils (e.g. glacial tilts); fine sands; and special materials such as caliche, mine tailings, etc.

In some cases, the selection of the most suitable fill material will be governed entirely by the nature of available borrow sources; in others, the suitability of available construction machinery will govern selection of the fill material.

Rubble and stone from demolition, road cuts, tunnels, etc., are often available for use as fill, and may sometimes be used to advantage. In using this kind of fill, however, careful consideration must be given to the nature and size of the fill particles, and to their effect on construction and on the subsequent usefulness of the fill. Rubble and large stones are particularly useful for making the first course of a load-bearing fill on soft ground or under water. However, coarse rubble or stone fill on top of ground so soft that piles will have to be driven later produces a condition where piles cannot be driven; such fill, thoughtlessly placed, may seriously reduce the value of a property.

Compaction Machinery

The type of compaction machinery for a job depends on many factors besides the soil type; but soil type will be the governing factor in many cases. For example, no experienced contractor would select a sheepsfoot roller to compact a sand fill; he might use any of several other types successfully; but he would certainly select one of the vibrating compactors if such were available.

Another major consideration, in addition to the type of machine, is its size and weight. Large and heavy machines are usually best for large jobs, large areas, or deep fills. And small, hand-manipulated compactors are required for use in limited space, or for compacting fill next to walls, in trenches, etc.

Field and Lab Tests

In general, control of an earth fill involves three basic steps: (1) determining the moisture-density relationships for the fill material (compaction properties); (2) making field measurements of moisture content and density of the fill during construction; and (3) comparing the field test results with the laboratory data.

On the basis of the comparison, instructions are issued to the contractor regarding thickness of lifts, number of passes, weight of compaction machinery, moisture control, and other factors, with the object of holding the fill density to at least the minimum required by specs.

Laboratory tests are made in advance; but field density tests have to be made concurrently with construction; and they are laborious to perform and slow to complete. Because field density tests involve laboratory drying of a rather large soil sample, several hours in the oven are required. Therefore, the results of density tests started on one day are not usually available until the next morning. By that time, the compaction lift which was being tested may be buried beneath one or more new lifts.

This delay is obviously a handicap to proper control of the job. Much thought and ingenuity have been—and are being—given to the development of "quick" moisture and density tests. On many jobs, the density samples are dried in a few minutes' time, either by spreading them on a hot plate, or by mixing them with alcohol, then burning it off. In either case, the procedure destroys organic compounds, and drives off water of crystallization from some minerals, thus yielding results which do not reflect the true free-water content of the soil. Another "quick" method for moisture content measurement involves mixing the soil sample with pure alcohol, allowing the solids to settle, then measuring the density of the alcohol-water mixture by means of a hydrometer. This method can be made to yield good results; but it involves the most finicky determination
job is very large, are very important on a particular type of soil. In such a field compaction. However, compaction requires a particular kind of construction machinery, a 9-in. machine. There is an opportunity to vary such things as the weighing of the construction machinery, the thickness of lift of soil, and in some cases the type of construction machine.

The economies which can be effected by the use of such a test fill, when the job is very large, are very important indeed. With some soils and a particular type of construction machinery, a 9-in. lift of loose soil and 6 passes of the compaction machine might be quite adequate; with another type of soil and the same machine, however, even 12 passes of the machine might not serve to obtain the desired compaction, while a reduction in thickness of the lift might insure that 4 or 5 passes of the machine would have the desired effect.

The Soils Engineer

The only system of field control that can be relied upon to produce a dense, strong load-bearing fill is the application of the appropriate procedures described above, oy or under the direct supervision of an engineer or technician with sufficient experience in the compaction of earth fills that he can give directions to the contractor ("Hold up here: this area is too wet, or too dry, or too loose") without waiting for test results.

Indeed, there are some good to excellent fill materials, in which tests are not practicable at all, but where a soils engineer with a "feel" for the condition of a fill can control moisture and compactive effort so as to end with a dense, strong, and incompressible fill. Examples of such material are: very gravelly soils, or gravel and cobble mixtures, such as some of the glacial stratified drifts in New Jersey; or a weathered rock, where the weathered portion takes the form of a well-graded soil which compacts readily to fill the voids between the harder rock particles, such as some of the weathered Triassic shale from pits in New Jersey.

Construction Practices

Preparation of Base for Fill in Water. Whenever it is proposed to construct a load-bearing fill, consideration must be given to the preparation of the surface on which the fill is to be placed. Organic soils, roots, grass, and trash should be stripped. If the surface thus prepared is below the water table, the area to be filled must be dewatered, or if it cannot be, then the fill, up to water level, must be of clean sand and/or gravel, which can be compacted in place by the operation of bulldozers as soon as the fill level has been brought up to a point where water is not too deep for the operation of the machines. It must be emphasized that such underwater fill should be kept to a minimum; that the uncompacted lift should be as thin as possible; and that it should be given as much working as practicable by the heaviest tractor equipment available, or by a heavy vibrating roller if possible. Such fill will usually be inferior in strength and load-bearing ability to the controlled compacted fill which will be built up upon it, above water level; but it can usually be made strong enough to carry the proposed structural loads, which will be spread and diminished in intensity by the denser, stronger fill above.

A common example of this problem is in the preparation of sites for compacted fill in the Jersey "Meadows." In these sites, several feet of peat and organic soil are stripped off, exposing a crust of stiff clay or of medium-dense sand. The stripped surface is several feet below water table. The excavation can be kept dry by pumping; but the excavation bottom (especially in sites of several acres in extent) cannot be drained perfectly, and is at best in a "sloppy" condition. In order to provide a firm base or "working platform" for construction machinery, an initial course of 15 to 18 in. of clean rubble, stone, or bank-run gravel is required; then the compacted fill can be built up on top of this layer, using suitable compaction machinery.

Puddling. Many people have the idea that the way to obtain density in a soil fill, regardless of the nature of the soil, is to flood or "puddle" it at the time of construction. This notion has led to many building failures ranging in scope from the annoying to the disastrous. If there is any appreciable clay or silt content in a soil, puddling it guarantees that the fill will be weak and compressible. If the fill is of sand or gravel, puddling will have no effect unless the soil is vibrated as it is placed; in this case the combination of flooding and vibration can be quite effective.

Drainage During Construction. Many otherwise satisfactory fill soils become quite unworkable when allowed to become saturated. When such soils are being used for fill construction, much lost time can be avoided by keeping the fill shaped to drain, by maintaining peripheral drainage by pumping where necessary, and by ditching to get rid of local ponding promptly after a rain.

Backfill Next to Walls, Footings, etc. Wherever fill is to be placed next to footings or walls, or in spaces so limited that tractor-drawn compaction machinery cannot operate satisfactorily, hand-operated or hydraulic devices must be used. These devices include air rammers; small gasoline-driven ("Barco") tampers; small vibratory compactors; and a host of machines of various sizes and operating principles.

These devices are very often misused. Most of them, to produce densities comparable with those produced by large compaction machinery (and satisfactory for support of floor loads), cannot compact more than a 2 or 3 in. loose lift of soil at one time; more often than not,
The common result of careless compaction adjacent to walls and footings is that, after the structure is put into use and the design floor loads come to bear, floor slabs crack a few feet from the wall, with the wall edge of the slab down with respect to the rest of the slab.

The least expensive way for a contractor to backfill a space of this sort is to throw the fill in loose, make a few passes over the top with a light compactor to form a crust, and hope that nobody discovers it until the building is complete. This is a part of the operation that requires constant vigilance on the part of the soils engineer or inspector. Failure to control it will result in trouble and expense later.

When the fill soils are clayey, rainfall draining off the fill into unfilled spaces of this sort often causes serious trouble and delay. For this reason, it is often more economical to fill such areas quickly with selected sand or gravel fill, which can be densified quickly, in much thicker lifts, by the use of small vibrating tampers. The extra expense of bringing in such fill may be more than compensated by the saving in time.

Backfill of Utility Trenches. Trenches for utility lines of various sorts are often cut by the plumbing contractor, after the fill contract is complete and the filling contractor has left the job site. The specifications should clearly require the plumbing contractor to place his trench backfill to the same specifications as the general subfloor fill. This, too, requires vigilance on the part of the soils engineer.

Effect of Freezing Weather. Fill must not be placed or compacted in severe freezing weather. Not only is there likelihood of inclusion of frozen loose lumps, or even ice or snow; but the fill already placed may be frozen, with a loose surface crust of ice which will melt and permit subsidence later. Also, care must be taken to avoid letting snowmelt or rain water get into unfilled excavations adjacent to walls, footings, etc., or in open trenches in the fill, during winter weather. The writer recalls one large industrial building where such excavations were backfilled loosely by the contractor; melt-water saturated this fill, then in a series of freeze-thaw cycles, worked its way laterally into the natural ground adjacent and built up ice lenses; then, after a long period of freezing weather, the contractor poured the floor on top of the frozen ground. Result: when the building was occupied (in March), and heat turned on, the frozen ground thawed, and the floor subsided, irregularly, as much as 2 in., producing a floor crack that paralleled the side of the building for a distance of about 350 ft. Here, the under-floor soil was not fill but dense hard glacial till with a safe bearing capacity in excess of 5000 psf. Nevertheless, lack of technical supervision (of the backfilling of the trench cut for placing the continuous wall footing) produced a result that was distressing to the new owner, and very embarrassing to the builder and architect.

Fill Placed Too Dry. We have described the concept of optimum moisture content, and the necessity for moisture control in order to get close to maximum density in the field. The effect of compacting fill when the soil is too dry should be discussed. Nearly any soil can be rolled or tamped to form a hard, strong fill when it is dry. The trouble is that it will not stay dry. Unless such a fill is cut off from all sources of moisture—i.e., hermetically sealed (a practical impossibility)—it will become wetter after construction is completed. Water will reach it by one or more of the following agencies: capillary rise; surface drainage; leaky water, sewage, or drainage pipes; condensation; changes in groundwater level.

The effects of such wetting are various, and can be quite disastrous. In some soils, wetting of a dry fill will produce prompt subsidence, and loss of bearing capacity. The writer observed one plant where a strong hard fill, about 12-ft thick, was formed by compacting a dry, sandy, clayey silt. As placed, this material probably had a safe bearing capacity in excess of 6000 psf. Surface drainage found its way under the grade beam and saturated the fill, even before the plant was completed. The fill settled 1 ft under its own weight, leaving the plant floor suspended by its edge contacts with grade beam, piers, pedestals, etc. The saturated fill probably had a safe bearing capacity of about 200 psf. A properly controlled fill of the same soil would have had a permanent safe bearing capacity of more than 3000 psi, and would not have settled at all under its own weight, plus floor loads. ("Bearing capacity," as used in this article, means the allowable load on the soil which will not exceed the settlement tolerances of the structure.)

In another instance, an uncontrolled fill made of compacted dry active clay absorbed enough water from atmospheric condensation cycles and capillarity, in 10 years, to swell and heave the building floor—including interior ceramic-tile partitions—about 2 in. Properly selected and controlled fill would not have moved.

Technical Supervision

The instances cited above are extreme; but they happened. They could have been avoided if a soils engineer had been employed to supervise these aspects of the job which governed subsequent fill and foundation behavior. The writer has seen dozens of less striking instances where structural damage resulted from improper design or (more commonly) improper construction practices. Every one of them could have been avoided.

The use of load-bearing fill is recommended as a way of expediting construction time, but it cannot be used blindly. Indeed, it should not be employed at all, except under the supervision of someone especially trained in the field. Fills can be made dense, strong, and incompressible. But soils have a variety of properties that are not necessarily well known to the architect, or builder, or even to the structural engineer. This has been recognized recently by the FHA, which, in its Data Sheet 79: Land Development for Buildings on Fill, paragraph C-5, offers the following definition: "Soils Engineer: A registered professional engineer experienced in soils mechanics, retained by the developer and responsible for the soils engineering work outlined in this data sheet, including supervision, analysis, and interpretation of field investigations and laboratory tests for a specific project, preparation of soils engineering recommendations and specifications, and supervision of the grading work."

Perhaps the reader will think this article is a plea for the use of a soil engineer. It is. But it is also a plea for economy in construction, for uncracked floors and walls, and for the best use of the materials at hand.
BY HAROLD J. ROSEN
Failure of many building component manufacturers to take advantage of the experience of architects in their research efforts for new products, is deplored by the Chief Specifications Writer of Kelly & Gruzen, Architects-Engineers.

Building materials and the techniques involved in using them successfully have helped shape today's architectural design. The new building products and the equipment required for handling these materials, particularly those that have become available in the last century, have played a major role in this development.

For example, the advent of structural steel, along with vertical transportation, enabled architects to bridge the limitation of wall-bearing structures and permitted them to create skyscrapers. The development of new concrete forms and concrete admixtures has released concrete from its concealment as a structural element, and now permits architects to mold this plastic material into unlimited sculptural shapes as a finished façade. Wood products, together with new adhesives and fastening devices, have created laminated beams, stressed-skin plywood beam sections, and other end products that give the architect more freedom in design, thereby permitting architecture to develop. Plastics, too, even though their significant use in buildings is relatively recent, could have a great influence in architectural design, if properly researched and developed.

Although building materials exert an influence on the development of architecture, occasionally it is the architectural profession that leads the building materials industry in the development of new products—as witness the metal-and-glass curtain-wall concept. Here, the designer forced the manufacturer to carry out research in sealants, metal finishes, and metal alloys to overcome the problems he was encountering in weather-proofing, expansion, and appearance, so that the curtain-wall expression might become feasible.

In any event, product research and development cannot be carried on in the laboratory by the chemist or laboratory technician without consultation and close association with architects and their needs. This narrow approach, excluding the architect from the research team, results mainly in the creation of ersatz products. Such an approach does not envision greater potentiality for a product. The chemist and technician can only imitate. They can find a replacement for an existing product, but they are not equipped to visualize how their basically new material can be utilized, on its own merits, for something completely different in another area of the building structure.

Structural steel was for a long time a hidden element. Yet the cables used in suspension bridges offer possibilities in suspended building construction that are unlimited.

Reinforced concrete was for decades hidden as structural elements, or disguised with stucco until its potential as a finished material in its own right was recognized. There are unlimited possibilities in concrete today in form and appearance, because the architect has worked with manufacturers in the development of form materials, form linings, and admixtures.

What we are witnessing today in the products emanating from many building materials manufacturers, is a slight variation from their competitors' product to make their product more "or equal." In the plastics field, we are confronted with manufactured products that are imitations of the basic structural materials—i.e., wood, steel, masonry—instead of taking advantage of the inherent properties of these new plastics to develop products that can exploit their own characteristics rather than imitate the old.

The building materials manufacturer who does not consult with the practicing architect to get his ideas is also missing the boat in that the manufacturer can only see the one end product which he is striving to improve or perfect, without being aware that his basic material might be utilized elsewhere in a structure in a completely different use and form.

The chemical industry has in recent years paid more attention to the development of building products from chemicals, and we are now entering a new era in the use of materials made from plastics in the design of structures.

We find chemicals being utilized in such diverse products as vinyl flooring, latex, acrylic and vinyl paints, plastic skylights, plastic roofing, lighting fixture lenses, plastic wall panels, and a host of other products. The chemical industry has always had an appreciation for research and it is utilizing its awareness of research for new products. Yet even in this endeavor the chemical industry must obtain the judgment and perspective of architects in making decisions on new product developments. They cannot create products in a vacuum.

Although the architect may not be a product designer, or have the necessary background in manufacturing, testing, and marketing of a product, he does know the limitations of current products. He can indicate to manufacturers in what ways their products are deficient, and in what areas improvement is required. The architect also knows where a completely new product is needed to fulfill a basic requirement not served by anything currently on the market.

What industry really needs is direction in the development of products, in addition to product design know-how. And this direction and definition of the problem can only come from practicing architects who are confronted with these problems and who can supply the missing link in a team effort.
THE CARRIAGE HOUSE soars 26 stories skyward in the heart of Chicago's lakefront Gold Coast. Here fine materials and peerless architectural detail establish a new pattern of city living. Combined under one roof are hotel rooms and both unfurnished and exquisitely furnished apartments of various sizes. There's a charming cocktail lounge and a gourmet dining room for prestige entertaining. Resort facilities include swimming pool, cabana club, solarium, recreation room, patio garden.

MR. JACK GALTER
owner
HIRSCHFELD, PAWLIN & REINHEIMER
architects
NACHMAN-VRAGEL & ASSOCIATES
mechanical engineers
CARL E. ERICKSON & COMPANY
general contractor
ECONOMY PLUMBING & HEATING COMPANY
plumbing contractor
ELIER PLUMBING WARE DIVISION,
THE MURRAY CORPORATION OF AMERICA
fixture manufacturer

Performance records of millions of Sloan Flush Valves indicate that

when Chicago's CARRIAGE HOUSE is 50 years old
its Sloan Flush Valves will still provide dependable service

Moreover, Sloan Flush Valve maintenance costs are likely to be among the lowest in the building maintenance budget... (as little as 1 1/2¢ per valve per year).

Because the Sloan ROYAL is acknowledged as the world's most successful flush valve, attempts have been made to imitate some of its most important features. But why gamble with substitutes when you can plan for the life of the building confidently with Sloan? Specify and insist upon performance-proven, time-tested Sloan Flush Valves.

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY • 4300 WEST LAKE STREET • CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 365
Department of Structural Design, School of Architecture, Pratt Institute.

An independent intercom system, used primarily for service calls, takes advantage of crossbar switching. Such a system, as installed in a New York apartment building, is discussed by the Chairman, Department of Structural Design, School of Architecture, Pratt Institute.

At Carnegie House, a new apartment building in New York City, the 330 tenants have available, for their convenience, a speedy and efficient intercommunication system. Entirely independent of the public telephone system, it links each tenant with 20 building services and many nearby shops. Tenants can also call each other up, if the person called has exercised his option to have his intercom listed in the house directory.

Since these house-telephones are employed principally for service calls, they are located in apartment kitchens. The tenant may, however, elect to have a lateral extension installed to permit another location. Possible service-calls a tenant may make include speedy contact with laundry, valet, superintendent, doorman, or desk clerk, restaurant, food service, beauty parlor, car rental, and garage. By dialing a special number that triggers a signal at the main entrance, tenants can "flag down" taxicabs before leaving their apartments.

This completely automatic network was designed and installed by the Ericsson Corporation, North American subsidiary of L.M. Ericsson Telephone Company of Stockholm, Sweden. Its automation eliminates the need for two operators, one for each shift and the part-time attention of the night doorman. In the opinion of Ragnar Stalemark, president of the corporation, rental of comparable facilities from a local utility would add considerably to operational costs.

Among the many advanced features of the installation is the use of crossbar switching. This fast method of call-routing, originally a development of the Ericsson Group, has been in use by public telephone companies in the United States for 30 years. Its use in a private apartment intercom system, however, is unique. It is an electromechanical system providing greater speed, reliability, and lower maintenance costs than the conventional mechanical systems usually chosen for intercom use.

In the crossbar system, the quickest and most direct path for the call is determined while the number is being dialed. Only when the dialing is complete does the switching equipment go into action. The person making the call will hear, within a fraction of a second, either a ring at the called station or a busy signal. In older systems, the caller actually operates the switching equipment with each dial pull. If he hangs up before dialing a full number or if his call is routed along a congested trunk line, time is lost while the equipment returns step by step to its stationary position.

The white telephone instrument is an interesting one. Its use in public systems is world-wide and it is available to subscribers in some 4000 private companies in the United States. As installed at Carnegie House and adapted to intercom dialing, it is a handsome addition to apartment equipment. In this one-piece instrument, 15 oz in weight and 9½-in. high, the dial is in the bottom of the base (left). A large central button, actuated by a light spring, turns the instrument on when it is lifted from a level surface, and off when it is returned.

Wall-type telephones of conventional style are used in a few service locations where level working areas might become cluttered. This is a three-digit system and the dialing is extremely silent.

The 21 stories of the building are served by 18 risers of rigid conduit, ¾ in. to the eighth floor and ½ in. between the eighth and twenty-first. They enclose a pair of wires for each instrument. At the central equipment room in the basement (partial view at right), intercom wires for the entire building are enclosed in a metal raceway less than 2 sq ft in area. It is felt that the wiring could be simplified in some installations by locating the central control at mid-height of the building, and routing the intercom wire-pairs down and up.

Cost of the system was $40,000 and the number of extensions 400. Many features, including dust-resistant contactors, minimize trouble. The Ericsson Corporation will be busy with adjustment and changes during its one year of guaranty. After that, the owner may elect to retain maintenance service on a yearly fee basis. The system is expected to operate without major changes and with minimum maintenance for 25 years.

Architects for this building were Schuman and Lichtenstein.
Stairway for the STARS

When this little "star of the show" is the grand old lady of the theatre... the star-studded stairway will be as bright and sparkling as today.

Stark Structural Glazed Tile has reached new heights in beauty and versatility. The stage facing, illustrated, is a combination of Stark's standard units and "Galaxy" Sculptured Tile used as decorative inserts. This combination offers unlimited design possibilities as well as permanent color, structural strength, initial economy, fire resistance and the lowest possible maintenance.

"Galaxy"* is just one of a series of contemporary sculptured patterns... write for full story.

*PATENT APPLIED FOR

STARK CERAMICS, INC.
CANTON 1, OHIO

The versatile glazed structural line:
Glazed Facing Tile, Sculptured Glazed Tile, Starkoustic (acoustical ceramic tile), Glazed Brick.
Many public agencies have developed form contracts for the furnishing of architectural services for the construction of public projects. It is contended by many members of the profession that all too often these documents reveal a misconception and lack of understanding of the nature of architectural practice. In some areas it is charged that the tendency is for the public agency to require more extended services from the architect, accompanied by no increase, or a decrease, in the architect's compensation.

The architect, faced with such an inequitable agreement for public work, generally "throws up his hands" and surrenders to the inequity because he has no real alternative. He knows that the contract in question, having been developed and approved by various public officials and bureaus at different bureaucratic levels, cannot, as a practical matter, be modified, even when its inadequacies are recognized by the public contracting agency. Relief, if it is to be forthcoming, must be obtained through the joint efforts of the members of the profession acting through their professional society, working toward a revision of the form in use, rather than through the individual effort of the architect, who is presumably anxious to obtain the particular commission.

The New York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects has been concerned with the contracts and fee schedules of several New York municipal agencies, among which is the Board of Education of the City of New York. Prior to 1950, the Board of Education of New York City utilized its own architectural staff for the design of city schools. However, to meet the increasing needs of the city, a policy was adopted in the early 1950's to retain outside architectural firms to design school projects for New York City. The quality of this work was excellent and many new and progressive ideas were introduced.

The Fees and Contracts Committee of the New York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, in its report to the Executive Committee, stated that political attacks based upon claims of unnecessary expenditures of taxpayers' monies for so-called luxury schools, and claims of high architectural fees, have given the public a false impression and have led to pressures for a return to the system of internal design which prevailed before the employment of independent, private architects for the school program.

The Committee has charged that as a consequence of these and other pressures, the tendency in the City of New York has been to demand increased services from the independent architect for less compensation, which, if continued, can only result in inadequate services or bankrupt architects.

To bring forcefully to the attention of the Board of Education of the City of New York the inadequacy of the prevailing rates of compensation for school design, the Fees and Contracts Committee of the New York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects has made a study of 19 school commissions which were undertaken by various architects over a 7-year period during the 1950's. This study revealed that the fees for 6 of the 19 commissions failed to cover expenses and provided no compensation to principals. One firm suffered an out-of-pocket loss of approximately $44,000. In respect to four high schools which were studied, fees failed to cover the costs of three. The average compensation for all 19 projects was 5.34 per cent of budget costs and 2.31 times technical salaries. In only seven commissions did the architectural firm receive fees equivalent to at least 2.50 times the salaries of technical employees.

The Fees and Contracts Committee of the New York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, in its report, pointed out that a competent architect cannot render adequate service without competent mechanical and structural engineers, but that a study made by the New York Association of Consulting Engineers relating to nine school projects, indicated the inadequacy of their compensation. This study showed that not one mechanical engineering firm received fees equal to 2.50 times technical salaries and only one structural engineering firm received this level of compensation. The average ratio of drafting cost to fees was 1.86 for mechanical engineers and 1.89 for structural engineers.

The conclusion of the Fees and Contracts Committee was that the fees paid during the 1950's were barely adequate and in the average situation were below the accepted norm of compensation for both architect and engineer. More alarming, however, as the Committee points out, is that the fees for design services which were paid by the New York City Board of Education in the 1960's were even lower than those paid during the 1950's. These rates, states the Committee, provide little chance of compensation for the architect and a high probability of sustaining an out-of-pocket loss.

The Committee has urged that architectural fees not only be increased, but that they bear a relationship to the type as well as the size of the project involved. Under the present contract, there is no distinction in fee for the design of upper grade schools and elementary schools, even though the former requires a more complex program because of specialized classroom functions. These recommendations are now under consideration by the Board of Education.

This discussion will be continued in next month's column.
Contemporary architecture often calls for a combination of several types of building components to add interest beyond mere texture and color. And sometimes it takes more than a little of the architect's skill to select materials that will blend aesthetically and structurally to provide an economical, durable building wall.

Smith Metal Wall Panels permit the architect a wide range of design possibilities. In addition to being used for entire curtain walls, Smith panels are compatible, architecturally and structurally, to other wall components of masonry, metal, ceramics or glass. The subdued tones of the durable, baked-on enamel Colorgard® were especially selected to complement any possible combination of materials. The pleasing configurations of the metal wall panels with invisible fastenings and wall seams, unmarred by horizontal lap joints to a wall height of 40 feet or more, add to the appearance of the finished building.

Smith Wall Panels are available in aluminum, aluminized or galvanized steel or stainless steel . . . providing light weight strength, with the insulating value of thick masonry.

Investigate the economy you get when you specify Smith Metal Wall Panels . . . economy achieved through lower material cost and construction man-hours. Specify Smith and specify away your headache of details: engineering, supply, shipping and erection to a single responsibility . . . the largest erector of metal panel walls in the nation.

For complete information, see Sweet's Files 3a/Sm, or write:

ELWIN G. SMITH & CO., INC. Pittsburgh 2, Pa. / Detroit / Chicago

Cincinnati / Cleveland / New York / Toledo / Philadelphia
Reactions to Interior Design Issue

Dear Editor: I find the Symposium [October 1962 P/A] very fruitful for quotes and arguments, and especially Edgar Kaufmann's point: Decoration Independent of Architecture. I'm not fully convinced, however, since I am suspicious of words, which can so often be used to set up a point of view and prove it.

EDWARD WORMLEY
New York, N.Y.

Dear Editor: We have been reading various articles in this area, but your story ["Carpeting Is in the Specs"] is undoubtedly one of the finest we have seen.

JOHN M. ROUGHAN
Chemstrand Company
New York, N.Y.

Dear Editor: I would like to congratulate you on your article, "Carpeting Is in the Specs." How you managed to cram in so many pertinent facts and data is beyond my ken. It is a very clear and authoritative piece and well illustrated.

LEONARD MOZER
American Carpet Institute
New York, N.Y.

Dear Editor: The entire October issue is the best coverage of interior design I can remember in at least two decades—not excluding those journals solely dedicated to the subject.

HENRY ROBERT KANN
New York, N.Y.

Dear Editor: Many thanks for the handsome and interesting TWA presentation in your fascinating issue.

ALICE B. SAARINEN
Hannen, Conn.

Dear Editor: Congratulations on a very handsome issue.

ALEXANDER H. GIRARD
Santa Fe, N.M.

Dear Editor: Your Symposium was most interesting and informative. However, I think that one reason for the existence of decorators was overlooked. The architect designs the interiors of public and semipublic places, where he has ample corporate funds available, and where all the furnishings are new or built-in, so that every detail is under the control of the Master Builder to attain the desired unity of architectural expression. In the case of residential buildings, however, this situation does not exist. What family could afford, or would want to buy, a totally new set of furnishings? And besides, what family would want to part with its oldest and most cherished possessions, toward which they have a sentimental attachment, and which so often are a collection of aesthetically unrelated objects?

Who but the decorator can take pleasure in combining, through the magic of color, line, and scale, such a heterogeneous collection of objects, and through art make it look perfectly at home in architecture not designed to receive it? The architect does not have the patience for this, nor the artist's skill with line and color. Architecture can be impersonal, but decorating is invariably very personal.

Please continue to explore important themes in your Symposia. It is always fascinating to read various points of view on any significant topic.

T. Loftin Johnson
Mt. Kisco, N.Y.

Plaudits to Van Eyck

Dear Editor: The opening lines of "Place and Occasion," the article about Van Eyck's Amsterdam orphanage [September 1962 P/A] should be savored by all those who seek to design for people.

I admit to reading the accompanying text in fits and starts. I could not take my eyes off the photographs: Van Eyck's concern for human values fairly jumps out of each view. Plaudits to Van Eyck and to the photographer who captured the spirit of this work. Above all, thanks to PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE for the sensitivity with which the presentation was done. When will we see more of Van Eyck's work?

JIM LUCAS
Herman Miller, Inc.
Zeeland, Mich.

A Note of Regret

Dear Editor: I regret that James C. Rose, in his review of John Simonds' book Landscape Architecture: The Shaping of Man's Environment [August 1962 P/A], felt it necessary to be so vehement and personal in his attack. Any book, to be sure, can be criticized, but I am certain that Simonds tried to write his book with as much sincerity and integrity as Mr. Rose himself did in his book, Creative Gardens. For anyone wanting a nongratuitous evaluation of each man's ideas, he need only read the two books. I believe the Simonds book is far superior and ranks as one of the best on the subject written in recent years.

HIDEO SABAKI
Walterton, Mass.

The New York World's Fair and Mass Architecture

Dear Editor: The unfortunate debacle that is the coming New York World's Fair has been extensively displayed and adequately criticized by the architectural press — although apparently it had been calmly accepted by the public at large. One particularly dismaying building often published is that of the G.M. Futura, designed by that company's styling staff. I believe that this building is suggestive of a very significant and portentous phenomenon yet to come. I refer to the specter which will arise in our midst when "mass-production design" teams up, as it inevitably must, with the sleeping giant of factory built homes.

At the moment, the prefabricated homes industry is timidly catering to the current "tastes" of the public by offering mass-produced "Colonial," "California Split-Ranch," and so on. However, when the problems of overproduction hit what will by then be an enormous industry of fixed plant and equipment, the inevitable concept of "designed-obsolescence" will take hold in the home industry as has long been the case with the auto industry. Then the former will at long last heed the exhortations of many of its present leaders to use advertising on a national scale. The results may well prove catastrophic.

Most architects will scoff at these suggestions and turn a deaf ear. They ask, "Why should we care about mass production? We are not industrial designers." The Bauhaus is looked upon as an historical exercise, its lesson of understanding and sensitive control of the machine is long forgotten—if, indeed, it was ever learned. Those who carry on this plea for man's control over the machine, before it is too late, are often looked upon as heretics opposed to change and are largely ignored.

Architects also seem to say, "Why should we care about mass tastes in housing? Only 7 per cent of the population even wants our houses. Besides, only a small portion of the upper class cares to build a creative personal expression of their lives." Even now, most architects are content to let the machine simulate their handcrafted productions. If architects refuse to heed the warning that seems to be so implicit in the G.M. Building and others of its type, then they should at least refrain from the hypocrisy of criticizing the general grossness that is evident everywhere in our environment. And to those who abdicate their responsibility entirely and who retreat to the security of their "7 per cent," I close only with the reminder that the most expensive and befined Cadillac is not bought by the "unknowing masses."

RICHARD SCHEID
Washington, D.C.

DECEMBER 1962 P/A
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Enduring and beautiful . . . in the house of faith  Carlyle Quarry Tile, so frequently selected elsewhere for its heavy-duty dependability, here forms the focal color theme of the entire interior. And with only minimal care, it will remain unchanged through the years, helping keep the altar area clean and bright. It is well known that Carlyle Quarry Tile is the quarry tile with the most in color selection and in coast-to-coast service. It is available just about everywhere and both regular and abrasive-surface tile can now be ordered four-square ground (after firing) to permit narrower than usual joints. For full-size high-fidelity printed sample sheets of all Carlyle Quarry Tile (Ironton) colors, ask your Mosaic Representative or write The Carlyle Tile Company, Ironton, Ohio. For literature on Carlyle Quarry Tile made in California by Jordan Tile Mfg. Co., write The Mosaic Tile Company, 131 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
BOOK REVIEWS

The Call to Action — from ACTION

BY DAVID A. GROSSMAN

Housing, People, and Cities by Martin Meyerson, Barbara Terrett, and William L. C. Wheaton. ACTION Series in Housing and Community Development. Published by McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N.Y. (1962, 386 pp. $9.75). Until recently in private practice as a planning consultant, Mr. Grossman is now Director of the Community Development Branch, Urban Renewal Administration.

ACTION, which was originally the American Council to Improve Our Neighborhoods, has changed its name to the National Council for Good Cities while retaining its original eye-catching initials. The organization is made up of industrial and civic leaders who joined together in 1954 with a common interest in improving the urban environment. Their activities, which have benefited from Ford Foundation grants, have covered a wide variety of approaches to community improvement, ranging from the merely hortatory (an impressive array of bus and subway advertisements) to the undertaking of substantive research. The bulk (if ACTION’S emphasis, however, as befits a private improvement society, has been in the form of aid and encouragement to local civic-betterment groups. To their credit, much of the citizen participation effort in the nation’s urban renewal programs has received assistance, in one form or another, from ACTION.

From the viewpoint of the person interested in urban research, ACTION’s most notable contribution is the series of eight volumes of which Housing, People, and Cities is the final summary. Martin Meyerson, Director of the Joint Center for Urban Studies at Harvard and MIT (and formerly Research Director for ACTION), directed and edited the series. In the preparation of this summary volume he was aided by Barbara Terrett, ACTION’s current Director of Research Activities, and by William L. C. Wheaton, Director of the Institute for Urban Studies at the University of Pennsyl- vania. This able trio has drawn heavily on the work done by the authors of the rather more specialized preceding volumes, a group that includes many of the best-known and most competent scholars in the fields of housing, planning, and urban economics. (See the end of this review for a list of the titles of the earlier books in the series and their authors.)

The ACTION Series in Housing and Community Development, as the group of eight books is known, has already achieved significant stature as a major addition to our knowledge about the problems that must be confronted in urban renewal, and as a source of a number of original ideas as to possible next steps that can be taken by both public and private groups. The availability of this single-volume summation will make much easier the perusal of this body of knowledge and ideas by anyone whose interests are not those of the specialist. To the latter, the individual studies will prove more rewarding.

The purpose of the Series, as Meyerson notes in his foreword, is “to inform and stimulate the growing body of influential businessmen, professionals, and citizen leaders whose opinions on many facets of urban life are having a profound effect upon policy and action for housing and community development.” Surely to be included in this group are the nation’s architects, although their contribution to the creation of better housing and community patterns has not yet been nearly as great as it should, as the authors note at several points in their discussions of the minimal role played by good design in the production of most housing.

The six headings under which the authors have grouped the findings and recommendations of the Series provide a convenient basis for discussion: the setting, the consumer, the producer, the investor, the Federal Government, and the community.

1. The Setting. The setting for housing and community development is, of course,
MAINTENANCE-FREE! Once treated with 1- or 2-part sealant based on THIOKOL® polysulfide liquid polymer.

When you specify, install polysulfide-base structural sealant, either the one or two component system, you buy permanance—weatherproofing that lasts generation after generation.

Sealant with THIOKOL® polysulfide polymer (synthetic rubber in liquid form) welds itself chemically to all building materials in any combination. Elongation in working joints in excess of 100%—repeated expansion and contraction on the job—will not break its steel-grip bond or weaken its leak-stopping serviceability. Its outstanding resistance to sun, freezing, moisture, ozone, chemicals and aging add assurance of joints free from maintenance.

American Standard Specification A116.1 sets quality and performance measurements for polysulfide-type sealant. Whether the structural sealing job is original or remedial in nature, when polysulfide goes in, upkeep comes down—and stays down.

There is only one polysulfide polymer for sealants and it's made by Thiokol. Thiokol makes raw material only, does not manufacture a finished sealant.

CHEMICAL CORPORATION, 780 NO. CLINTON AVENUE, TRENTON 7, N. J.
In Canada: Naugatuck Chemicals Division, Dominion Rubber Co., Elmira, Ont.
Just add capping! It's that easy. You combine the structural strength of Fenestra steel curtainwall with the lustrous finish of aluminum or stainless steel. **Curtainwall.** The subframes are steel. Advantages? **Watertightness.** There has never been a reported case of a Fenmark steel curtainwall system leaking. **Strength.** Taller, wider modules are possible while retaining a narrow subframe sight line. **Versatility.** Dimensions of vertical and horizontal members in the grid system can be varied almost infinitely. **Variety.** Infill panels are available in a variety of materials, colors and textures to complement capping sections. Effects are limited only by your imagination. Further, sections are shop-fabricated. They arrive at the site tight and right—ready for erection. **Capping.** It just snaps on, covering the exposed steel grids completely. The effect? Elegance. It's as though you were designing in costly, customized...
finish

with stainless steel, aluminum or porcelain capping

stainless steel, aluminum, or porcelainized aluminum. But because Fenestra’s system is preengineered, you work with time-proven curtainwall. **Cost?** Very modest. With Fenmark steel curtainwall you get a package of unequaled strength, versatility, variety, and watertightness. To find out more, call your Fenestra representative (he’s in the Yellow Pages), see Sweets File 3b/Fe., or write, Fenestra Incorporated, 220 Delaware Ave., Buffalo 2, N.Y.
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This is the shape of beauty!

RUCORAIL
SOLID VINYL

Solid color, all the way through — rich, warm, vibrant. A fabulously flexible handrail that follows any curve, creates breathtaking sweeps of beauty. Use indoors or out: won't darken, corrode, rust, splinter, chip or warp. The smooth matte or polished finish is maintenance-free, wipes clean with cloth. Dimensionally stable, non-flammable, amazingly tough and long-wearing. Easily installed over metal or wood cores. Can be mitered, capped, and thermo-welded. In 7 contemporary colors, 6 different sizes, 100 foot coils. Suggestion: color coordinate with RUCOTRED; the solid vinyl, anti-slip stair edge. Send for specifications folder.

RUBBER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
NEW SOUTH RD., HICKSVILLE, N.Y.
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Continued from page 144

of trailers (or mobile homes). Nearly four million people now live in mobile homes, and one-tenth of annual housing production is accounted for by this too-often-scorned type of dwelling. It is possible that part of the growing use of mobile homes is by families who, forced to move often, find it easier to take their shelter with them, rather than buy and sell anew at every move; but other families have no doubt found the competition in space and price to the favor of the mobile-home industry, which shares some of the capabilities of the automobile manufacturers.

3. The Producer. Responsibility for the production of housing, which includes design, is characterized by ACTION's analysts as "divided among many poorly co-ordinated elements." Despite improvements, there are still many gaps in the production process that are filled, if at all, by handcraft methods.

Since World War II, the development of both on-site and off-site assembly procedures, by merchant builders such as Levitt and prefabricators such as National Homes, has resulted in major advances in the production of moderate-price houses. These processes are limited in scope, however, and can meet only a part of the varied market for housing, although they have been the most promising forward steps that the housing industry has seen.

Further progress, notes Meyerson, will require additional capital investment (too many builders are one-shot speculators, too few are well-financed businessmen), better communication among the many participants in the industry, and above all further advances in the processes of structural assembly, land acquisition and development, mortgage financing, and provision of community facilities and utilities. A major prerequisite to such advances, he suggests, is the expansion of technical research in all of these fields.

For architects, the most pressing need is to find a suitable role in the housing process. At present, the architect performs only peripheral functions: the design of the tiny fraction of truly custom-built houses, and the anonymous production of package plans. In the best of situations, architects have played a valuable role as designers of houses and subdivisions for enlightened builders, but such instances are relatively few, as is seen on any visit to burgeoning suburbia.

4. The Investor. Anyone interested in
housing, as differentiated from the house, soon finds that the invisible role of finance is of major significance. The ways in which house production is financed, from land development through the rehabilitation of existing structures, is a major determinant of what can be done by whom and what it will cost.

The review of residential financing provided in this volume, and the imaginative suggestions for changes—including suggestions for basic revision of the mortgage instrument itself—are among the most worthwhile chapters in the book. They are also among the most difficult to summarize and analyze.

Particularly interesting is the discussion of investment practices and procedures with respect to housing rehabilitation. This is an area in which private enterprise, unaided, has been conspicuously unable to achieve very much. In recent years, and especially since the Housing Act of 1954 broadened the concept of urban redevelopment to a wider vision of urban renewal, including the rehabilitation of entire neighborhoods, a variety of Federal aids to rehabilitation have been created, most of them in the form of easier mortgage terms. The body of experience in this field is still small, but it promises much, and changes are constantly being made (as in the Housing Act of 1961) that should make feasible the salvation of many urban neighborhoods that otherwise would be doomed to gradual decay.

5. The Federal Government. The history of Federal intervention in the housing market, for the dual purposes of improving the provision of housing and because of the importance of the housing industry in the national economy, dates back to the 1930's. Housing, People, and Cities provides a useful brief record of Federal actions that have affected the housing industry, and that have varied both as national needs have changed and as Federal programs have either worked too well or not at all. At present, of course, the manifold forms of Federal aid in housing and community development are largely concentrated in the Housing and Home Finance Agency and its constituents, URA, FHA, FNMA, and CFA, which have responsibilities respectively, in the fields of urban renewal, public housing, mortgage insurance, secondary mortgage market, and the provision of community facilities.

A vital, if sometimes neglected, reality of the Federal role in housing is its

Continued on page 153
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BOOK
ON ART INSTRUCTION

THE REALM OF CONTEMPORARY STILL LIFE PAINTING, by Bentley Schaad; explores still life painting as a basis for all painting. Fascinating reading for both serious and amateur art students. Invaluable source material for instructors. 432 pp., 8 1/2 x 11, 350 illus., 8 color. $12

PAINTING FLOWERS FOR PLEASURE: Oil Techniques, by Claire Barnes; demonstrates how to paint flowers using simple geometric forms to learn. Material preparation of canvas includes suggestions on compositions are all covered. 150 pp., 8 1/2 x 11, 125 illus., 3 color. $8.95

THE WATSON DRAWING BOOK, by Ernest Watson and Al­
drew Watson; a fundamental analysis of drawing as an instinctive human expression, with exercises, to encourage the reader to select the best medium for his talents. 176 pp., 8 1/4 x 10 1/4, profusely illus. $8.95

ANIMATION TECHNIQUES AND COMMERCIAL FILM PRODUCTION, by Eli Levitan; a new source on the production of animated commercials. Principles, techniques, and editing techniques, analysis of animation techniques. 142 pp., 8 1/2 x 11, 500 illus. $11

AR Che I L KREINHO L PUBLIC INGRY ORP. 30-Day Examination Offer

Send me the book(s) checked below for 30 days' examination (in U.S.A. only). Check or M. O. enclosed (ppd.) No cash. Bill me (plus postage).

THE WATSON DRAWING BOOK $8.95
WATERCOLOR SIMPLIFIED $7.95
CONTEMPORARY STILL LIFE PAINTING $8.95
PAINTING FLOWERS FOR PLEASURE $8.95
DRAWINGS BY ARCHITECTS $8.95
PASTEL PAINTING, Modern Techniques, by Henry Gasser; shows how design in art can mean the difference between a mediocre work and a great one. By composition, emotional impact, varied mood. Techniques and methods. 128 pp., 8 1/4 x 10 1/4, 200 illus., 10 color. $8.95

DRAWING THE LINE, by James Ernst; demonstrates all techniques of line drawing. Detailed, illustrated instructions to build skill. An easy-to-follow, informative book for advertising personnel, students and professional artists. 160 pp., 8 1/4 x 10 1/4, 144 illus. $10

SCULPTURE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS, by Fred Press: a practical introduction with excellent instructive photographs covering the human figure, animals. Step-by-step instructions show how to create subjects in clay. 64 pp., 7 1/2 x 10 1/4, 150 illus. $3.95

ANIMATION TECHNIQUES $8.95
AND COMMERCIAL FILM PRODUCTION $8.95
PRODUCTION $8.95
ANIMATION TECHNIQUES $8.95
AND COMMERCIAL FILM PRODUCTION $8.95
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WO FL RER PAINTING IN WATERCOLOR, by Waldo Cooper: unique learning method, used in classroom instruction at The Art Student's League. Clear and inviting to read. Many step-by-step diagrams and sketches. 144 pp., 8 1/2 x 10 1/4, 100 illus., 8 color. $10

WHITAKER ON WATERCOLOR, by Frederic Whitaker: every aspect of watercolor painting from the beginning stages to advanced techniques. Various materials, colors, related techniques, composition, design, perspective are fully explained. 160 pp., 8 1/4 x 10 1/4, 110 illus., 16 color. $12.50
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Ageless ceramic tile will enhance any commercial or institutional project you may have on the boards. And it will pay its way over the years for your clients with savings on maintenance.

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 362
All you need to know

about color

A must-have book for anyone interested in color painting . . . all the basic writings of color-expert Arthur L. Guptill in one definitive volume, COLOR MANUAL FOR ARTISTS. Based on his classic COLOR IN SKETCHING AND RENDERING, this handsomely illustrated new book covers all phases of color in painting, including: facts and theories on color, qualities of color, pigments, color charts, color illusions and visual phenomena, color harmony. Over 60 exercises to instruct the reader on techniques of painting in both watercolor and oil: wash manipulation, color mixing and mingling, glazing and scumbling, representing textures, and all the basics, as well as many new and unusual techniques. The perfect reference for artists, students, amateur painters and instructors. COLOR MANUAL FOR ARTISTS by Arthur L. Guptill/Editor, Catherine Sullivan, 7 x 10, 160 pp., 28 illus., 15 in color. $10.

Now . . . an entire art reference library in one remarkable volume: THE REINHOLD DRAWING AND PAINTING BOOK. 35 chapters cover a range of technical instruction and information on art technique formerly available only in many separate volumes. Hundreds of pages of detailed information, profusely illustrated with pictures, charts and diagrams, that the amateur artist will refer to over and over. Part I gives a complete course in drawing; Part II, a complete course in painting. Artists, amateurs, students and art appreciators will find this book fascinating and invaluable. The Reinhold Drawing And Painting Book by Bodo Jaxtheimer, 6 x 9, 408 pp., 450 illus., 300 in color. After December 31, 1962, the price will be $10.95. Special introductory price, now through Christmas, $9.95. Reserve your copies now. THE GIFT OF THE YEAR FOR ARTISTS, AMATEURS, STUDENTS, ART LOVERS.
bipartisan nature. Although the Federal Government first entered the housing field in a major way during the Democratic New Deal, some of the most basic housing legislation was co-sponsored by the late Senator Robert A. Taft. And even more recently, the introduction of the urban renewal concept occurred during the Eisenhower Administration. Housing questions do involve politics, and often vigorously fought politics, but these politics have generally been concerned with rather different issues than the traditional partisan ones.

6. The Community. In this culminating section, the ACTION study concentrates on the role of housing the community as a whole, and suggests some of the kinds of steps that have been and will have to be taken if our urban areas are to be improved. The final chapter, entitled “Opportunities,” is devoted to suggestions for lines to be followed in future public and private actions. Of these, three are especially worthy of mention. The first two relate to needs that are not now being met: the need for greatly expanded program of urban research and for greater diversity and experimentation in housing and renewal. The third refers to a relatively new form of Federal assistance to localities, the Community Renewal Program. By using the CRP approach to examine their total renewal needs, most of our major cities (and many smaller ones as well) are undertaking the kind of comprehensive study on which sound and continuing renewal action must be based. The widening of the renewal concept to the level of the entire community should result in the development of a varied and integrated program of remedial action that can halt the spread of blight and make possible a real start toward the creation of a truly satisfactory urban environment.

In summary, Housing, People, and Cities is a well-written, highly useful book that should take its rightful place as a basic reference volume in the field of housing and community development.

The preceding seven volumes in the ACTION Series, all published by McGraw-Hill, are: Government and Housing in Metropolitan Areas by Edward C. Banfield and Morton Grodzins; Capital Requirements for Urban Development and Renewal by John W. Dyckmann and Reginald R. Isaacs; Housing Choices and Housing Restraints by Nelson Foote, Janet Abu-Lughod, Mary Mix Foley, and Louis Winnick; Federal Credit and Private Housing by Charles M. Haar; Design and the Production of Houses by Burnham Kelly and Associates; Residential Rehabilitation by William W. Nash; Rental Housing by Louis Winnick.

Ponti Pontificates

In Praise of Architecture, by Gio Ponti. Translated by Giuseppina and Mario Salvadori. Published by F. W. Dodge Corp., 119 W. 40 St., New York 18, N.Y. (1960, 270 pp., illus. $6.95)

In In Praise of Architecture, Gio Ponti seems to have discovered the sodium pentothal approach to architectural commentary. This collection of intensely personal rambles on architecture, architects, personal reminiscences, and other matters both related and unrelated to the title, will interest some and infuriate others, just as Signor Ponti's subjective approach to design does.

J.T.B., Jr.

OTHER BOOKS TO BE NOTED


Poetic photographs recalling the ancient lands of the Mediterranean—the paths, mountains, and buildings that were either inhabited by the gods or were built in their honor.


A survey of the unique, functional, and often surprisingly simple furniture designed by Chinese craftsmen over the last century. Author is Curator of Oriental Art at the Brooklyn Museum; book was originally published in 1948 by Harper & Brothers.


A systematic arrangement of 1266 color swatches, plus a color dictionary that provides a simple cross-reference between name and swatch.


A step-by-step guide to effective graphic representation. Text and examples consider multi-view drawings, parallel drawings, perspective drawings, and renderings. Author is Professor of Architecture at the University of Cincinnati.


Continued on page 156
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Curves, twists, bends, goes anywhere.

Here's why.
Saves erection steps — provides anchorage and grounds

You reduce job time and costs on space-saving solid plaster partitions with this new track, because it: 1. Eliminates ties or other supplemental fastening of channel studs or ¾" rib metal lath at the floor. 2. Saves installation of separate plastering grounds by providing strong, straight grounds for both sides of the partition. 3. Avoids lost time for repairs, since the strength of the inverted channel design protects the grounds against damage by on-site traffic. 4. Provides quick, accurate 12" or 16" channel stud spacing — without premeasuring — through location of retaining slots 4" o.c. Milcor Solid Partition Track is too new to be in Sweet’s. Write for literature.

A survey of the traditional Persian garden—its historical development, basic features, and the literature behind it. Illustrations include photos and plans of surviving gardens, plus paintings and lithographs (particularly of Donald N. Wilbur). Author is an architect and archaeologist who has long been a student of the Middle East.


To be reviewed.


An examination of the art produced by the major areas of Africa, Oceania, and North America (with reference also to Indonesia, Micronesia, Australia, and South America). The author analyzes the numerous styles within the regional traditions, discussing aesthetic qualities against the background of the particular culture. Wingert is Professor of Art History and Archaeology at Columbia University.


Reprint of the 1955 book by Harper & Brothers, which was itself a reprint of selected articles and lectures written by Gropius during his years at Harvard (1937-1952). Essays are grouped under three headings: "Education of Architects and Designers," "The Contemporary Architect," and "Planning and Housing."


Latest addition to this classic (which dates from 1941) is a new 24-page introduction—an essay entitled "Architecture in the 1960's: Hopes and Fears." The considerably expanded 3rd edition of 1954 consisted of several new chapters—on Mies, Gropius in America, Urbanism, and Baroque Rome—plus 70 new illustrations. The entire book was reset at that time.


To be reviewed.


Newest in the Skira group of magnificent art books; many full-color illustrations.


To be reviewed.


The scientific genius of Leonardo da Vinci, seen against the background of the world in which he lived—its politics, culture, and technology. Leonardo's own notebooks provide illustrations.

NOTICES

New Branch Offices
Bill J. Blair and Associates, Architects, Phoenix, Ariz. Associate in charge of this office is M. L. Vanlandingham.

New Addresses
Kaplan & Sprachman, Architects, 17 Davenport Rd., Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada.

Continued on page 160
GUARANTEED NOT TO MILDEW, ROT OR FADE EVEN IF YOU DROWN IT

That's Sunbrella awning fabric. Other people don't promise that about their product. We defy cloudbursts to fade it... mildew can't destroy or even weaken the fibers... nor can any amount of rolling up wet rot Sunbrella, made of 100% Acrilan* acrylic fiber. That's good to know, isn't it? Because consumer acceptance begins with confidence in the product. For more information, please write us. *Reg. TM of Chemstrand

GLEN RAVEN COTTON MILLS, INC., Glen Raven, North Carolina

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 336
a "matched set" of structural components from

ASSURED COMPATIBILITY...
UNDIVIDED RESPONSIBILITY

MAHON ROOF-DECK is the most practical roof deck because it's light in weight... the safest because it's steel... the most logical because it costs less. Standard Mahon Roof-Deck is available in four types to meet common roof requirements or Long-Span M-Deck to eliminate roof beams and purlins.

INSULATED METAL WALL PANEL is available in various styles, materials, finishes and colors and in lengths to 60' to provide high expanses of continuous exterior wall surface unmarred by horizontal joints. Also available in Underwriter's rated Fire Wall.

MAHON M-FLOOR is a versatile steel cellular sub-floor that serves three functions... an immediate working platform during construction... a strong yet light weight sub-floor system... a built-in network of cells or raceways for present and future electrification needs.

THE R.C. MAHON COMPANY 6555 E. EIGHT MILE ROAD, DETROIT 34, MICHIGAN


For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 350
STANLEY BB601
Hinge Features

- Extra Heavy Weight hinge for heavy doors where high frequency service is expected.
- Template screw hole location only.
- Two Stanley permanently lubricated, non-detachable, full jeweled radial thrust ball bearings.
- Easily seated non-rising loose pins with hole in bottom tip for easy pin removal.
- Highly polished.
- Inner edges of leaves are beveled to make close fitting joints.

THE JOB
Computer room.

THE REQUIREMENT
Automatic door operation to isolate a space age computer in a controlled environment... prevent heat generated by machines from affecting air conditioning in adjacent areas... contain machine noise... keep out dust that would adversely affect sensitive machines... allow card trucks to be pushed into computer room.

THE PROBLEMS
Because of a raised floor, a ramp was located at the entrance... so doors couldn't swing inward. The area outside the entrance was congested... so doors couldn't swing outward. A single sliding door was a must. It seemed that this unique application would require a custom-made automatic door operator.

Only STANLEY MAGIC-DOOR EQUIPMENT could provide the solution "from stock"
In Their New Plant at Mentor, Ohio
The W. S. Tyler Company—
Saves Floor Space and Speeds Up Material Handling . . .

...with Kinnear
MOTOR OPERATED
Rolling Doors

Saving of space and time is only part of the story. Kinnear Rolling Doors are also the most durable, efficient-operating doors that can be installed. The steel interlocking slat curtain is extra heavily galvanized. Counterbalance is by Kinnear's time-proved torsion spring mechanism. And the power unit is integrally designed specifically for rolling door operation. A complete "closure" package! One that insures minimum maintenance. A building component purchase that will quickly turn into a dividend-paying investment for Tyler.

Use Kinnear Rolling Doors for your building needs. They are built in any size and suited to old or new structures.

WRITE TODAY FOR CATALOG

KINNEAR
ROLLING DOORS
Saving Ways in Doorways

KINNEAR Mfg. Co.
Factories: 1900-20 Fields Avenue, Columbus 16, Ohio
1742 Yosemite Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.
Offices and representatives in all principal cities

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 344
THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF EXPOSED PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

Visual effects of impressive beauty are achieved in precast prestressed concrete without finishing of any kind. Honest, natural texture is pleasing alone and combines well with other materials for exterior or interior use. The wide variety of plant manufactured units may be further varied to meet architectural and structural functions. For economy, adaptability, speed of erection, and striking visual effects, use prestressed concrete.

ROOF AND FLOOR UNITS • GIRDERs • BEAMS • COLUMNS • WALL PANELS • SLABS • JOISTS • PILING

WRITE FOR description of publications available—and for information on PCI Professional Membership.

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE INSTITUTE
205 W. WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO 6, ILL.
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NOW

an easy, economical way
to add background music
to unused TV channels
in any master TV system

NEW

BLONDER-TONGUE

AUDIO MASTER

It's so easy to add sound to unused TV channels in any master TV system with the Blonder-Tongue Audio Master. Simply add a sound source (FM tuner, AM radio, record changer, tape deck or microphone) and you have a new entertainment channel — background music, radio broadcast and original programs. No extra distribution equipment... no cables to install... no cabinet to buy. The Audio Master can be incorporated into any MATV system in motels, apartment buildings and in schools — whether Blonder-Tongue equipment is being used, or equipment of any other make. The head-end design and compact size of the Audio Master means that it can be installed in the same housing with other Master TV equipment — right where it belongs!

If you would like further information, write the Blonder-Tongue applications engineering department for free assistance, or contact the local Blonder-Tongue installer.

PHOTO CREDITS

Building the New Africa

PA-12

approved and manufactured by

BLONDER-TONGUE

9 Alling St., Newark, N. J.

Canadian Div: Bovice Television Assn, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

EPOCAST/EPIBOND SYSTEMS IN DEVELOPMENT

Furane's Seal and Heal materials not only restore structural integrity in bridges (above), decks, pillars, floating drydocks, jet engine run-up stands, buildings and other concrete structures, but provide a higher strength factor than the original material.

EPOCAST 530 is a non-flow paste, is first applied to seal the crack, drying to a hard, smooth finish. Holes are then drilled for valves. EPOCAST 530 is then pumped into the structure through the valves by means of a pressure pot. EPOCAST 530 is allowed to cure without disturbance for twenty-four hours at which time the structure will be healed and cracks sealed.

EPOCAST/EPIBOND SYSTEMS IN DEVELOPMENT

Years of experience in the building trades field has provided Furane and its field engineers with the ability to prescribe tailor-made formulas and materials for special applications in the building trades fields. Send for FREE descriptive literature on the Seal and Heal process and for our Building Trades Brochure on:

Grouting • Coating • Flooring • Bonding
Concrete Welding • Joint Sealing • Maintenance

furane plasctics

INCORPORATED

WEST COAST:
4516 Brazil St., Los Angeles 39, Calif. CH 5-1151
EAST COAST:
42 Chasner St., Hempstead, L.I., N. Y. IV 3-6246

For more information, circle No. 335

PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE

Circulation Department
430 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

WHEN YOU CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS

Please report both new and old addresses directly to P/A five weeks before you move.

MILTON E. LAWRENCE, promoted to Chief Electrical Engineer in firm of FRED S. DURK ASSOCIATES, Consulting Engineers, Hartford, New York, Boston, San Juan.

DAVID McCANDLESS, JR., Architect, appointed Architectural Consultant in the Acoustics Division of TRACOR, INC., Austin, Texas.
A framework of structural steel; Bethlehem joists; and Slabform, our solid steel centering, is ideal for a shopping center, apartment, or school. Here's why:

- Shop-fabricated structural and joists arrive ready to go up. No falsework, no weather delays.
- Steel has strength to spare. Non-warp, non-sag construction holds down maintenance costs. Fire-safety is up.
- Steel joists allow for easy passage of pipe, wire, and conduit through the open webs—in any direction.
- Slabform saves both time and money compared to flexible-type centerings. It's a safe working platform, too.

We'll be glad to discuss your next building with you. Perhaps we can show you ways you can save time and money with today's steels for construction.
ARCHITECT—Architectural firm in Puerto Rico has challenging opportunity and responsible position for experienced top designer and detailer with creative approach to the design of modern reinforced concrete buildings. Please add full educational and experiences including salary desired to: Schimmel-Pfenning, Ruiz & Gonzalez, Monserate Building, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico.

ARCHITECT—Must have NCARB registration. Position open as designing architect with firm in Arizona whose practice includes commercial projects of office buildings, hotels, shopping centers, apartments, etc. Must have personality to handle clients. Age 30 to 40. All replies will be handled in confidence: Resume should include photograph. Box #481, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—PLANNER—Excellent future for young architect who looks at a building not as an isolated object but as a part of its urban environment. Work will include urban design and interesting architectural projects in Eastern United States. Location: Philadelphia. Box #482, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—Services are required of a registered University graduate with the desire & experience in construction and design to handle several jobs simultaneously from start to finish as Head Architect. Client contact experience and ability to effectively present ideas are essential. Current work varied in nature. Excellent future for right young man desirous of producing good contemporary work. Send complete resume of technical training, experience and salary requirements to Box #483, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

BUILDING PROGRAM ANALYST—Surveys space utilization, translates academic requirements into building needs. Recommends on major capital outlay program, assists in preparing operating budget. Degree in architecture or planning preferred, plus five years experience. Position is with a prominent architectural firm coordinating planning of campus building projects with external architects & engineers. Preparing project budgets, reports and schedules is essential. Excellent planning and organizational ability. Architecture degree plus four years experience.

Both positions available at new Irvine Campus of the University of California. Now in planning stage, it is programmed to accommodate 23,000 students. Send resume to Personnel Office, University of California, Riverside, California.

DESIGNER-ARCHITECTURAL—Position available. To be active Head of design staff in well-known Houston, Texas architectural firm with sizable practice. Permanent position with interesting future. Policy of Firm: Distinguished and Outstanding Design. Apply with complete educational & experience background to: Box #484, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

PROJECT ARCHITECT—Architect for key design position. Challenging opportunity in institutional industrial & commercial projects. Should have fresh, creative approach to design. Box #485, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

SENIOR DESIGNER/DRAFTSMAN—Small medium non public work. N.J. resident, able/interested in handling most phases of small office practice excluding engineering and mechanical. Pleasant office easily accessible to Parkway. Summarize education, experience and expectations. Leo L. Fischer, A.I.A., 2352 Morris Ave., Union, New Jersey.

SPECSIFICATIONS—Architect with experience and a liking for specification work will find permanent position with this established firm engaged in design of churches, educational facilities, hospitals and other large projects. Salary commensurate with ability. Moving expenses paid. Confidence and reply guaranteed. Write Box #466, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER (P.E.)—B.S. or M.S. in engineering. Must have experience in design, presentation, and production work. Philadelphia. Box #487, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—A.I.A., Illinois registration. Age 42. 28 years experience in leading architect’s office and private practice. Desires permanent association or partnership. Willing to invest in partial or major firm interest and will consider location anywhere in U.S. Send resume to Box #488, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

ARCHITECT—A.I.A., Illinois registration. Age 48. 28 years experience in leading architect’s office & own practice. Desires permanent association or partnership. Willing to invest in partial or major firm interest and will consider location anywhere in U.S. Resume on request. Box #489, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

SITUATIONS WANTED

ARCHITECT—DESIGNER—31, registered state of Illinois, wishes to relocate in Southwest. Six years of varied experience at top offices in design, presentation, and production work. Desires position as project manager doing initial design sketches to completion of project. Box #490, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

FOREIGN EMPLOYMENT—ARCHITECT—Graduate architect desires to locate overseas. Prefer European position with U.S. firm. Age 27. Marital status single. Five years diversified experience in all phases of architectural practice with Architect & Engineering offices throughout U.S. Resume upon request. Box #491, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

GRADUATE ARCHITECT—American, 35 and married, 8 years varied experience, possessing foreign language capability. Presently employed with European industrial architects. Seeks permanent, responsible position in architectural and administrative capacity with American firm which has building program in Europe. Future relocation in U.S. desired. Box #492, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

IMAGINATIVE—Young man 28 years old, Korean veteran, B.A. and B.F.A. (sculpture) degrees. 23 years experience in Denmark and a liking for specification work will find permanent position with this established firm engaged in design of churches, educational facilities, hospitals and other large projects. Salary commensurate with ability. Moving expenses paid. Confidence and reply guaranteed. Write Box #466, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

REGISTERED ARCHITECT—NCARB, top talent design architect with distinguished, award-winning performance as principal on own important and completed commissions including: institutional, public, urban renewal, housing, hospital projects. Will do preliminary design for attention, design for attention, design for attention, design for attention, design for attention. Present position at a top architecture firm in New York, New England areas. Free-lance or associate basis. Confidential. Box #494, PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

MISCELLANEOUS

ARCHITECTURAL & DESIGN PERSONNEL AGENCY—A personalized placement service for top-level architects, designers, engineers, draftsmen, estimators and interior designers: selective contracts arranged in a confidential and professional manner. Interviews by appointment. 58 Park Avenue, New York. M‘Urray Hill 3-2523.


HELEN HUTCHINS PERSONNEL AGENCY—Specialist Architectural, Industrial, Interior, Graphic Design; Decorative Arts and Trade; Hospitality Furnishing Field; Architects, Designers, Draftsmen, Administrative Personnel. Interviews by appointment, 767 Lexington Ave., New York 21, N.Y. TE 5-5070.
Intrinsically valuable, Drawings by Architects is a book of many splendors—a source of endless visual pleasure—an authoritative and comprehensive survey of architecture—an excellent introduction to the work of the most influential architects in history—a revealing presentation of the art of architecture as it contributes to the art of any age.

In quality ... in beauty ... unsurpassed!

No effort has been spared in the production of this handsome volume, designed especially for the architect. The finest paper has been used—making possible the faithful reproduction of pencil textures, delicate inkwork, and subtle tones of wash. Most of the drawings appear in their original size—their quality unmistakably clear. Printed and bound in Europe, a special process has been used which makes the opened book lie flat for ease in study and reference. Accompanying captions describe the method of drawing, exact size, and location of the original building (if executed), plus a listing of the most important buildings credited to the architect.

The perfect gift for an architect—the perfect gift from an architect!
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexicore Co., Inc.</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follansbee Steel Corp.</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furane Plastics, Inc.</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glen Raven Cotton Mills, Inc.</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guth, Edwin F., Co.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haughton Elevator Co.</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haws Drinking Faucet Co.</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inland Steel Products Co.</td>
<td>38, 39, 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Service Co.</td>
<td>4th Cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keynes Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsch Co.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kliegl Brothers</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCN Closers, Inc.</td>
<td>6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead Industries Association</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lehigh Portland Cement Co.</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libby-Owens-Ford Glass Co.</td>
<td>18, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macomber, Inc.</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahon, R. C., Co.</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marmet Corp.</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota Mining &amp; Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi Glass Co.</td>
<td>73, 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosaic Tile Co.</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mueller Brass Co.</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Gypsum Co.</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Tube Division, U.S. Steel Corp.</td>
<td>14, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onan Division,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studembaeker-Packard Corp.</td>
<td>48, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orla Elevator Co.</td>
<td>3rd Cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass &amp; Seymour</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestressed Concrete Institute</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Cedar Shingle Bureau</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinhold Publishing Corp., 20, 150, 151, 165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic Chemical Co.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co., Doors &amp; Operators Div.</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royalmetal Corp.</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber &amp; Plastic Compound Co.</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber Corp. of America</td>
<td>148, 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell &amp; Erwin, Division of American Hardware Corp.</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan Valve Co.</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Elwin G., Co., Inc.</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonoco Products Co.</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Desk Co.</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Works, Hardware Division</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stark Ceramics, Inc.</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Joist Institute</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Clay Products Institute</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiokol Chemical Corp.</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tile Council of America</td>
<td>152, 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity Division, General Portland Cement Company</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubular Structures Corp.</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Carbide Metals Co., Div. of Union Carbide Corp.</td>
<td>28, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Steel Corp., National Tube Div.</td>
<td>14, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Huffel Tube Corp.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogel-Peterson Co.</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wal-Lek, Div. of Lenawee Peerless</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo-Register Co., Inc.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster Electric Company</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Conversion Co.</td>
<td>50, 51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Design Responsibility for the New York World's Fair was the subject of a debate in which I recently found myself involved. The Architectural League of New York had planned a symposium on design at the Fair, but all the participants had chickened out except for me and Stuart Constable, right-hand man to Robert Moses (who, in addition to half a dozen other state and city jobs, is president of the Fair). The debate ultimately was about responsibility, because there seemed to be no disagreement (not even Mr. Constable dissenting) as to the sad quality of design so far evident. Comments on this aspect of the Fair ranged from a description of it as low-level package design rather than architecture, to unprintable epithets. The only disagreement between Constable and myself was that he insisted that the Fair's responsibility is solely to rent space, while I tried to say that there was an over-all responsibility to control quality, prevent horrors, and point some direction. Much to my surprise, Ulrich Franzen, the "moderator," sided with the Fair's point of view and described my attitude as "old fashioned." I may say, however, that I had articulate supporters from the floor.

Mr. Moses has made it clear in many statements that the Fair feels it has no duty to provide a demonstration of the progress or the present position of architecture, as the great Fairs of the past have done. "We aim not at the Grand Plan which will influence all architecture for generations," he has said, explaining that the Fair officials "have no position at all except as benign spectators." He has amplified this by adding: "We cannot prevent the maker of condiments from building his pavilion in the form of a pickle, or the business-machine manufacturer from putting up a structure in the form of a huge typewriter." Obviously, this is not architecture that is being discussed, but an extremely arrogant form of display technique. The great fact that Mr. Moses and Mr. Constable overlook, however, is that, whether they desire it or not, there will be an influence emanating from the structures for which they rent space. Every important, well-attended Fair has had an influence on the architecture of its time, through the millions of lay people—the ultimate sponsors of architecture—who come to look. As Sibyl Moholy-Nagy pointed out at the League affair, the great tragedy will be the effect on the children who will visit Flushing Meadows. No one will be there to tell them that this is not architecture, that this is not where our knowledge of space and technology and contemporary aesthetics can lead us. They will take away the visual impressions of what they see; willy-nilly the Fair officials will have influenced architecture "for generations."

In shying away from the responsibility of influence, the Fair, as I said that evening, is going to make a fool of itself. Moses has written: "I get a little weary of the avant-garde critics who see in a World's Fair only an opportunity to advance their latest ideas, to establish a new school of American planning, architecture, and art which will astonish the visitors from the hinterland and rock the outer world." The three parts of this comment are interesting. In the first place, it implies a shying away from "new ideas," which seems odd in relation to a World's Fair. Then there is an expressed fear of assisting a "new school of American planning, architecture, and art," which to many of us would seem a desirable aim. And finally, there is the insulting reference to visitors from places other than New York. I strongly suspect that guests from many "hinterland" cities are going to be "astonished" only at the lack of taste and understanding that the Fair promises to show ("Peter Paul Rubens' Descent from the Cross will be reproduced in colored sand," a recent release brags); and I believe that our visitors from "the outer world" are so concerned with their developing needs in architecture and planning that they will be "rocked" only by the crass, commercialized architectural indifference that the Fair is exhibiting toward these world-wide efforts. But then I suppose that's an old fashioned attitude also. Up with the pickle pavilion!
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